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Abstract

“The only constant is change.”

— Heraclitus, 500 B.C.

A characteristic challenge of software development is the management of omnipresent
change. Classically, this constant change is driven by customers changing their re-
quirements. The wish to optimally leverage available resources opens another source
of change: the software systems environment. Software is tailored to specific platforms
(e.g., hardware architectures) resulting in many variants of the same software optimized
for different environments. If the environment changes, a different variant is to be used,
i.e., the system has to reconfigure to the variant optimized for the arisen situation. The
automation of such adjustments is subject to the research community of self-adaptive
systems. The basic principle is a control loop, as known from control theory. The sys-
tem (and environment) is continuously monitored, the collected data is analyzed and
decisions for or against a reconfiguration are computed and realized. Central problems
in this field, which are addressed in this thesis, are the management of interdependen-
cies between non-functional properties of the system, the handling of multiple criteria
subject to decision making and the scalability.

In this thesis, a novel approach to self-adaptive software–Multi-Quality Auto-Tuning
(MQuAT)–is presented, which provides design and operation principles for software sys-
tems which automatically provide the best possible utility to the user while producing the
least possible cost. For this purpose, a component model has been developed, enabling
the software developer to design and implement self-optimizing software systems in a
model-driven way. This component model allows for the specification of the structure
as well as the behavior of the system and is capable of covering the runtime state of the
system. The notion of quality contracts is utilized to cover the non-functional behavior
and, especially, the dependencies between non-functional properties of the system. At
runtime the component model covers the runtime state of the system. This runtime
model is used in combination with the contracts to generate optimization problems in
different formalisms (Integer Linear Programming (ILP), Pseudo-Boolean Optimization
(PBO), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Multi-Objective Integer Linear Program-
ming (MOILP)). Standard solvers are applied to derive solutions to these problems,
which represent reconfiguration decisions, if the identified configuration differs from the
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current. Each approach is empirically evaluated in terms of its scalability showing the
feasibility of all approaches, except for ACO, the superiority of ILP over PBO and the
limits of all approaches: 100 component types for ILP, 30 for PBO, 10 for ACO and 30
for 2-objective MOILP. In presence of more than two objective functions the MOILP
approach is shown to be infeasible.
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1
Introduction

The future of software systems is predicted to be characterized by ubiquitous, inter-
connected software components, which run on and use several heterogeneous resources,
are subject to frequent changes and optimize themselves w.r.t. their non-functional
behavior [56]. Finkelstein and Kramer identified Change, Non-functional Properties,
Non-classical Life-cycles (evolving systems) and Configurability amongst other as key
challenges of future software engineering [56, p. 7]. Although these challenges have been
identified already in 2000, more recent studies show that these challenges still exist. In
2007, Kramer and Magee outline the development of self-managed systems as a key chal-
lenge in software engineering [79]. In 2009, Cheng et al. provided a roadmap expressing
the demand for self-adaptive systems.

Thus, the immanent problem of future software engineering is the shift from iso-
lated (client-server) software running on stationary devices to software running on vast
amounts of interconnected devices providing new ways of interaction with the real world.
Such ubiquitous software demarcates from classical client-server software in the require-
ment to be able to adjust itself to changing contexts. “Context is any information that
can be used to characterize the situation of an entity” [46, p.5]. According to Zim-
mermann et al. [132], the situation covers five aspects: individuality (the entity’s self),
activity (the task or goal of the entity), location, time and relations with other entities.
That is, future software needs to be able to adapt itself w.r.t. to its own state, its goals,
its location, time and relationships. Such software is called self-adaptive software (SAS).

SAS is always embedded into a context and usually serves users with differing needs
or expectations. In terms of Zimmermann et al. [132], the software and its users de-
note entities, which adapt to each other by forming a dynamic relationship. Moreover,
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1. Introduction

Autonomic Manager 

Knowledge Monitor 

Analyze Plan 

Execute 

Figure 1.1.: MAPE-K Loop [98]: Monitor - Analyze - Plan - Execute - Knowledge.

the software is in relationship with its execution platform (i.e., the utilized hardware,
operating system and middleware). The goals of SAS correlate with the self-* proper-
ties [112] of SAS: self-configuring, self-healing, self-protecting and self-optimizing. The
self-configuring property of software denotes the bare ability of software to reconfigure
(without any specified intent). In contrast, self-healing, -protecting and -optimizing soft-
ware utilizes this ability to reach a specified goal: the system shall be able to recover from
failures (self-healing), to resist security threats (self-protecting) or serve its users in the
best-possible way (self-optimizing). Self-healing is an objective for systems, which have
to ensure operability, but do not necessarily have to optimally utilize available resources.
Future software systems, instead, should optimally leverage the available resources to
provide the best possible user satisfaction. Moreover, user’s typically have multiple,
potentially competing objectives. For example, users of an audio file optimization sys-
tem are likely to ask for as fast processing as possible, but for as best file compression
and audio quality as possible, too. These three objectives contradict with each other.
For example, better compression requires more time and potentially decreases the audio
quality. Hence, the focus of this thesis is on multi-objective self-optimization.

The field of self-optimization in software engineering divides by the time when opti-
mization is performed: at design time, compilation time, deployment time or at runtime.
Software optimization at design time reaches from architecture optimization (e.g., Ar-
chOpterix [3] and PerOpteryx [78]) to compiler optimizations and auto-tuning techniques
(cf. Sect. 2.2). As future software systems are expected to be challenged by unanticipated
changes at runtime [56], in this thesis, the focus is on self-optimization at runtime.

The basic principle of all SAS is a feedback loop, like the MAPE-K loop introduced
by Oreizy et al. [98] depicted in Figure 1.1, which is comprised of four phases: a monitor
phase, where the system is observed, an analyze phase, where the monitored data is
evaluated, a plan phase, where appropriate adaptation decisions are planned and an
execution phase, where the planned adaptation decisions are performed.

In this thesis, a novel approach to runtime, multi-objective self-optimizing software–
Multi-Quality Auto-Tuning (MQuAT)–is presented, which provides design and operation
principles for software systems which automatically provide the best possible utility to
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1.1. Motivation, Challenges and Problems

the user while producing the least possible cost. It addresses the first three phases of
the feedback loop, i.e., monitor, analyze and plan.

In this chapter, first the problems and challenges addressed in this thesis are discussed
in Section 1.1, followed by an overview of the approach in Section 1.2. Finally, Sec-
tion 1.3 summarizes the contributions given in this thesis and Section 1.4 outlines the
organization of the overall thesis.

1.1. Motivation, Challenges and Problems

A classifying characteristic of self-optimizing software systems is their specification of op-
timality. For example, software can be optimized for maximum performance, maximum
reliability, minimum energy consumption or minimum price. For each of these goals, a
single non-functional property (NFP), such as performance or reliability, is optimized.
Moreover, optimization can consider multiple qualities in combination, e.g., maximizing
performance whilst minimizing energy consumption. Here, an important distinction of
runtime software optimization approaches is easy to see: either the aim is to optimize
for maximum (user) utility or for efficiency by interpreting qualities as utilities and/or
costs, i.e., the best possible utility for the least possible cost. For example, the optimal-
ity of a configuration of an image analysis application, comprised of a set of software
components having multiple implementations each, depends on whether the application
is intended to process the images as fast as possible, as accurate as possible or as fast
and accurate as possible. Each combination of the optimization objectives potentially
leads to another optimal configuration, which denotes the selection of implementations
and their mapping to execution environments.

The general objective of self-optimizing software systems is to determine and reconfig-
ure to the optimal system configuration. Hence, techniques from combinatorial optimiza-
tion are required, which in general seek an optimal object in a finite set of objects [96].
Thus, self-optimizing software systems need to consider multiple qualities in combination
and have to interpret qualities as costs and utilities in order to optimize their trade off
(i.e., the efficiency of the system). The following challenges arise from this problem:

1. The optimization problem needs to be formulated. But, there is no generic formu-
lation of such optimization problems. In literature only problem-specific formu-
lations exist (e.g., for vehicle networks [58]), which prescribe a fixed structure of
the system elements to be considered. For example, in [4], a software component
is restricted to have a memory requirement, a communication frequency and an
event size only. If additional properties of software components are to be consid-
ered, the approach has to be extended or even revised. Hence, an approach capable
of generating optimization problem specifications based on structural and runtime
models of the system is required.

3



1. Introduction

2. NFPs are not comparable per se. The characteristics of NFPs need to be considered
in order to correctly compare NFPs or to interpret the interrelation of NFPs.
Notably, NFPs can impact each other, and exist on different levels of abstraction.
For example, on a high level of abstraction, NFPs like energy consumption or safety
levels exist, whereas on a lower level NFPs like CPU time, disk read throughput
and response time exist. Moreover, a low remaining battery capacity can endanger
safety in electronic vehicles. Thus, interdependencies between NFPs have to be
considered.

3. The computational complexity of combinatorial optimization techniques is very
high (i.e., the optimization problems are known to be NP-hard) [96]. This poses
the challenge to derive a correct reconfiguration plan in time or, more general,
within an available budget, which might comprise further resources in addition
to time. Thus, the challenge is to assess the scalability and predictability of the
applied optimization techniques.

In addition to solutions for these problems and challenges at runtime, an appropri-
ate design methodology is required. The central challenge for such a methodology is
the need for concise specifications of the configuration space in order to cope with the
combinatorial explosion of possible system configurations. A proper design methodology
is the key to effective and efficient solutions for the runtime challenges as the design
delimits the opportunities to reconfigure the system under development.

This thesis addresses three major problem areas in the field of self-optimizing soft-
ware systems. First, a development method, which allows for the assessment of system
configurations in terms of utilities and costs. Second, the application of optimization
techniques at runtime and third, the scalability evaluation of these optimization tech-
niques. Each area is described in further detail in the following:

Development Method Enabling Configuration Assessment in Terms of NFPs (cf.
Chapters 4, 5 and 6). In this thesis, the first software architecture for self-optimizing
software systems, which covers the dependencies and interactions of its NFPs, is pre-
sented. Chapter 4 introduces this architecture, which offers structural, behavioral and
runtime views of the system.

In addition, a Quality of Service (QoS) contract language is presented, which allows to
specify quality interaction and enables the interpretation of NFPs as costs and utilities.
But, NFPs highly depend on the hardware being used and the way users interact with
the software (i.e., NFPs depend on context in general). This prohibits the developer to
give a complete specification of quality interactions and their interpretation as efficiency
(utility/cost) values of the possible configurations of an SAS using QoS contracts at
design time. Hence, in Chapter 5, this problem is addressed by an approach which
measures and analyzes the NFPs at runtime and approximates the resource- and user-
specific NFPs by multiple linear regression. The assessment of system configurations

4



1.1. Motivation, Challenges and Problems

based on the multi-quality-aware software architecture and the runtime QoS-contract
refinement approach is part of Chapter 6.

Application of Optimization Techniques at Runtime (cf. Chapters 7, 8 and 9). A
well known problem of SAS in general is the infeasibility to enumerate all system con-
figurations in order to identify the best amongst them. This is due to the combinatorial
explosion of possible configurations. Hence, the system’s structural and runtime view
need to allow optimization techniques to iteratively search for an optimal solution, in a
way that potentially not every configuration needs to be investigated. In the presented
approach, this is achieved by the specification of quality interactions and dependencies
in QoS contracts.

A special problem related to runtime optimization is the computational complexity
of both exact and approximate techniques in combinatorial optimization, because both
are known to be NP-hard. This complexity cannot be avoided, but imposes a trade off
between accuracy and complexity. To reduce complexity, heuristics are applied instead.
But, heuristics cannot guarantee an optimal solution. Nevertheless, they are likely to
achieve near-optimal solutions. A problem for both kinds of optimization techniques
is the need to consider non-linear system behavior, which further raises the computa-
tional complexity. Especially performance and energy optimization, which consider the
schedule of operations, require to reason about non-linear behavior. For example, energy
consumption by utilizing a CPU is not necessarily proportional to the execution time of
a process, as the CPU might switch its performance state while the process executes.

Finally, the combined optimization of multiple qualities requires techniques from multi-
objective optimization (MOO), which raises the computational complexity of optimiza-
tion even further. Approaches to MOO divide into two classes: a priori and a posteriori
approaches. The demarcating characteristic is the way multiple objectives are handled.
In a priori approaches, the objectives are merged in advance to the search for the op-
timum. In contrast, in a posteriori approaches, the objectives functions are merged
after the search for an optimum. In terms of computational complexity, a posteriori
approaches are worse than a priori approaches.

In this thesis, exact MOO approaches capable of interpreting qualities as costs or util-
ities are presented in Chapter 7 (an apriori approach) and 9 (an a posteriori approach).
An approximate (meta-heuristic) approach is shown in Chapter 8.

Optimization Evaluation and Scalability (cf. Chapter 7, 8 and 9) The quality of the
solutions of optimizers needs to be evaluated, but in case of approximate optimization
techniques, this is not possible per se. For example, if the potential gain in efficiency
due to reconfiguration is less than the accuracy of the approximate approach, the recon-
figuration can potentially even degrade the system’s efficiency.

Moreover, reconfiguration itself influences the QoS of the system subject to optimiza-
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1. Introduction

tion (e.g., reconfiguration consumes time, energy and could endanger safety). Consid-
ering the QoS effects of reconfiguration (and the preceding steps), a budget can be
identified, which must not be exceeded in order to ensure the effectiveness of self-
optimization. This demands for scalable runtime optimization. For this reason, the
scalability of each optimization approach presented in this thesis is analyzed at the end
of Chapter 7, 8 and 9, respectively.

1.2. Overview of the Approach

The approach presented in this thesis is called Multi-Quality Auto Tuning (MQuAT) and
comprises a design time and a runtime part. The first part covers a new development
method for self-optimizing systems. The second part concerns operation principles,
namely, novel techniques to runtime self-optimization. Both parts are outlined in the
following.

Design Principles for Self-Optimizing Software Systems

The development method proposed by MQuAT extends on Component-Based Software
Development (CBSD) [117]. That is, software subject to self-optimization is proposed to
be built from components with explicitly defined boundaries. Moreover, components are
meant to comprise multiple implementations each providing the same functionality but
differing in their non-functional behavior. This design principle is crucial as it is the key
enabler for runtime optimization, because only if differently behaving configurations exist
a reconfiguration to a better or optimal configuration is possible. For each component
the NFPs of interest are to be specified. This enables the assessment and, in consequence,
comparability of implementations of the same component.

These basic principles are covered by the Cool Component Model (CCM) [64]: a
meta-architecture of self-optimizing software systems.

A specialty of MQuAT is the application of QoS contracts to cover the non-functional
behavior of implementations as well as the interrelations between NFPs of different
components. Contracts naturally describe the connection between provisions and re-
quirements. In MQuAT, contracts are used to specify the provision of NFPs by an
implementation if a set of specified requirements is hold. Notably, requirements can
be specified against resources as well as other software components. The consequence
of using QoS contracts, which quantitatively describe the dependencies between imple-
mentations and resources as well as other implementations is leveraged by the operation
principles, namely, more efficient planning/decision approaches.

In this thesis, a special kind of QoS contracts has been developed, based on prior work
by Röttger et al. [111]. In addition, a language to specify these contracts, called Quality
Contract Language (QCL) [61], has been developed. The concept of QoS contracts and
QCL are described in detail in Section 4.2.
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Figure 1.2.: The Layers of Multi-Quality Auto-Tuning Systems.

Operation Principles for Self-Optimizing Software Systems

The core runtime concept of the self-optimization approach proposed in MQuAT is the
THE Auto-Tuning Runtime Environment (THEATRE) [64, 61]. This runtime environ-
ment can be divided into three layers: a user, a software, and a resource layer as depicted
in Figure 1.2.

The top-most layer covers the users of the system, which invoke features and describe
their demands and (potentially multiple) objectives in terms of NFPs w.r.t. the invoked
feature. The Global User Manager (GUM) is used to coordinate the requests and to
manage the mapping between users and software component implementations (i.e., which
components are used by which users). For this purpose, a textual language able to express
the feature invocation and the demands of users has been developed. User requests are
minimal requirements to the software system, which have to be fulfilled in order to satisfy
the user. The general objective of the runtime system is to serve the user as efficient as
possible in terms of the user’s objectives.

The middle layer comprises software components which are controlled by a Local
Quality Manager (LQM). For each component container a separate instance of an LQM
exists. The task of an LQM is

1. to “know” which components are deployed on its container, i.e., to provide an
appropriate variant model,

7
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2. to deploy and undeploy component implementations on the container and

3. to shut down or startup the container itself.

In addition to the LQMs, a single Global Quality Manager (GQM) exists in the run-
time environment. Its task is to react on user requests and on changes to the system
infrastructure (i.e., the addition of a new server or the invocation of a provided feature
by a user). Whenever such an event occurs, it

1. collects information about the current state of all resources, the currently running
software component implementations, and how they are mapped to the available
resources,

2. calculates the current efficiency of the system and starts to search for a more
efficient system configuration,

3. decides for or against a reconfiguration and derives the actual steps required to
perform the reconfiguration and

4. delegates the tasks to perform the reconfiguration to the respective LQMs.

Thus, in short, the task of the GQM is to realize the analyze and plan phases of the
feedback loop, whereas the LQM is responsible for the execution phase. The monitor
step is performed by another manager, which is introduced in the next paragraph.

The bottom layer comprises physical (e.g., hard disk drive) as well as virtual resources
(e.g., operating system). Each resource has its own Local Resource Manager (LRM).
The entirety of all resources is monitored and controlled by the Global Resource Man-
ager (GRM). The tasks of an LRM include in-depth knowledge about its resource and
the ability to steer the resource by, for example, switching between power saving modes
or shutting down/starting up the resource. For example, the values of monitored NFPs
are provided by LRMs. The task of the GRM is to know which resources are connected
to the system infrastructure, how they can be used and to delegate commands to all
connected resources. For example, if the GQM decides for a reconfiguration which re-
lieves a previously heavily utilized server from all its tasks, this server can be shut down
to save energy. The GQM will send this command to the GRM, which in turn delegates
the task to the respective LRM of the server. In [63] a detailed discussion about the
interface and tasks of the GRM and LRM is given.

In summary, the envisioned runtime environment is comprised of multiple local quality
and resource managers and one global resource and one global quality manager. The
task of focus in this thesis is performed by the GQM, which realizes the analyze and
plan steps of the feedback loop.

The runtime process of MQuAT as depicted in Figure 1.3 comprises five steps:
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Figure 1.3.: Global Picture of MQuAT.

1. Request Retrieval: If a user requests a service, the service request is retrieved
by the first central manager of the auto-tuning runtime environment (THEATRE),
the GUM. Besides the service the user intents to invoke, the user can specify NFPs
he requires for the service (e.g., minimum refresh rates).

2. Contract Checking: Subsequently, the GUM delegates the request to the GQM
to check if the system has to be reconfigured to efficiently serve the user request
(e.g., if new software component instances have to be deployed or parts of the
system have to be reconfigured to provide the requested NFPs). During contract
checking, the GQM searches for the required software components (which can have
multiple implementation variants providing different NFPs) and requests the GRM
for the currently present hardware devices and their available resources (e.g., free
disk space, memory or CPU cycles). The GQM computes all possible mappings of
existing software variants onto the existing hardware landscape. How the available
software and hardware variants and their dependencies are modeled using CCM
and QCL is described in Chapter 4.
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Figure 1.4.: Combined Design- and Runtime Perspective of the Approach.

3. Contract Negotiation: The requirements of the user request and the user’s
objectives together with the possible software-to-hardware mappings are negotiated
(i.e., which system configuration is the best in terms of the users demands and
objectives). The negotiation is realized by a transformation to a mathematical
optimization problem that is passed to a standard solver to compute the optimal
system configuration w.r.t. the user’s demands in terms of an optimal trade off
between utility and cost.

4. Reconfiguration: The result from the contract negotiation phase is used to com-
pute a reconfiguration plan denoting which software component variants have to
be undeployed, moved, and deployed to provide the requested service and utility.
Afterwards, the reconfiguration plan is executed by the GQM.

5. Request propagation: The original user request is forwarded to the now optimal
deployed software landscape providing the required service and utility.

Quality assessment denotes the mechanism used by THEATRE and its managers
to collect information on the available software component implementations, hardware
devices, their energy consumption and performance to name but a few. It runs in parallel
to the feedback loop and allows to always register new software implementations and to
plug or unplug hardware devices.

Summarizing, Figure 1.4 provides an overview of MQuAT combining the design time
and runtime perspective. The developer creates models and quality contracts of the
system in addition to the actual code. The users interact with the system at runtime
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and formulate their objectives and requests. The runtime system comprises a runtime
model, reflecting the current state of the system, in addition to the running components.
Prior to optimization, the user’s objectives are transformed to objective functions of an
optimization program. Depending on the type of optimization technique used, either
all objectives of the users are merged into a single objective function, or one objective
function per objective is derived. The process of runtime optimization utilizes these
objective functions and the runtime model of the system to generate formulations of
the optimization problem for the respective technique. Finally, included by the runtime
optimization step, the system reconfigures, if the computed optimal configuration differs
from the current system configuration.

1.3. Contributions

This thesis contributes to the field of self-optimizing software systems in three of the four
phases of self-adaptive systems: collection, analysis and decision making. The act phase
is considered as state of the art, as it relies on component (re-)deployment, which has
been used in various previous research projects (e.g., DiVA [57]). The central research
question addressed in this thesis is how to develop, assess and evaluate the runtime
system of adaptive software to keep it automatically efficient.
The main contributions are:

• a new taxonomy of self-optimizing software systems, which exceeds existing
taxonomies by the inclusion of runtime optimization issues.

• a development methodology for self-optimizing software systems and

• four evaluated multi-quality, multi-objective runtime software optimization ap-
proaches.

In the following, a list of minor contributions per major contribution and chapter
is given. Whereas the first major contribution is covered by Chapter 3, both other
contributions comprise multiple minor contributions across multiple chapters. Chapter 6
is a bridge between the design time and runtime part of this thesis, by discussing how
to leverage the architecture introduced in the first part of the thesis at runtime.

Development Methodology

• Chapter 4

– A self- and context-aware, component-based software architecture for self-
optimizing software systems.

– An extended contract concept (and language) covering the complex interde-
pendencies between NFPs, cost and utility.
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• Chapter 5

– A process to specify QoS contracts at design time and to approximate their
concrete instantiations at runtime.

– A statistical approach to assess the quality of QoS contracts.

• Chapter 6

– An argumentation on how contract negotiation using QoS contracts advances
over state of the art.

– A new approach to merge multiple incomparable objectives by discrete event
simulation using energy consumption as an example.

Runtime Optimization Approaches

• Chapter 7

– An exact runtime optimization approach using Integer Linear Programming
(ILP).

– An exact runtime optimization approach using Pseudo-Boolean Optimization
(PBO) [21].

– A scalability analysis and comparison of both approaches.

• Chapter 8

– An approximate runtime optimization approach using Ant Colony Optimiza-
tion (ACO).

– A scalability and accuracy analysis of ACO in relation to the previous ap-
proaches.

• Chapter 9

– An exact, a posteriori, multi-objective runtime optimization approach using
Multi-Objective Integer Linear Programming (MOILP).

– A scalability analysis of this approach.

12
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1.4. Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized in three parts as depicted in Figure 1.5. The first part covers
the foundations of the presented approach in Chapter 2 and provides an overview as well
as a demarcation from related work by introducing a novel taxonomy for self-optimizing
systems in Chapter 3. The design methodology is covered by the second part. First,
a multi-quality aware software architecture is presented in Chapter 4, followed by an
approach elaborating on the process of QoS contract creation in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6,
an approach to contract checking and the difference to multi-quality auto-tuning by
contract negotiation are presented. The third part of this thesis focuses on runtime
optimization techniques for self-optimizing systems. In Chapters 7, 8 and 9 two exact an
approximate and an exact, a posteriori contract negotiation approach are shown. The
thesis is closed by giving directives on how to proceed and a conclusion in Chapter 10.

Part I

2. Background

3. Taxonomy

Part II: Development

4. Architecture

5. Contract Approximation

6. Contract Checking & Negotiation

Part III: Runtime

7. Exact Approaches

8. An Approximate Approach

8. An A Posteriori Approach

Figure 1.5.: Structural Overview of the Thesis.
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2
Background

The thesis at hand is influenced by several research fields, whereof the most important
are SAS, auto-tuning and software optimization. Each field divides itself into many re-
search communities focusing on special aspects of the respective field. The general theme
underlying this thesis is given by the SAS community, because MQuAT is a special type
of SAS and contributes to this community. Auto-tuning, which originates from the High-
Performance Computing (HPC) community, is a closely related technique to realize a
SAS, which was a main inspiration for this thesis. Finally, software optimization is a
field of research which offers several general techniques, which have been investigated,
tailored and adapted for MQuAT. This chapter serves the purpose to ease the under-
standing of the succeeding chapters by summarizing the most important aspects of the
three related research fields w.r.t. this thesis. In the following, first SAS will be dis-
cussed in Section 2.1, followed by an overview of auto-tuning in Section 2.2. Finally, in
Section 2.3, optimization techniques utilized in this thesis are introduced.

2.1. Self-adaptive Software

The concept of SAS reaches back to the mid 90’s of the last century. Since then, various
definitions for SAS have been provided. One of the first is by Robert Laddaga from 1997,
who created and managed the self-adaptive software program at DARPA from 1996 till
1999.
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“Self Adaptive Software evaluates its own behavior and changes behavior when the
evaluation indicates that it is not accomplishing what the software is intended to
do, or when better functionality or performance is possible.” [81]

Thus, according to Laddaga, the key characteristics of SAS are self-awareness (i.e., to
be able to evaluate the own behavior) and the ability to adjust itself. Another definition
for SAS has been provided by Peyman Oreizy in his 1999 article on an architecture-based
approach to self-adaptive software in the IEEE Intelligent Systems journal.

“Self-adaptive software modifies its own behavior in response to changes in its oper-
ating environment. By operating environment, we mean anything observable by the
software system, such as end-user input, external hardware devices and sensors, or
program instrumentation.” [98]

This definition goes further than Laddaga’s in that the operating environment is con-
sidered in addition. Thus, context-awareness is another key characteristic of SAS. No-
tably, Oreizy further details how SAS adapt themselves: namely, “... in response to
changes ...” and Laddaga implicitly names the continuous reevaluation of an SAS. Both
indicate the existence of a feedback loop as a further key characteristic of SAS. That is
a SAS continuously adjusts itself to the current context.

In [112], Salehie and Tahvildari provide a concise overview of the current state of the
art and research challenges in self-adaptive software systems. They provide a taxonomy
of SAS based on the evolution taxonomy by Buckley et al. [27].

The proposed taxonomy specifies four facets of SAS: (1) the object to adapt (e.g.,
methods and resource adjustments), (2) realization issues including a distinction be-
tween dynamic and static decision-making, but also the separation of open and closed
systems, (3) temporal characteristics like reactive or proactive adaptation and (4) in-
teraction concerns covering human involvement, trust and interoperability. The second,
third and forth facet show a diversification in the research field of SAS. This includes
approaches to SAS, which are able to handle the issues of the open world assumption
in contrast to classical closed world approaches, approaches providing runtime reason-
ing capabilities instead of switching between precomputed variants of the systems in a
predefined way, approaches enabling proactive adaptation instead of classical reactive
behavior and approaches considering human interaction as well as security issues. The
approach presented in this thesis can be categorized, according to the taxonomy, as a
closed world, dynamic decision-making, reactive approach covering the trade off between
multiple, potentially competing, quality concerns.
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Figure 2.1.: Incarnations of The Feedback Loop for Self-Adaptive Systems.

2.1.1. Architecture of Self-Adaptive Software: The Feedback Loop

The general architecture of self-adaptive software is guided by the incorporation of a
feedback loop [112]. Different concretizations of this feedback loop, depicted in Figure 2.1
have been proposed in literature.

Kephart and Chess proposed the MAPE-K Loop, depicted in Figure 2.1(a), compris-
ing a monitor, an analyze, a plan and an execute step as well as a shared knowledge base
across all steps [70]. In contrast to [112], Kephart and Chess enumerate research chal-
lenges for self-organizing systems (i.e., system constituents are unaware of the complete
system) instead of self-adaptive systems (where a holistic view of the system exists).

Another concretization of the feedback loop has been proposed by Dobson et al. in [48]:
the CADA loop (c.f. Figure 2.1(b)). According to Dobson et al. the feedback loop
comprises four phases: the collection of information about the system (C), its analysis
(A), decision-making based on the derived knowledge (D) and acting as realizing the
plan decided for (A).

A more complex concretization of the feedback loop is provided by Oreizy et al. [98],
depicted in Figure 2.1(c). Oreizy et al. differentiate between high-level adaptation man-
agement and low-level evolution management. The adaptation management encompasses
to evaluate and monitor observations of the system, to plan changes, and to deploy the
change descriptions decided for. These three steps are comparable to collect, analyze
and decide of the CADA loop and to monitor, analyze and plan of the MAPE-K loop.
Evolution management covers the realization of adaptation decisions (i.e., the act step
of the CADA loop or the execute step of the MAPE-K loop respectively). It enacts
changes and collects observations in preparation for or in consequence of adaptation
management. The major issue of evolution management is identified as maintenance of
consistency and system integrity.

Yet another concretization of the feedback loop is provided by Salehie and Tahvildari
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Figure 2.2.: Hierarchy of Self-* Properties. Redrawn from [112, p.5].

in [112], which covers four processes: monitoring, detecting, deciding and acting, which
are very close to the elements of the CADA and MAPE-K loop. In addition, sensors and
effectors are put into context of these steps, where sensors are utilized by the monitoring
process and effectors by the acting process.

Notably, the description of Kephart and Chess on negotiation in autonomic systems
highlights the central difference of contract negotiation as investigated in this thesis—
global optimization techniques—in contrast to self-organizing systems, where the system
elements negotiate with each other aiming for concession using auction-like techniques.

2.1.2. The Incarnations of Self-Adaptive Software: Self-* Properties

Salehie and Tahvildari introduce a three-layer hierarchy of self-* properties, which is
outlined in the following to highlight the focus of this thesis in its context, namely
self-optimization in the context of self-adaptiveness. It is depicted in Figure 2.2.

The top-most layer is the general level, which covers self-adaptiveness as a top-
down, centralized type of self-adaptive software and self-organization as a bottom-up,
decentralized approach to self-adaptive software, where the constituents are unaware of
complete system. This thesis focuses on self-adaptiveness.

The middle layer is termed the major level. It comprises four well-known self-prop-
erties: self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing and self-protecting. Self-configuring
denotes the ability of the software to perform adaptation in an automatic way (e.g.,
by migrating software entities). Self-healing encompasses the automatic identification,
anticipation and recovery from disruptions. Self-optimizing, in contrast, denotes “man-
aging performance and resource allocation [...] to satisfy the requirements of different
users” [112, p.5]. The authors emphasize that “self-optimizing has a strong relationship
with efficiency” [112, p.6]. Finally, self-protecting encompasses the detection, antici-
pated, prevention, mitigation and/or recovery from security threats. This thesis focuses
in particular on self-optimization.
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The lowest layer is called the primitive level and covers self-awareness, context-aware-
ness, openness and anticipation as basic mechanisms required for self-adaptive systems.

2.1.3. The Challenge of Multi-Objective Optimization in SAS

One of the key challenges according to [112] is “building multi-property self-adaptive
software” [112, p.31], by “finding approximately or partially optimal solutions for multi-
objective decision-making problems” [112, p.32]. This thesis particularly focuses on this
multi-objective optimization problem.

A first attempt to multi-objective decision-making was presented by Cheng et al. in
2006 [35]. They presented an approach based on utility theory, which is able to consider
the trade off between multiple objectives for decision making. The central idea behind
the approach was to use utility functions on quality attributes of different dimensions,
where these utility functions map the attributes to a decimal value between 0 and 1.
This enables the comparison of attributes in terms of utility. Cheng et al. proposed to
use the weighted sum of utilities, where each dimensions gets a weight representing its
importance to all stakeholders, for decision-making. Notably, this does not reflect the full
capability of multi-objective optimization, because the approach merges all dimensions
into one for decision-making (weighted sum) and does not provide a set of Pareto optimal
solutions. Moreover, the weights of each dimension are not necessarily the same for each
stakeholder. The approach by Cheng et al. requires a single weight per dimension for
all stakeholders. Hence, part of the trade off negotiation is shifted to the stakeholders,
which have to come up with a consensus of single weights. The same problem arises for
utility functions, which need to reflect the utility of the whole instead of each stakeholder
individually. Nevertheless, Cheng et al. can be considered the first to explicitly address
the problem of multi-objective optimization in the area of self-adaptive software.

Notably, the approach to merge different dimensions of the decision problem using
utility functions, stems from economics. In [86], Chris Lucas writes about multidimen-
sional economics and addresses the problem that “current economic theory reduces all
things to one dimension: that of monetary value [...]” [86] and proposes to use multi-
dimensional values for comparisons. Poladian et al. show this problem especially in
the context of software engineering [104]. Therefore, they investigate properties of costs.
First the divisibility/granularity of costs is differenced in continuous (e.g., energy), dense
discrete (e.g., currency) and sparse discrete (e.g., editing a document). Second, fungibil-
ity as the property of a cost to be convertible to another cost is differenced into complete
fungibility (e.g., common currency), partial fungibility (e.g., bandwidth and CPU cycles
if multiple algorithms utilize both resources) and no fungibility (e.g., calendar days and
staff months). Third, the measurement scale, divided into nominal, ordinal, integer and
ratio, is considered. Fourth, perishability as a property describing whether a resource
will be lost if utilized or not (e.g., bandwidth versus energy). Fifth, the economies of
scale specifying the impact of the cost is differenced into super linear, linear and sub
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linear scale. Finally, Poladian describes the property of being rival for costs. This mul-
titude of properties of costs highlights that costs cannot be easily compared to each
other and, hence, a utility function merging different cost dimensions into a single one in
general compares apples and oranges. Further approaches, which base on utility theory,
but do not explicitly address the multi-objective optimization issue, have been provided
by [22, 124, 105, 97, 103].

Interestingly, Cheng et al. already considered these critics to utility theory and fol-
lowed the proposal of Lucas and Poladian et al. by supporting multidimensional adap-
tation attributes. Nevertheless, the proposed utility functions still merge all dimensions
of the attributes into a single one and no solution to deal with the complexity of correct
utility functions taking care of the properties of each cost dimension is provided.

2.2. Auto-Tuning Approaches

Auto-Tuning covers techniques from HPC, which automate the process of performance
tuning for scientific applications (e.g., weather forecasts and genome expression analysis).
Various approaches have been developed throughout the past decades [128, 18, 99, 106,
119, 90, 110, 122].

The motivation for auto-tuning in HPC is the problem that the frequency of new
hardware increases, but the required time to manually tune high-performance code for
this new hardware remains unchanged. Hence, approaches to automate the performance
tuning for new hardware are needed.

The common way of performance tuning in HPC relies on source code transformations.
Thus, the goal of auto-tuning approaches is to find those source code transformations,
which improve performance. A basic prerequisite of most auto-tuning approaches is
the existence of a kernel library. Such a library contains kernel (i.e., core) algorithms,
which are used by scientific applications. Auto-tuning is applied to those kernel libraries
instead of the applications themselves. This adheres to standard principles in HPC,
where manually optimized kernel libraries are commonly used. The application of auto-
tuning enhances these libraries with code transformations, which are adjust to comprised
algorithms to the given hardware architecture.

In general, there is a distinction between static and dynamic approaches, which di-
vides the approaches by the time of their decision-making process. This is either at
compilation-time, denoting static auto-tuning, or at runtime, denoting dynamic auto-
tuning. In the following representative approaches of both types are discussed.

2.2.1. Static Auto-Tuning

The Automatically Tuned Linear Algebra Software (ATLAS) project developed an auto-
tuning paradigm called Automated Empirical Optimization of Software (AEOS), which
relies on empirical timings to select the best implementation of an algorithm for a
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given architecture [128]. The central issue addressed by AEOS and its reference im-
plementation ATLAS is the high effort of manually tuning domain-kernel algorithms
for performance. The domain-kernel denotes a selected subset of algorithms or pro-
cedures representing the main performance drivers of a particular domain (e.g., linear
algebra). The time for new hardware architectures to replace current architectures is
getting shorter and shorter, so the time needed for performance tuning—which is by
nature hardware-specific—needs to be reduced, too. The principle idea is to investigate
the timing behavior of multiple implementations of the same algorithm or procedure on
the respective target architecture automatically. To get multiple implementations either
a community is engaged or code generators are employed. On the target architecture
the implementations are executed and their timing behavior is compared to determine
the fastest amongst them. Notably, not every implementation is meant to be profiled
in advance, which would be a brute force search. Instead, more sophisticated search
algorithms can be employed. The ATLAS reference implementation, for example, first
determines cache sizes, the available registers and operations (e.g., combined multiplier
and adder) and only generates and profiles1 those implementations of its provided meth-
ods, which potentially provide a good performance for the current architecture [128].

Further static auto-tuning approaches are PHiPAC [18], OptimQR [99] and SPI-
RAL [106].

2.2.2. Dynamic Auto-Tuning

The FFTW approach [59] represent a dynamic auto-tuning technique, as it postpones
optimization to run-time instead of installation/compilation-time. It generates plans
at compile-time, which are evaluated at runtime to identify optimal implementations
(called codelet by Frigo and Johnson) in terms of execution time.

OSKI [123] is another approach to auto-tuning, which adheres to the AEOS paradigm,
but postpones the evaluation and selection of the best implementation to runtime and,
thus, can be considered a dynamic auto-tuning approach.

A recent approach to auto-tuning is Active Harmony [119]. It specifically exploits
information available at runtime and realizes the principle ideas behind AEOS at run-
time. Active Harmony focuses specifically on parameters of code sections, which cannot
be realized as variables in the code. A typical example for this type of parameters are
loop unrolling factors. The goal of Active Harmony is to tune the code of scientific
applications on parallel machines at runtime to near-optimal performance. It utilizes
runtime code-generation, runtime optimization (search-space pruning) and runtime code
transformation or replacement. A notable feature of Active Harmony is that dependen-
cies between parameters as well as constraints between parameters are considered and
can be specified by the developer using a constraint language. Dependencies between

1The installation process performing these steps takes approximately 2 hours.
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Self-adaptive Systems Auto-Tuning

Elements components, features, classes source code statements

Techniques migration, selection compiler optimization, loop unrolling

Principle multi-variant code

Table 2.1.: Comparison of Self-adaptive Systems and Auto-Tuning.

parameters are specified by means of mathematical expressions. For decision-making
the approach relies on the Parallel Rank Order algorithm presented by Tabatabaee et
al. [118] in 2005. A key challenge for dynamic auto-tuning identified by Tiwari and
Hollingsworth [119] is the performance of the tuner itself. They address this challenge
by an asynchronous connection between the runtime system and the tuning system. The
code of the runtime system is updated in a push-based manner, which minimizes the
influence of auto-tuning to a minimum. The general idea of dynamic auto-tuning, ac-
cording to Tiwari and Hollingswirth [119], is the merger of classical compiler optimization
and modern just-in-time compilation.

Yet other approaches to dynamic auto-tuning include MATE [90] by Morajko et al.,
Autopilot [110] by Ribler et al., and ADAPT [122] by Voss and Eigemann.

2.2.3. Comparison to Self-Adaptive Software

Auto-tuning approaches are closely related to SAS in that they realize feedback loops
comparable to those of SAS as shown in Figure 2.1 in Sect. 2.1. For example, the CADA
loop [48] is realized in the following way: (1) information about the available hardware
is collected, (2) this information is analyzed w.r.t. its effect on the kernel algorithms,
(3) a decision selecting code transformations improving (or optimizing) the performance
of the kernel algorithms is made and (4) the code transformations are applied (act).

Thus, auto-tuning can be seen as a special kind of SAS, which operates on source
code level with a restricted focus on scientific applications (i.e., HPC). Notably, ap-
proaches of the SAS community usually realize the feedback loop on higher levels of
abstraction. Commonly, the elements of variation are components, features or classes,
whereas auto-tuning works on source code statements. Auto-tuning approaches mainly
apply techniques known from compiler optimization like loop unrolling with the goal to
identify different variants of the code, which optimally utilize to the underlying hardware
(e.g., by not exceeding the number of available registers or the size of available memory).
Table 2.1 summarizes the commonality and differences between SAS and auto-tuning.

A considerable question is if such low-level techniques (in terms of abstraction) can be
reused on higher levels. An apparent difference between low- and high-level techniques is
the complexity of transformations. On a coarse-grain level of abstraction the transforma-
tions are usually restricted to the exchange of implementations (or components, features,
aspects) and their migration from one resource to another. Low-level techniques seem
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to be more complex in that they apply transformations on statements, resulting in new
code (e.g., transforming a loop statement to a list of succeeding executions of the loop’s
body). But, the basic principle is the same: multi-variant code, i.e., in low-level tech-
niques multiple variants of an algorithm are generated (by applying code transformations
to an initial version of the algorithm), but the decision used to optimize the algorithm
for a given hardware architecture is just the selection of the appropriate variant of the
code. Thus, the improvement of auto-tuning w.r.t. SAS is due to the techniques used
to generate variants of implementations, but the decision-making is similar to SAS.

An approach to generate variants of implementations is not part of this thesis.

2.3. Combinatorial Optimization

The optimization problems addressed in this thesis belong to the field of combinatorial
optimization [96]. The question, which system configuration is best in a current sit-
uation, boils down to a search across all possible configurations, which are essentially
combinations of decisions. In this thesis, a system configuration denotes a set of selected
implementations and their mapping to resources. Notably, selection and mapping are
well known in combinatorial optimization as knapsack problems. The challenge is to se-
lect only those implementations, which are required to satisfy the user, and to optimally
assign (i.e., map) them to resources whilst minimizing the resulting cost. Hence, the
solutions proposed in Chapter 7 are special types of knapsack problems.

In the following an overview of the applied combinatorial optimization techniques is
given. First, approaches for single objectives are discussed. Then, approaches able to
cover the complex interdependencies of multiple objectives are outlined.

2.3.1. Single-Objective Optimization

In the presence of a single objective function, the optimization goal is either to maximize
or minimize this function. For example, a typical objective function is the length of path
through a given graph. The shortest path problem denotes the minimization of this
objective function for a given start and stop node in the graph.

In general, combinatorial optimization problems are comprised of a set of variables,
one or more objective functions, and a set of constraints. The goal is to efficiently
determine a variable assignment, which leads to the minimum (or maximum) value of
the objective function. More formally, a combinatorial optimization problem comprises
a set of decision variables V = {v|v ∈ D}, where D is the domain of the variables (e.g.,
R, N or B). The objective function is a function f : V → D, which is either subject
to minimization or maximization. Finally, a set of (in-)equality constraints delimits the
valid variable assignments.

Depending on the search space characterization (i.e., the variables of the problem),
different types of optimization approaches can be applied. In this thesis, the search
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space is linear and comprised of real as well as boolean variables. For this type of search
space Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) is the standard approach. A typical
representation of such problems in mathematics is shown below:

min : cTx(= c1x1 + c2x2 + ...+ cnxn) (2.1)

subject to : Ax ≤ b (2.2)

A subtlety of MILP is the restriction to only build sums of variables. That is, the
constraints of the optimization problem are bare summations of (weighted) variables and
the objective function, too, only sums up the variables. Further operations like multipli-
cation are prohibited. The following example shows a problem for linear programming
(note the absence of the integer restriction):

Example 1: In a factory products of type A and B can be produced. Product A can be
sold for 2 EUR each, product B for 3 EUR. There is only one machine, which requires
two hours to produce product A and one and a half hour to produce product B. We assume
the machine to be available 24 hours a day. Furthermore, the demand for product A is
limited by 20 items per day. The demand for B to 10 per day. What should optimally be
produced to maximize profit ?

This problem can be formulated as linear problem with two variables A and B ∈ N:

max : 2A+ 3B (2.3)

2A+ 1.5B <= 24 (2.4)

A <= 20 (2.5)

B <= 10 (2.6)

The answer is A = 4.5 and B = 10, as this leads to the highest possible profit (39
EUR). In other words, as products of type B lead to higher profit (3 EUR per item) than
those of type A, as many items of B should be produced as possible. Since the demand
for items of B is limited to 10 the solution is B = 10. Producing 10 items of type B
takes 15 hours. The remaining 9 hours can be used to produce items of type A. As these
items require 2 hours to be produced at most 4.5 items can be produced and A = 4.5.

The problem formulated mathematically above is shown graphically in Figure 2.3(a).
The set of feasible (i.e., valid) solutions is denoted feasible region. Obviously only the
boarders of this region need to be investigated to determine a solution. Several ap-
proaches exist to determine this solution.

A well-known approach is the Simplex algorithm, which has been introduced by Georg
Dantzig in 1947 and presented to publicity in a report prepared for the US Air Force in
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Figure 2.3.: Graphical Representation of an Exemplary Linear Program and the Applied
Simplex Approach.

1963 [39]. It is known to be of exponential complexity in general. The basic idea of the
algorithm is to search for a solution by following the edges of an polyhedron defined by the
optimization problem. This principle is shown in Figure 2.3(b) for the two-dimensional
polyhedron comprised of the variables A and B. The algorithm consists of two phases:
first a start solution has to be identified, then the search for the optimal solution is
performed. Various approaches exist to determine a valid start solution. Nevertheless,
as in this thesis the Simplex algorithm is used, we omit a deeper explanation of these
approaches. In the example above, the zero solution is taken as a starting point (i.e.,
A = 0, B = 0 leading to a profit of zero. The second phase is performed by searching
for directly connected edges in the polyhedron leading to higher profits. In the example
these are either A = 12, B = 0, profit = 24 or A = 0, B = 10, profit = 30. As the second
edge leads to higher profit the algorithm selects this edge and performs the search again.
The next solution found is A = 4.5, B = 10, profit = 39, which is better than the current
solution and, hence, the algorithm selects this edge as current optimal solution. Finally,
the last found edge is A = 12, B = 0, profit = 24, which is worse than the current
solution. In consequence, the algorithm terminates with A = 4.5, B = 10, profit = 39 as
optimal solution. Please note that a solution found by the Simplex algorithm is a global
optimum. This is because any local optimum of a polyhedron is also a global optimum
by definition, because the polyhedrons of linear programs are convex [39].

The central benefit of the Simplex algorithm is its ability to handle changes to the op-
timization problem without the requirement to restart the search for a solution. Another
approach is the interior point method, which is known to be of polynomial complexity.
Nevertheless, the Simplex algorithm is known to perform better in practice [84].
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Figure 2.4.: Approaches to Solve Integer Linear Programs.

The example above illustrates a problem of linear programming without additional
constraints: the decision variables can be floating point numbers, which is not necessarily
intended. The solution A = 4.5, B = 10 has to be interpreted as produce 9 items if type
A and 20 of type B in two days to gain maximum profit. The problem is that an integer
solution is desired, as an item can be either produced or not. Half an item cannot be
produced. If only one day is available, the found solution opens the question, whether
adjusting downward A to A = 4 is really an optimal integer solution. Thus, an additional
constraint for decision variables to be of integer type is required.

This integer requirement forms a new subtype of linear programming called ILP. If
both unrestricted and integer variables exist in the problem, the term MILP is used.
Notably, the integer restriction demands for new approaches to solve the optimization
problem. These approaches usually first solve the problem without the integer restriction
and apply problem transformations if the acquired solution does not adhere to the integer
constraints. Two well-known approaches are the cutting plane approach and the branch
and bound approach [96].

The cutting plane approach tries to cut out infeasible solutions by adding additional
constraints to the problem. In the example from above a constraint which excludes
the solution A = 4.5, B = 10 would be introduced (e.g., a linear function intersecting
A = 4, B = 10 and A = 5, B = 9). This extension of the original solution is performed
until solving the linear program yields a valid integer solution. Figure 2.4(a) depicts the
first step of this approach.

The branch and bound approach splits the original linear program if a solution is
found which violates the integer restriction. In the previous example the linear program
would be split into two linear programs, which are delimited by the (vertical) constraints
A ≤ 4 and A ≥ 5, respectively. Figure 2.4(b) depicts the first step of this approach.
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Current solvers usually combine both approaches, which is termed branch-and-cut in
literature [96]. Notably, the integer solution to the example above is indeed A = 4, B =
10, but using the approaches presented above the validity of this solution is ensured.
Amongst a variety of solvers available, in this thesis LP Solve has been used [54], because
it is freely available and offers many libraries for the integration into programs of various
programming languages.

A further specialization of MILPs are so-called 0-1 ILPs. They require variables to
be in B, i.e., to be either 0 or 1. The restriction to use boolean variables only allows
for specialized solving techniques. Namely, Pseudo-Boolean Optimization (PBO) can be
used to solve these 0-1 ILPs. The name of PBO originates from the fact that, although all
variables have to be boolean, numeric constants can be used in the optimization problem.
A well-known approach for PBO is the application of the Davis-Putnam approach [42] (or
DPLL [41]), which is a standard approach to solve satisfiability problems in propositional
logics. Such an approach has been described, for example, in [11].

In this thesis, a reduction from a MILP to a PBO formulation of the software self-
optimization problem is shown (cf. Section 7.2). Notably, although DPLL is known to
be of polynomial complexity, it does not necessarily outperform the algorithms used to
solve MILPs (which are known to be of exponential complexity). For evaluation, the
standard solver called OPBDP [10] by Peter Barth has been used.

2.3.2. Meta-heuristic Optimization

Meta-heuristics are heuristics applicable to many problem domains [50]. Typical repre-
sentatives are ant colony optimization and simulated annealing. Both are inspired from
nature. ACO simulates ant colonies searching the shortest path from their anthill to
food sources and in simulated annealing the annealing of metal atoms leading to a sta-
ble, near-optimal crystal structure is simulated. In this thesis, ACO has been chosen as a
representative for meta-heuristic optimization approaches and, hence, will be explained
in more detail in the following.

As outlined, the principle idea of ACO is inspired from nature: the behavior of ant
colonies. An ant colony explores its surrounding for food and water. But, how does each
individual ant know where to go and which paths have already been explored? For an
efficient search for food and water, the ants need to communicate. This communication
is realized by pheromone trails. The first ant randomly chooses a path to explore. If it
succeeds in finding food or water it returns on the same path. While walking back, the
ant distributed pheromones if it was successful. This way, the second ant can “smell”
where the first ant went and consider this information for path finding. In consequence,
the surrounding of the ant colony is marked with pheromones indicating near-optimal
paths to food and water. The paths are only near-optimal, because the optimal path
is not known in advance and, hence, it is impossible to decide whether searching longer
could reveal an even better path.
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Figure 2.5.: Concepts of an Ant Colony Optimization Framework.

Concepts of Ant Colony Optimization

Figure 2.5 depicts the key concepts of an ACO framework: AntColony, Ant, AntGraph,
Component, Link and Constraint.

The central concept is the AntColony, which comprises a set of ants and a graph
representing the problem to be solved. The task of an AntColony is (1) to schedule the
ants on the problem graph, (2) to update the pheromone trails after each iteration (i.e.,
a run of all ants through the graph) and (3) to perform some additional modifications
to the graph if the respective problem demands for it. The additional modifications are
operations on user-defined (i.e., problem-specific) information in the graph. A typical
strategy to update the pheromone trails is the application of evaporation by a specified
rate. That is after each iteration the current pheromone levels are decreased by the
specified rate.

The AntGraph is a direct acyclic graph (DAG) comprised of Components (i.e., nodes),
Links (i.e., edges) and Constraints. Each component and each link has a current
pheromone level, which is set by the ants or the colony. The Constraints allow to put
restrictions on Links, which are considered by ants during path finding.

An Ant’s task is to find a path through the problem graph. In analogy to nature,
the ant performs this search step-wise. That is at each component in the graph the
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Figure 2.6.: The Shortest Path Problem in Ant Colony Optimization.

ant chooses a link to move to another component considering the constraints. Thus, the
individual tasks to be performed by an ant are (1) to decide for and perform a move in the
graph possibly using the pheromone trails and/or additional heuristic information, (2) to
identify whether the stop criterion for the search is fulfilled, (3) to compute the current
pheromone strength to be distributed and (4) to remember problem-specific information
while moving through the graph and to reset this memory at each new iteration.

These general concepts need to be instantiated for each concrete problem. In the
following such an instantiation is shown for an idealized problem: the shortest path
problem. Then, an instantiation for contract negotiation is presented.

Example: Shortest Path Search

The shortest path problem [13] as formulated by Richard Bellmann in 1958 is a well-
known problem in graph theory. It denotes the search for the shortest path between a
source and a target node in a DAG. The length of the path is characterized by the sum
of the weights of all edges used to move from the source to the target node.

To realize this problem in the ACO framework, the graph of the shortest path problem
can be directly realized as AntGraph. The tasks of the Ants and the AntColony need to
be specialized. First, the AntColony has to set all ants at the beginning of an iteration on
the start node. Second, the Ants have to consider a special stop criterion: namely, if they
reached the target node. Each ant takes a path through the graph and, if successfully
finishes the path2, marks the found path with pheromone. If the ant fails, the ant can
decrease the pheromone on the path taken.

Figure 2.6 depicts a concrete shortest path problem and the pheromone trails created
by ACO by several iterations. The numbers at the edges denote the length of the
edges. Their thickness depicts the amount of pheromone. The shortest path can easily
be extracted from the graph by always following the edge with the highest amount of
pheromone.

But, it is important to note that the accuracy of the resulting pheromone distribution
depends on several factors. First, the strategy of pheromone distribution by the ants.

2as defined by the stop criterion, which can cover a set of “stop” nodes, but also a number of nodes to
be visited or even more complex criteria
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For example, ants can be realized with a budget of pheromone to be distributed, a
constantly decreasing pheromone level or a fixed pheromone level. The final pheromone
distribution could be designed to be representable by a value between 0 and 1 or could
have no upper limit. The colony can constantly evaporate the pheromone trails after
each iteration, which is useful to avoid getting stuck in the search. Such locks occur if
many ants randomly choose a suboptimal way. Evaporation helps to reduce this effect.
Thus, the quality of the result of ACO strongly depends on the concrete decisions made
w.r.t. pheromone distribution.

The application of ACO to contract negotiation is shown in Chapter 8.

2.3.3. Multi-Objective Optimization

The research field of MOO originates from the theory of economic equilibrium, welfare
theories, game theory and general mathematics. An overview of state of the art in MOO
is given by Marler and Arora in [88]. They provide a definition for MOO as follows:

“The process of optimizing systematically and simultaneously a collection of objec-
tive functions [...]” [88, p. 369]

Thus, in contrast to single-objective optimization, the focus of MOO is on the simul-
taneous optimization of multiple objective functions. Comparable to single-objective
optimization the optimization problem comprises a feasible design space represented by
variables and a feasible criterion space, which represents valid assignments for these
variables (i.e., valid solutions). Marler and Arora differentiate between feasibility and
attainability in that feasibility implies validity of a solution and attainability only implies
the possibility of a variable assignment, which is not necessarily a valid solution. Thus,
the general MOO problem comprises a set of objective functions, a set of constraints
(equalities and inequalities) and a set of decision variables.

A central issue of MOO is the relationship between the objective functions. These
are usually modeled as preferences of the decision maker. A commonly used approach
is the application of utility functions to express a decision-makers satisfaction. Notably,
the utility function is applied to the solutions of the optimization problem and not, as
shown in section 2.1, to the objective functions. The challenge of MOO is to derive the
solutions without merging the objective functions.

A direct consequence of not merging objectives is the absence of a single optimal solu-
tion. The optimality of each solution is assessed for each objective function and, hence,
a solution might be optimal in some objective functions, but suboptimal in others. To
identify the set of optimal solutions across all objectives a new type of optimality is re-
quired: Pareto optimality [101]. A solution is termed (properly) Pareto optimal, if it is
not possible to improve the solution in one objective without diminishing another objec-
tive. Such a solution is called to dominate other solutions. This property (dominance)
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is usually utilized to search the solutions of the MOO problem. There are two types of
Pareto optimality to be differentiated: weak Pareto optimality, where no other solution
is better in all but one objective and proper Pareto optimality, where the increment of
one objective is bounded by the decrement of other objectives (trade off). All Pareto
optimal solutions for a given problem form a so called Pareto front.

Salukvadze proposes in [113] an alternative to Pareto optimality: the compromise
solution using an utopian point (i.e., ideal point). The optimization problem changes
from searching for dominance between solutions to minimizing the distance of solutions
to the utopian point. This alternative approach to optimality in the presence of multiple
objectives is only applicable if the utopian point can be estimated, but is meant to reduce
the effort required to solve a MOO problem.

Compromise solutions and the utopia point originally have been introduced by Yu [130]
and denote the determination of the least group regret for groups whose participants have
individual utility functions. Notably, compromise solutions are shown to be Pareto op-
timal in [130]. Another characteristic of compromise solutions is uniqueness (i.e., there
is a single optimal solution). But, the prerequisite is the existence of each participant’s
utility function. Without such functions the Pareto front results as a set of optimal solu-
tions. To solve a MOO problem using the compromise solutions approach, Yu suggests
the division of the problem into n + 1 subproblems for n (group) participants—n to
identify each participant’s maximum utility and another one to identify the compromise
solution. Each problem can be solved using linear (or quadratic) programming.

In general, the methods to solve MOO problems divide into (1) a priori articulation of
preferences, (2) a posteriori articulation of preferences and (3) methods without prefer-
ence articulation [88]. A priori methods merge the objective functions before solving the
optimization problem. A multitude of approaches to merge the objective functions exist.
The most common a priori method is the weighted sum, where all objective functions
are weighted and aggregated to form a single objective function. The weights can be
interpreted as user preferences reflecting the relative importance of each objective for
the user. Another approach is goal programming [82], where goals are defined for each
objective function and the deviation of solutions from these goals is minimized. Under
special circumstances, an approached coined bounded objective function is applicable.
Here only one objective function is optimized, while all others are fixed as constraints of
the optimization problem.

In this thesis, a priori methods are used for the optimization approaches presented
in Chapter 7, because they only allow for a single objective function and a posteriori
methods for the approaches presented in Chapters 8 and 9.

The exact single-objective approaches to optimization presented in this thesis use
either the weighted sum method or the bounded objective function method, because both
ILP and PBO only allow for a single objective function to be specified.

The key problem of the weighted sum method is the incomparability of many NFPs,
which renders the approach inapplicable for the general case. Nevertheless, for selected
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combinations of NFPs the comparability is given and, hence, the weighted sum method is
applicable for these special cases. For example, the memory consumption of an algorithm
and the central processing unit (CPU) time used by the algorithm can be compared by
their effect on energy consumption. Both memory operations and CPU usage can be
translated into their implied energy consumption, which in turn is comparable. Thus,
for the weighted sum method to be applicable a common theme for all NFPs subject to
optimization needs to exist.

The bounded objective function method is not a MOO method in a strict sense, because
only a single objective is optimized, whereas the remaining are fixed as constraints. For
incomparable NFPs, which do not have a common theme, this approach enables the
application of exact approaches by asking the user to select a single NFP, which shall
be optimized.

In contrast, the approximate optimization approach–namely, ACO and meta-heuristics
in general– and the approach presented in Chapter 9 allow to specify multiple objective
functions and, hence, a posteriori methods to MOO are applicable. That is, a Pareto
front [101] of optimal trade offs is presented to the user to select from. By asking the
user to rate the importance of each NFP implicitly (by selecting a single solution) the
problem of incomparable NFPs is avoided (i.e., postponed to the user).
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A Taxonomy of Adaptation Reasoning

Various approaches covering adaptation reasoning for self-adaptive systems have been in-
vestigated in the last decade. In analogy to the control loop of autonomous systems [48]
comprised of the four steps–collect, analyze, decide and act–this chapter summarizes
related approaches of the decide step and particularly exposes how MQuAT using con-
tract negotiation advances over this state of the art. First, in section 3.1, a classification
of related approaches is given. Then, section 3.2 provides a demarcation and detailed
description of each investigated, related research project.

The contributions given in this chapter are the following:

• A new taxonomy of self-optimizing software systems, which exceeds existing
taxonomies by the inclusion of runtime optimization issues.

3.1. Facets of Adaptation Reasoning

In [112] a taxonomy for self-adaptive systems in general is given. For a clear and con-
cise demarcation of the approach presented in this thesis, this taxonomy is too broad,
because many existing approaches can be categorized as self-optimizing. Hence, the
following comparative criteria for adaptation reasoning approaches have been identified
by an exhaustive literature analysis, to highlight the advances over state of the art in
self-optimizing systems. Figure 3.1 depicts the criteria and shows how many related
approaches apply for each bottom-most (leaf) category. A detailed discussion for each
related approach is provided in the remainder of this chapter.
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Figure 3.1.: Comparison Criteria for Related Work.

The taxonomy comprises five categories, which have been identified as key demarcating
characteristics of the investigated approaches. The literature analysis used to derive this
classification included 33 papers originating from nine research projects1. In the following
each category is discussed in more detail.

Time. The question underlying this class is: when is adaptation reasoning performed?
Although most of the investigated approaches are naturally runtime approaches (as
adaptation reasoning usually relies on runtime information), there are approaches, which
allow for design time adaptation reasoning to prepone at least some of the computations
required for adaptation reasoning. Thus, this class divides into two categories:

• Runtime (RT) approaches.

• Design-time (DT) approaches.

QoS Dependency Specification. This class addresses the problem of if and how depen-
dencies between QoS attributes of the system subject to self-optimization are covered.
The specification (including their automatic detection) of such dependencies provides a
deeper understanding of the system (than without this knowledge) and, consequently, al-
lows for finer grained analyses. Most self-optimizing systems are naturally able to reflect
on their non-functional behavior, but not every approach allows to evaluate the effect of a

1PEPPHER: 6, SPEEDS: 3, MADAM/MUSIC: 4, QOSMOS: 1, DiVA: 3, Octopus: 4, SALTY: 4,
COMQUAD: 5, RT-Describe: 3
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change in one NFP on other NFPs in addition. This additional step demarcates classical
reflective systems from upcoming predictive systems, which utilize the knowledge about
how the system can change over time to evaluate different action sequences w.r.t. their
resulting system configuration. To cover QoS dependencies QoS contracts are suited best,
because they explicitly describe these dependencies. In contrast, lower-level contracts—
like syntactic, behavioral or synchronization contracts according to [17]—allow to derive
QoS dependencies (but require this additional computation step). A further approach
is to cover the dependencies in the system model (but not as contracts). This usually
requires additional computation to derive the actual dependencies. Thus, the categories
of this class are the following:

• Approaches using QoS contracts (QC).

• Approaches using lower-level contracts (LC).

• No contracts are utilized, but provisions and requirements are part of the system
meta-model or are realized as a profile (MM).

• Approaches which cover no dependencies between system parts at all (ND).

Reasoning Result. The underlying question of this class is the intended result of adap-
tation reasoning. Depending on the application area of self-adaptive approaches, adap-
tation reasoning does not always need to derive an optimal system configuration. For
self-healing approaches, for example, the resulting system configuration only needs to be
valid w.r.t. the system constraints. In other approaches often the complexity of sophisti-
cated adaptation reasoning contradicts with time requirements of the applications. That
is the time required for adaptation reasoning exceeds the maximum time feasible for the
application to wait for a reconfiguration decision. In such cases better solutions, which
are not optimal (or near-optimal) are searched, starting from valid solutions. Hence,
this class divides into three categories:

• An optimal configuration of the system is searched (O).

• A better solution, which is not necessarily the best is searched (B).

• A valid configuration of the system is searched (V).

Reasoning Criteria. A further demarcating characteristic of adaptation reasoning is
how multiple criteria are considered by the respective approach. As pointed out by
Salehi and Tahvildari [112], most approaches to self-adaptive systems consider only a
single criterion (e.g., performance). More recent approaches, started to support multi-
ple criteria by composing them to a single criterion using utility theory. Each separate
criterion is assessed in terms of its utility, which is measured as a value between 0 and 1.
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The weighted sum of the utilities results in a single, composed criterion, which is consid-
ered by adaptation reasoning. But, this investigation does not reflect the cost required
to gain the respective utility. Approaches, able to negotiate this trade-off between cost
and utility, consider the efficiency as composed criterion for adaptation reasoning. Fi-
nally, multi-objective optimization approaches exist, which investigate multiple criteria
without merging them. Nevertheless, to make a decision based on adaptation reasoning,
MOO results need to be merged, too. The benefit of MOO is that this merger of criteria
is postponed after adaptation reasoning and, thus, the information loss due to merging
criteria does not affect the reasoning approach. In summary, this class divides into four
categories:

• A set of Pareto optimal configurations for multiple criteria will be found (MC).

• A single, but composed, criterion using utility theory is considered (U).

• A single criterion is considered (SC).

Reasoning Scalability. A central problem of self-adaptive systems is the ability to com-
pute decisions in a given budget (e.g., time or energy). The decision itself can be assessed
in terms of its utility. This is because the computation of a decision–which aims to im-
prove certain cost or utility attributes–has a cost, too. To enable in-budget decision
making, the adaptation reasoning approach needs to be scalable (i.e., it needs to scale
with the available budget). Scalable approaches can leverage the granularity of infor-
mation used for adaptation reasoning, the concerns considered for reasoning and the
optimization approach used for reasoning. This class, hence, divides into three sub-
classes:

• The granularity of information used for optimization is scaled (G).

• The concerns considered by optimization are scaled (C).

• Multiple optimization techniques are utilized (O).

3.2. Related Research Projects

The origin of the investigated papers is given by the research project. In the following, the
9 investigated projects are compared to MQuAT using the taxonomy shown in Fig. 3.1.
Table 3.1 depicts this comparison in a concise manner. The details of the demarcation
to each project are presented in this section.
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In the following, for each of the 9 research projects shown in the previous section a
more detailed discussion and demarcation is given.

PEPPHER: Dynamic Auto-Tuning for Many-Core Architectures

The EU-funded (FP7) Performance Portability and Programmability for Heterogeneous
Many-core Architectures (PEPPHER) project addresses the challenge of performance
portability of compute-intensive tasks in heterogeneous multi-core systems. Benkner
et al. provide an overview of the PEPPHER project in [15]. Performance portability
is one of the key problems motivating auto-tuning (cf. Chapter 2.2). It denotes the
problem that code, which has been optimized (w.r.t. performance) for a given platform,
does not necessarily provide the same performance properties as other platforms, which
have to be supported in addition. The large amount of available platforms strengthens
this problem. In consequence, for each platform to be supported, multiple variants of
the code need to be developed and optimized, which is a time-consuming and error-
prone activity. Moreover, the optimality of the code depends upon runtime information,
too. Most notably, the input size has to be considered as shown, for example, in [55].
PEPPHER aims at automating this multi-variant code generation and its selection at
runtime. PEPPHER is not an auto-tuning project, but exposes the parameters to be used
by auto-tuning techniques (i.e., PEPPHER consideres the runtime selection of variants
and the determination of optimal parameters for the variants, but not the generation of
implementation variants). The selection of the best variant at runtime considers resource
and data availability (i.e., placement) as well as performance information. It is realized
as a scheduling problem, which is solved by the PEPPHER runtime environment [8]
using heuristics (e.g., Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time [120]).

The PEPPHER component model provides means to annotate components and their
variants with meta-data. Each PEPPHER component defines the interface it imple-
ments, deployment information, its required resources, a performance prediction func-
tion, call parameter context and resource availability (to be filled at runtime), tunable
parameters and additional constraints on selectability. Notably, PEPPHER can generate
performance prediction functions based on historical data (benchmarks).

In [114], Sandrieser et al. present details on the application of an explicit platform
model to generate code variants optimized for a specific hardware platform. Their ap-
proach relies on the Extensible Markup Language (XML) [24]. The platform models
are specified using an XML-based platform description language, which supports the
definition of processing units, memory regions and interconnects. In addition, control
relationships can be defined between processing units to specify the possibility of offload-
ing a task from one processing unit to another. Memory regions and interconnects allow
for analysis of the data-transfer implied by offloading tasks. The prototypical frame-
work, called cascabel, takes an annotated program and a target platform description
as input and generates an optimized output program by replacing annotated calls (i.e.,
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functionality marked to be offloaded) by platform-specific code realizing the offloading.

In [40], Dastgeer et al. present a machine learning approach on top of [114] to adapt
data-parallel computation tasks implemented using skeleton programming to a given
platform. Skeleton programming [37, 108] is a technique, which requires the programmer
to implement his code using a predefined set of parameterizable generic components. The
adjustment to a given platform is realized by determining the optimal parameterization
of these components for the respective platform. The approach allows for the selection
of a good skeleton instantiation at runtime w.r.t. the actual input size. The applied
optimization technique is genetic programming, which iterates over a learned set of
candidate parameters, measures their execution time and results in a mapping from
input size ranges to optimal parameters for the skeleton. Notably, the approach allows
to scale w.r.t. the time required to derive this mapping, by merging input size ranges
subject to investigation based on their predication error (resulting in a trade-off between
accuracy and time required for optimization).

To evaluate different selection policies for the multi-variant code, a hardware simulator
has been developed in PEPPHER. Using this simulator, the effect of the PEPPHER
approach can be evaluated on a variety of platforms.

They key demarcating features of MQuAT in comparison to PEPPHER are the lack of
QoS dependency specifications and the focus on a single criteria (namely, performance).
Moreover, the PEPPHER approach addresses another level of abstraction (code instead
of architectural level). The applied optimization technique (genetic programming) allows
for better configurations and does not necessarily find optimal configurations. This is
mainly, because not every possible configuration is examined by the approach. Notably,
the amount of configurations to be examined is used to scale the optimization leading
to a trade off between accuracy of and the time required for optimization.

RT-DESCRIBE: Self-adaptive Embedded Systems

The RT-DESCRIBE project [127, 126, 131] focuses on self-adaptive, distributed embed-
ded devices. It, thus, addresses a comparable adaptation reasoning problem (i.e., how
to determine an optimal or valid system configuration). Zeller et al. investigated this
problem in the context of automobiles, which are a particular kind of distributed em-
bedded device, due to the vast amounts of interconnected ECUs running software for
the automobile.

In [131], Zeller et al. address the problem of determining a valid mapping of software
components to ECUs by SAT solving and simulated annealing. They model the automo-
bile as a heterogeneous, distributed real-time system comprised of sensors, functions and
actuators by means of a graph Gf (Vf , ef ), where Vf is the set of vertices denoting the
sensors, functions and actuators and ef is a set of edges between these vertices denoting
their relation to each other. The data-flow between sensors, functions and actuators is
expressed as another graph Gr(Vr, er), where Vr denotes the available ECUs and er de-
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notes the relation between ECUs. They define a system configuration c(t) as a function
mapping components to ECUs (Vf → Vr). Restrictions to the mapping are specified in
Φ, a set of pseudo-boolean constraints (variables in 0,1, but coefficients in R). Notably,
Zeller et al. do not apply PBO, although their problem model exactly suites PBO, but,
in contrast to MQuAT, apply SAT solving and simulated annealing to identify a valid
instead of an optimal solution.

Zeller et al. investigated several types of constraints, comparable to those in MQuAT
as shown in [60]. First, RT-DESCRIBE offers an assignment set–a manual selection of
valid mappings (software component to ECU), which is the result of design time analysis
(e.g., airbag function must not be migrated). Second, cardinalities (e.g., each function
has to be mapped exactly one time) are considered. Third, resource constraints are
taken into account using the worst case requirement of a function. In contrast, QCL
used in MQuAT allows to specify multiple different quality modes with different resource
requirements. Furthermore, real-time scheduling constraints (like earliest deadline first)
using worst case execution time (WCET) techniques are supported. Finally, network
constraints and timing constraints for end-to-end timing chains are supported. These
chains describe a path through the system, starting at a sensor, going through several
functions realized by software components on ECUs and ending at actuators. For each
function the WCET and for each connection the worst case transmission delay of a
message is considered.

The solving techniques (SAT solving and simulated annealing) do not guarantee op-
timality, but ensure the determination of a valid system configuration. Zeller et al.
evaluated their approach and showed that the runtime of their SAT solving approach is
below 4s for 40 ECUs, 60 Sensors, 60 Actuators and 2000 Functions. For less than 1600
functions SAT solving takes less than 2 seconds. The biggest setup evaluated by Zeller
et al. comprised 100 ECUs, 120 Sensors, 120 Actuators, 2500 Functions and took 18
seconds [131]. Notably, current automotive setups are much smaller than the evaluated
setups, but could become that large in the future.

In contrast to MQuAT, RT-DESCRIBE does not search for optimal configurations, the
constraints of the optimization problem are not generated, the notion of contracts is not
utilized and only the mapping, but not the selection problem is considered. Finally, RT-
DESCRIBE is specialized for the automotive domain, although most of the constraints
are of general nature.

QoSMOS: A Formal Approach to Self-adaptive Service-based Systems

In [30], Calinescu et al. present QoSMOS2–a generic architecture for adaptive service-
based systems (SBS). The central constituents of QoSMOS are formal specifications
of QoS requirements (using probabilistic temporal logics) including the specification of

2http://www.ict-qosmos.eu/
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dependencies between QoS requirements, model-based QoS evaluation using verification
techniques, learning monitoring of QoS properties and reasoning techniques, based on
high-level, user-specified goals and multi-objective utility functions.

QoSMOS focuses specifically on SBS, which are comprised of a set of web services
under the control of a workflow engine. A workflow, to be executed by the workflow
engine, is specified using abstract web services, for which possibly multiple concrete web
services exist. This is comparable to the notion of component types and implementations
in the CCM. In addition, NFPs are defined per component type (i.e., abstract web
service), but, in contrast to MQuAT, contracts are not utilized to specify dependencies
between NFPs. Instead, formal, temporal, probabilistic formulas are used to specify the
system’s behavior and to detect dependencies between NFPs using formal verification
techniques.

The optimization problem of QoSMOS is comparable to MQuAT as it consists of a
selection problem and a resource allocation problem. The selection problem covers the
choice of an optimal concrete service for an abstract service and the resource allocation
problem addresses the question, how to distribute the budgets of available resources
to the selected services. QoSMOS specifically focuses on how to adjust the allocated
resources (e.g., determining the optimal CPU frequency) and supports the computation
of an optimal parameterization of components.

QoSMOS advances over MQuAT by its formal specification of QoS requirements by
probabilistic temporal logics. The drawback of this formal approach is implied com-
plexity for developers, which have to provide the specifications. For that purpose, the
ProProST (probabilistic property specification templates) approach has been developed,
which enables the developer to provide the required QoS specification using structured
English instead of probabilistic temporal logic.

Like MQuAT, QoSMOS supports multi-objective optimization. But, in contrast to
MQuAT, the optimization aims for maximum utility, where different dimensions of utility
represent the different objectives. The QoSMOS approach to multi-objective optimiza-
tion is realized by single-objective optimization by combining the different objectives as
a weighted sum. Thus, in contrast to MQuAT, the trade off between cost and utility
is not considered and the Pareto front of the multi-objective optimization problem is
not investigated. Furthermore, QoSMOS focuses explicitly on service-based systems and
dependencies between NFPs of different services cannot be expressed explicitly.

OCTOPUS: The MO2 Style

The OCTOPUS project3 aims at runtime adaptability of embedded systems. In partic-
ular, advances in model-based reasoning for system level control have been envisioned.
Within OCTOPUS, Arjan de Roo investigated the adaptation reasoning approach, which

3http://www.esi.nl/octopus/
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resulted in an architectural style for systems capable of multi-objective optimization.
In [43], de Roo et al. introduce this architectural style for software systems (the

MO2 style) as an extension to the component and connector style [36]. According
to the MO2 style, the basic elements constituting software are adaptable components
(AC), multi-objective optimization components (MOO-C) and transformation compo-
nents (TC). These three types of components are connected by relations with each other.

The purpose of MOO-Components is to realize a solver for the MOO problem. There-
fore, it requires the decision variables, objectives and constraints as input. These are
provided exclusively by the ACs. In order to adjust the decision variables delivered by
ACs, TCs can be used to perform mathematical operations on these decision variables.

In comparison to the expressiveness of CCM and QCL, the MO2 style has three major
drawbacks: (1) global optimization is hard to express, (2) no means to express contextual
dependencies exist and (3) no distinction between software and hardware exists. Each of
the three issues can be addressed in the MO2 style, but each solution introduces further
problems.

The first issue is because of the lack of means to express cross-component dependencies
(e.g., a video player, which requires a decoder to provide a certain data rate in order to
provide a certain frame rate in turn). Using transformation components, the data rate
can be combined with the frame rate, so a MOO component is able to optimize both.
But, because objective functions can only be provided by ACs, it cannot be expressed
how the data rate of the decoder influences the frame rate of the video player. This
requires an objective function provided by the MOO component itself. Thus, the MO2
style cannot be used to express optimizations of composite systems, where properties
of parts of the system depend on each other in a non-trivial way. In MQuAT, such
dependencies are expressed using QCL.

Furthermore, contextual dependencies between decision variables cannot be expressed
in the MO2 style. For example, a navigation system could have a decision variable
for the selection of a certain network device for communication. Only if WLAN is
available, large map updates shall be downloaded. Such a contextual dependency cannot
be easily expressed in the MO2 style. To address the problem, the decision variable for
the choice of downloading the map updates or not, needs to be split into a separate
variable for each (context) situation. In this small example, no problem arises, but for
larger systems a combinatorial explosion of decision variables results, which significantly
affects the scalability of the MO2 style. In contrast, MQuAT allows to express contextual
dependencies using QCL, too.

Finally, the MO2 style does not distinguish between software and hardware. This
prohibits the application of the style to distributed systems, with multiple devices hosting
software. Although it is possible to store the complete hardware infrastructure in the
ACs, this leads to high redundancy and again a combinatorial explosion of decision
variables. In comparison, MQuAT distinguishes between hardware and software in its
CCM and allows to explicitly describe the dependencies between hardware and software
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as well as software and software components using QCL.

Nevertheless, for software components to be deployed on a single embedded device,
without contextual dependencies and without the need of global optimization, the MO2
style provides a good framework. MQuAT, in contrast, aims for multi-objective opti-
mization in highly adaptive distributed hardware/software systems.

SPEEDS: Design-Time Contracts

The SPEEDS4 project focused on a design-time approach for embedded systems devel-
opment based on component-based design. Besides development, the approach covers
testing, integration and certification. Of particular interest w.r.t. adaptation reasoning
is the contract language contract specification language (CSL) developed in SPEEDS,
which is organized in viewpoints to realize separation of concerns [47]. The CSL allows
for the specification of assumptions and guarantees of the system’s components w.r.t.
the respective viewpoint (e.g., real-time and safety).

In [107], Quinton et al. present the SPEEDS contract framework for hierarchical
component-based systems. They show how to formally compose contracts and introduce
the concept of dominance between contracts, where“dominance means for contracts what
refinement means for components” [107, p.8]. The contract framework is divided into
two levels: L0 and L1. The L0 level is for low-level semantic composition of contracts,
whereas the L1 level provides more complex composition operators and enables circular
reasoning. The application area of the contract framework is verification support for
system development at design-time.

According to [16], in SPEEDS, a contract is a pair of assertions on behavior descrip-
tions expressing assumptions and promises. A behavior is, e.g., defined by means of
a labeled transition system. The assumption part of contracts is checked against the
behaviors to deduce if the promise part is true or not. If the promise part is true, it is
a guarantee.

The heterogeneous rich components (HRC) meta-model, like most meta-models for
component-based systems, provides concepts for hierarchical components and ports. In
addition, contracts and viewpoints are covered by HRC. The behavior of an HRC com-
ponent is defined by means of state machines. In [12], Baumgart et al. describe the
extensions applied to the HRC meta-model of SPEEDS to the common system meta-
model (CSM) of the consecutive project CESAR. The CSM meta-model extends HRC
by a requirements level.

In contrast to MQuAT, both SPEEDS and CESAR investigated a design-time ap-
proach. They utilized a notion of contracts similar to QCL in that contracts comprise
assumptions and guarantees (i.e., requirements and provisions w.r.t. other components).
The main focus of SPEEDS and CESAR was not on optimization using contracts, but

4http://www.speeds.eu.com/
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on design-time verification. Thus, a valid configuration of the system is intended by the
approach. The concept of viewpoints allows to specify multiple criteria, which are com-
posed according to utility theory. Thus, costs and the trade-off between costs and utility
as well as MOO are not considered. The scalability issue does not apply to SPEEDS, as
at design time there usually is no limited budget for adaptation reasoning.

MADAM/MUSIC: Maximizing User Satisfaction

The consecutive research projects MADAM5 and MUSIC6 investigated self-adaptive sys-
tems with special focus on mobile, ubiquitous applications. First, in MADAM, a develop-
ment methodology for adaptive mobile applications has been developed. Both, MADAM
and MUSIC, rely on the paradigm of CBSD.

According to MADAM/MUSIC [5, 23], the key constituents of software are compo-
nent types and plans, which specify realizations of these types. Component types are
either atomic or composite. A plan for an atomic component type denotes an imple-
mentation of that type. Plans for composite types specify a set of comprised required
component types and their interconnection, whereof each component type again is either
atomic or composite. Thus, the proposed meta-model for mobile, self-adaptive systems
is hierarchical and component-based.

Each plan further describes the QoS properties of the realization, which can be ex-
pressed as functions of other properties, the required resources and a utility function,
denoting the utility of this particular plan for the user in comparison to alternative plans.

The reasoning approaches developed in MADAM/MUSIC realize single-criteria opti-
mization with a maximum utility objective. In MADAM the distribution of component
in containers or devices has not been considered. The proposed optimization algorithms
of MADAM are greedy search, brute force search and shortest path search [5].

The brute force search algorithm is a näıve approach, which enumerates all system
variants, assesses them using the utility functions, and selects the variant with the highest
total utility. By assessing all system variants it ensures to find the optimal one. This
approach is infeasible, because of the combinatorial explosion of variants, which are
subject to this assessment.

In contrast, the greedy search algorithm avoids to iterate all variants, but does not
necessarily find the optimal variant in turn. Depending on the start position of the
algorithm (i.e., the first type for which a plan is to be selected), the algorithm iteratively
searches for better solutions. Once the algorithm finds a solution, which is worse than
the preceding one, it aborts. In consequence, a “better” solution is identified, but not
necessarily an (near-)optimal one. Notably, both brute force and greedy are NP-hard
in their complexity, whereas the third proposed algorithm, the shortest path search, has
polynomial complexity.

5http://cordis.europa.eu/fetch?CALLER=PROJ ICT&ACTION=D&CAT=PROJ&RCN=71917
6http://ist-music.berlios.de/
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To apply the shortest path search algorithm to the problem of identifying the opti-
mal system variant in terms of maximum user utility, the plans and their utilities are
transformed to an acyclic graph, which is used as input to the algorithm. Notably,
such a transformation only works, if the distribution of components onto several devices
is omitted, because these would introduce cycles into the graph. For example, if two
components are to be mapped on two devices, the graph would contain four nodes (two
for the components and two for the devices). The graph needs to express all possible
variants of the system by means of paths through the graph. In consequence, there
have to be edges between the components and the devices and edges from the devices
to the components, which inevitable introduces cycles to the graph, which prohibits the
application of a polynomial time shortest path search algorithm.

Although in MUSIC the distribution of components to multiple devices is considered,
the proposed reasoning approach is only the näıve brute force [23] algorithm. Neverthe-
less, in addition to the reasoning approaches of MADAM, user preferences are considered.
This denotes a weak type of multi-objective optimization, because multiple objectives
are combined using these preferences. But, because the objectives are all the same (i.e.,
maximum utility), there is no need to apply techniques for multi-objective optimization.

In addition to MUSIC, Mohammad Kahn [71, 72] developed a further reasoning ap-
proach as an extension to the MUSIC approach. In his PhD thesis, he focus on unan-
ticipated adaptation in the context of self-adaptive, mobile applications. He realized
unanticipated adaptation by extending MUSIC, so the variability model of an applica-
tion is created at runtime and, in consequence, the reasoning is able to work on the
current state of the system, which includes unanticipated components, which have been
added at runtime. Kahn identifies the scalability problem of adaptation reasoning, which
denotes the combinatorial explosion of system variants to be evaluated. He extends the
MUSIC approach by supporting the composition of utilities, but also aims for utility
maximization and does not consider the trade off between cost and utility. Nevertheless,
he developed a reasoning approach, which is significantly better than prior approaches
w.r.t. computational complexity. Namely, the developed reasoning approach has a linear
complexity w.r.t. the number of plans (i.e., realizations of component types)7. First,
for every plan the utility is computed using the information from the runtime system.
These plans are filtered, so only those plans remain, which satisfy the user. Then, for
each resource the identified solutions are validated and the best solution, which fulfills
the resource requirements and has the least utility-sacrifice is chosen using a greedy
search algorithm (i.e., a “better” solution is found, but not necessarily the best). Finally,
architectural constraints are evaluated in the same way.

Kahn admits that he does not necessarily find the optimal solution and enumerates four
assumptions, which have to be met, for the algorithm to provide an optimal solution.
These are: (1) the utility of a plan can be derived from it’s QoS properties, (2) a

7But is still NP-hard w.r.t. the number of variants to be assessed.
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composed utility depends on its constituting utilities and possibly external factors, (3)
part utilities influence the composed utility only in a positive way and (4) utilities of
different plans for the same component type need to be comparable. These assumptions
concisely outline the limitation of Kahn’s approach.

A central difference between Kahn’s approach and MQuAT is the specification of
dependencies between NFPs. The contracts used in MQuAT allow to explicitly define
how NFPs relate to each other. Using Kahn’s approach, only composite NFPs can be
expressed and, according to his third assumption, partial NFPs need to have a positive
influence on the composite NFP.

Thus, MQuAT advances over MUSIC and Kahn’s approach by utilizing contracts to
enable the specification of dependencies between NFPs and by its reasoning approaches
(ILP, PBO, ACO), whereof ACO allows for multi-objective optimization and all three
approaches optimize for efficiency (i.e., consider the trade off between cost and utility),
whereas in MUSIC and Kahn’s approach only user satisfaction is considered.

DiVA: Quality Grade Checking

In the DIVA8 research project an architecture for dynamic adaptive systems has been
investigated. In [57], Fleurey et al. show the DIVA approach to identify target system
configurations. Notably, in the DIVA approach the components do not declare their
provided and required NFPs. Instead a sophisticated quality grading model is provided,
which allows for the specification of quality dimensions (e.g., energy, time and accuracy)
and an assessment of code in terms of a finite set of grades. It furthermore allows the
specification of priorities between quality dimensions.

According to the DIVA quality grading model, first the context is to be specified in
terms of a set of variables. For example, a boolean variable lowBattery, which expresses,
whether a device is currently on low battery or not. Next, the quality dimensions are
defined. These denote aspects of the software system, for which different variants exist.
For example, a dimension Networking, which provides the variants bluetooth and GPRS.
For each variant dependencies to other variants (of other dimensions) can be defined.
In addition, the applicability of a variant can be restricted by propositions on context
variables (availability clauses) or a variant can be enforced for a given assignment of
context variables (required clauses). For example, the bluetooth variant should just be
considered, if a bluetooth signal is available (expressed by the context variable BTSig).

For the variability model, several properties can be defined, which denote concerns of
the application. These can be power consumption, but also application specific concerns
like map detail for a mapping robot. All variants are assessed by the developer in
terms of these concerns using a finite set of (quality) grades, which express the impact
of a variant to the respective concern. Finally, these concerns can be prioritized using

8http://www.ict-diva.eu/
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propositions on context variables. For example, the power consumption concern can be
defined to be of high priority, if the battery of the robot is low (expressed by the context
variable LowBatt).

Although software-hardware dependencies can be expressed in a coarse-grain level us-
ing the quality grades, DIVA abstracts from concrete NFP values to symbolic categories
(e.g., the grades low and high for the CPU usage dimension). An approach to estimate
the concrete hardware utilization of specific software components like we showed in [62]
is not part of the DIVA approach.

In contrast to MQuAT, the determination of the target system configuration for the
adjustment to context changes, the DIVA approach searches for any valid configuration,
but does not search for the optimal one. The applied techniques are SAT solving, binary
decision diagrams and a brute force search algorithm. The reasoning techniques have
been implemented in Alloy [68], for which an automatic transformation from the DIVA
variability model has been developed using Kermata [92]. Notably, DIVA does support
the consideration of multiple NFPs, but on a very coarse-grain level. For example,
an implementation can be graded 5 in terms of energy consumption and 3 in terms
of responsiveness. The two dimensions (energy consumption and responsiveness) are
prioritized and result in a total quality grade of the implementation, which, in turn,
includes multiple qualities.

SALTY: Contract Negotiation for Consistency

A further component-based approach to self-adaptive systems is the ConFract approach
from the SALTY project, first presented in [32]. The ConFract approach particularly
focuses on self-healing systems. In contrast to MQuAT, the system does not aim for an
optimal configuration in terms of efficiency, but to recover from invalid configurations.
Notably, the collect, analyze and act phases are not affected by this difference. Only the
decide phase demands for another (simpler) type of reasoner.

In ConFract a special approach for the collect phase has been developed [52]. Le Duc
et al. present an adaptive monitoring framework called ADAMO to be used in ConFract
for resource usage profilers. ADAMO is a profiling infrastructure, which is self-adaptive
in terms of the need-to-know principle. Depending on the quality of information required
by the users of the software system, the profiling infrastructure adjusts itself to collect
exactly what is needed.

In ConFract, the knowledge about the system is represented by a component model
called Fractal [26] extended by a contract language, which is comparable to the Object
Constraint Language (OCL) [125]. These functional contracts are used to specify how
a valid system is characterized and to initiate self-healing in case of contract violations.
Using ADAMO, the developer is able to explicitly specify resource usage profilers as
part of the system. In consequence, the functional contracts, which use data generated
by these profilers, can be used as non-functional contracts, so dependencies between
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NFPs can be expressed. Notably, the ConFract contract language is not a QoS contract
language according to [17], but a behavioral contract language.

In [33], Chang et al. describe their approach to contract negotiation for self-healing
systems. In their approach the system continuously checks the contracts for their validity.
If a contract is not valid (i.e., violated), the contract negotiation process is started to
determine reconfiguration actions for the system to recover. For each contract provision
an atomic negotiation is initiated, which follows a negotiation protocol between the
negotiation parties. This approach to contract negotiation, hence, is close to negotiation
in multi-agent systems and comprises announcing, bidding and rewarding steps (i.e., is
comparable to an auction). The matter of negotiation is the invalid provision.

Each negotiation involves three parties: the contract controller, which initiates the
negotiation, the participants of the provision (i.e., the components referenced in the
provision) and an external contributor, which contributes deeper decision and analysis
capabilities (e.g., a system administrator). The process of negotiation is managed by the
contract controller continuously asking for proposals (system modifications) on how to
restore the validity of the contract and validating the effectiveness of the proposals until
a working modification is found.

Two negotiation policies for ConFract are presented in [38]: concession-based and
effort-based negotiation. The first policy bases on concessions made by the negotiation
parties. The proposed modifications are mitigations of the provision including its with-
drawal. An example is the progressive reduction of a video’s display size in accordance
to the energy budget of the device used for playback and the abortion of playback if the
device falls short of a certain minimum energy budget. According to the effort-based
policy, the negotiation parties do not propose mitigations of the provision, but efforts to
restore the provision. These efforts are actions affecting the quality of the implementa-
tion(s). Both negotiation policies execute until a proposal which restores the provision
is found and fail otherwise.

Notably, ConFract in combination with ADAMO does not consider the second phase
of the MQuAT contract creation process (deployment time), where functions mapping
user input to resource usage are automatically derived. Instead, the developer has to
specify this information on his own in the form of a monitoring query against ADAMO.
Thus, in contrast to MQuAT, the determination of how the user input affects certain
non-functional properties has to be done by the developer. In addition, the contract
negotiation process is realized as an auction, including announcing, bidding and reward-
ing steps, whereas in MQuAT the negotiation process is the computation of an optimal
solution for a system of equations.
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COMQUAD: Approximate Contract Negotiation for Real-Time

In the collaborative research center 428 named COMQUAD9 a software development
methodology for component-based software systems with non-functional properties has
been investigated with special regard to the assurance of the NFPs and adaptation
mechanisms of component-based software systems. In this project Mesfin Mulugeta
wrote his PhD thesis on contract negotiation [93].

In COMQUAD a standard component architecture has been used, which was enriched
by quality contracts denoted in the component quality contract language (CQML) [1],
whereof the extension CQML+ has been developed by Röttger and Zschaler [111] to
support the expression of resource dependencies. The quality contract language (QCL)
shown in this thesis has been significantly influenced by CQML+ and is a fundamental
revision of it.

Based on CQML+, Mulugeta developed a two phase approach to contract negotia-
tion [95]: a coarse-grain phase and a fine-grain phase. During the coarse-grain phase
the provided and required coarse NFPs (i.e., those comprising lower-level NFPs) are
compared to each other. If multiple matching contained NFPs are identified, then fine-
grained contract negotiation is performed. In this second phase, Mulugeta proposes a
branch and bound algorithm working on the formalization of contract negotiation as
a constraint solving problem (CSP), which is meant to determine an optimal system
configuration. The variables of the CSP represent the selection of QoS Profiles (i.e.,
contracts in QCL). The constraints comprise user requirements on specified NFPs, con-
formance constraints ensuring the matching of provided and required NFPs and resource
constraints, which ensure that resource allocation does not exceed the available resource
budgets.

The objective function of the CSP is utility maximization, where the utility function
is the sum of weighted QoS provisions. In consequence, his approach to contract nego-
tiation only checks if enough resources are available, but does not consider the tradeoff
between resource usage and user utility. The fine-grained contract negotiation algorithm
iteratively assigns a profile to each variable and checks if the utility requirement is still
fulfilled. Notably, the variables are ordered in accordance to the user preferences. Thus,
the solution of the algorithm will be the last assignment which fulfilled the user’s demand.
In consequence, the approach determines a “better” solution [93], but not necessarily the
optimal solution.

In [94], Mulugeta and Schill discussed contract negotiation in the presence of multi-
ple clients. They identified three situations: (1) system with light-load: all users can
be satisfied, because enough resources are available, (2) over-load: not all users can be
satisfied (i.e., some users have to wait) and (3) the request rate of the users is known,
which enables the detection of the first two situations. The general question asked in [94]
is, whether re-negotiation at runtime is necessary, what is shown for the over-load sce-

9http://st.inf.tu-dresden.de/comquad/
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nario. Finally, Mulugeta differentiates between centralized and distributed negotiation.
For centralized negotiation only one container realizes the negotiation, whereas in dis-
tributed negotiation all containers negotiate their own components, and communicate
solely to handle cross-container dependencies. A hybrid approach is central negotiation
to detect bottleneck resources followed by distributed (local) negotiation, to reduce the
communication efforts.

In contrast to the contract negotiation approach presented in this thesis, Mulugeta’s
approach does neither support the determination of the optimal solution nor the opti-
mization of multiple objectives.

3.3. Summary

In this chapter an overview on state of the art in self-optimizing software systems has
been presented. A novel taxonomy highlighting central challenges in this area of research
has been introduced and was used to classify 9 research projects. In consequence, two
not yet addressed challenges can be identified:

First, the consideration of multiple NFPs in parallel. Although MOO approaches
have been developed, these approaches do not consider dependencies between NFPs. In
consequence, the result of these approaches (i.e., the configurations identified as being
optimal) is inaccurate. In this thesis, each optimization approach leverages from NFP
dependency specifications as part of the development method. Moreover, four optimiza-
tion approaches are presented, whereof three are a priori MOO approaches and one is
an a posteriori MOO approach.

Second, the scalability of the applied optimization approaches has to be analyzed
to be considered at runtime. Only few projects provide such analyzes. Notably, two
approaches to vary the time and resources required for optimization have been developed:
the SPEEDS project investigated concern-based problem abstraction and PEPPHER
allows to vary the problem granularity. In this thesis concern-based problem abstraction
is supported in a similar way to the SPEEDS project: each NFP denotes a separate
concern and can be separately omitted from optimization. Granularity-based problem
abstraction is supported by enabling the software developer to model the system under
development using a hierarchical component model. Finally, a scalability analysis is
provided for each optimization technique part of this thesis.
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A Development Methodology for
Self-Optimizing Software Systems
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4
A Multi-Quality-aware Software

Architecture

The construction of software systems can be compared to the construction of a building.
Software is made from basic elements, which are connected to each other in a specific
way. These two constituents denote an architecture: building blocks and connectors.
For software various kinds of building blocks and connectors have been investigated.
CBSD is a meta-architecture, in that it further restricts the building blocks. According
to Szyperski et al. [117] software should be constructed from components, elements of
reuse, which explicitly define what they require and provide in turn.

A clear benefit of CBSD is the split of the program into multiple reusable and, for self-
adaptive software most importantly, exchangeable components. In consequence, many
approaches to self-adaptive software base on CBSD.

The problem addressed in this chapter is the inability of current software architectures
for self-optimizing software systems to support scalable reasoning and to capture the
relationships between the system’s NFPs and the user’s utility.

The contributions given in this chapter are the following:

• A self- and context-aware, component-based software architecture for self-
optimizing software systems. (Section 4.1)

• An extended contract concept (and language) covering the complex interde-
pendencies between NFPs, cost and utility. (Section 4.2)
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Structure Models 

(i.e., types) 

Variant Models 

(i.e., instances) 
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Behavior Models 

Cool 

Component 
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<<specified by>> 

Quality 
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Language 

<<refined by>> 

<<enrich>> 

Expressions Units DataTypes 

Requests Reconfigurations Workloads 

Figure 4.1.: Constituents of the Multi-Quality-aware Software Architecture.

The key requirements of an architecture for self-optimizing software systems are:

/R1/ Types. To enable the optimization of software, the users, hardware and contex-
tual elements need to be covered. In other words, the requirement is self- and context-
awareness, as shown by Salehi and Tahvildari in [112] (cf. Figure 2.2).

/R2/ Behavior. An architecture for self-optimizing software needs to support ab-
stract, quality-specific behavior descriptions to enable the prediction of the effects im-
plied by action alternatives. Without such knowledge, the system is unaware of the
potential gains in efficiency it is aiming for.

/R3/ Models@Runtime (M@RT). The concept of models at runtime [91], which
cover the runtime state of the system, are yet another important prerequisite for self-
optimizing software. The application of modeling techniques tailors the information
available from the system, so reasoning can be performed in feasible time (i.e., the
system remains tractable).
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4.1. The Cool Component Model

/R4/ NFPs. As the subject of optimization is the non-functional behavior, the NFPs
of the system to be optimized need to be specified explicitly.

/R5/ Dependencies. Finally, to improve the quality of optimization, an explicit
specification of dependencies between non-functional properties is beneficial [117].

The main constituents of the meta-architecture are a component model and a contract
language as depicted in Figure 4.1. The requirements /R1/, /R2/ and /R3/ are each
covered by a separate package of the component model. The contract language realizes
requirement /R5/. Requirement /R4/ cross-cuts the former, because NFPs are defined
for the types (/R1/), have to be considered in behavior abstractions (/R2/) and at run-
time (/R3/) and are, obviously, part of dependency specifications between NFPs (/R5/).
Thus, the component model is used to specify the structure (i.e., structural models) and
behavior (i.e., behavior models) of the system. In addition, the concepts for variant mod-
els are defined by the component model, which are meant to cover the runtime state of
the system. The contract language is used to specify the non-functional behavior of the
system and dependencies between components of the system. This enables an explicit
description of valid system variants, which differ in their non-functional, but not in their
functional behavior. The runtime environment (cf. Part III of this thesis) leverages the
information comprised by runtime models to manage the self-optimizing system.

In addition, concepts like expressions, units (i.e., measurement units like, e.g., megabyte)
and datatypes as well as special purpose concepts like user requests, reconfigurations and
workloads are part of the component model. In the following, first the component model
followed by the contract language will be discussed in more detail.

4.1. The Cool Component Model

The CCM is a balanced set of interrelated concepts, which are meant to be used by
software developers to specify the system under construction. It extends the basic notion
of CBSD by elaborated concepts tailored for the construction of self-optimizing software
systems. It consists of a set of metamodel packages. In the following, the three packages
of the CCM (cf. Figure 4.1)—structural models, variant models and behavior models—
will be explained in more detail.

4.1.1. Structural Models: System Architecture Description

This metamodel package, depicted in Figure 4.2, covers concepts to specify ComponentTypes
of the system under construction and, thus, addresses requirement /R1/. A component
type denotes an exchangeable part of the system, which adheres to Szyperski’s defini-
tion of components [117]. A key characteristic of structural models is the distinction of
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4. A Multi-Quality-aware Software Architecture

Figure 4.2.: Concepts and their Relations in the Structure Package of the CCM.

component types in UserTypes, software types (SWComponentType) and ResourceTypes.
Whereas software and resource types are hierarchical components, user types are not.
That is software and resource types are allowed to contain subtypes, which allows for
structured system design following the wide-spread divide-and-conquer principle. The
distinction between these three kinds of component types is important, because each
kind (users, software and resources) as well as their interrelationships differ in their
characteristics. A software component runs on a resource and a user interacts with a
software component (as will be shown in the next subsection). Without a distinction of
users, software and resources, this information is hard to express. The interaction and
deployment information is a central part of the optimization problem and, hence, needs
to be covered.

An example for a structural model is shown in the next section, in Figure 4.4, combined
with a variant model to illustrate the close relation of these models.

To explicitly describe functional requirements and provisions, a component type com-
prises PortTypes, which are classified as either provided or required ports (by their
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Direction). Port types are comparable to methods in general purpose programming
languages. That is, they are characterized by a name, a set of parameters and a return
type. In terms of object-oriented programming languages, port types are interfaces offer-
ing a set of Operations. Provided port types need to be implemented by a component
realizing a component type. In case a provided port is called, the respective implemen-
tation of the realizing component will be used. Required port types are meant to be
used by the component instead of directly referring to another component type. The
determination, which method will actually be used in case a port is called, is performed
at runtime. This process demands for another concept: PortConnectorTypes, which are
used to define the control flow between a required and a provided port type. Thus, at
runtime, whenever a required port type is called by a realizing component, the call is
dispatched to the provided port type defined by a port connector type of the invoked
required port type. This basic dispatch mechanism can be refined by sophisticated port
connection strategies, which compute port connector types at runtime. This decouples
the system architecture specification from dispatch mechanisms (i.e., no concepts have
to be introduced into the meta-model, which are specific for a certain kind of dispatch
mechanism). The CCM allows for the specification of hardware and user types, too.
In consequence, the concept of port connector types can be used to relate hardware,
software, and users to each other.

To support open systems, the CCM allows to specify PortTypeOffers and PortType-
Requirements. The principle idea is that port types are not specified for a specific
component type, but as separate functional artifacts, which can be added to the sys-
tem at runtime. To relate to existing functionality, port types can refer themselves to
required port types. Whenever a new port type is added to the running system, they
are connected to the existing component types by evaluating the component types’ port
type requirements.

Finally, to realize requirement /R4/, for each component type a set of NFPs can be
defined (Property). Typical properties of software component types are response_time
or resolution. For resource types, cpu_time or free_memory are examples. Properties
of user types are not in the scope of this thesis. Each property is measured according to
a specified Unit (e.g., seconds) and can be further characterized by the way its values are
derived (PropertyKind) and the order of these values (Order). Property values can be
fixed for a concrete component instance (e.g., the maximum frequency of a CPU is fixed),
which is denoted as staticInstance. But, many values are only available at runtime
and have to be measured (e.g., the amount of free memory). Such properties are runtime
properties. Finally, there are calculated properties, for which the values can be derived
(i.e., calculated) from other properties. Whereas the property kind characterizes how
the property’s value can be determined, the order denotes how the values of a property
relate to each other. For increasing properties, higher values are better than lower
values. For example, it is better to have a higher framerate of video than a lower. In
consequence, for decreasing properties, lower values are better than higher ones. Many
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time-related properties (e.g., response time) fall into this category.

The attentive reader might have noted that not all concepts explained above are
contained in Figure 4.2. This is because some concepts are extracted into separate
packages, which are shared by all packages of the CCM and QCL. The extracted concepts
belong to the following categories: expressions, datatypes, units. In addition, special
purpose packages exist for requests, reconfigurations and workloads. An overview of the
most important concepts from each of these categories will be shown at the end of this
section.

4.1.2. Variant Models: Abstract Runtime System Representation

The purpose of variant models is to give an abstract view onto the current state of
the running system. This basically realizes requirement /R3/, i.e., the M@RT concept:
the application of modeling, abstracting a given domain for a given purpose, to enable
reasoning about the system. Without abstraction such reasoning is nearly impossible,
because the amount of information is usually too high to be processed in a feasible time
and often the complexity of the information leads to undecidability of reasoning [6]. The
variant models of the CCM are such runtime models. They are constructed at runtime
by the runtime environment (cf. Part III of this thesis).

Figure 4.3 depicts the concepts for variant models. The structuring concept is the
component, whereof one denotes the root component. Depending on the purpose of
the variant model, either a resource, software component or user is the root. In each
case, the resulting structure is a tree, as all concepts allow for nesting. User variant
models form a collection of users arranged in hierarchical groups. The resource concept
is further specialized into PhysicalResources and ContainerProviders. A physical
resource (e.g., a CPU or a core of a CPU) is used by a container provider and vice
versa. Container providers (e.g., servers or mobile phones) allow for the deployment of
software components. The type of the root component denotes the type of the whole
variant model (resource, software or user). In consequence, to express the deployment
of software onto container providers requires at least two models: one for the resource
infrastructure and another one for the current software deployment, which refers to the
resource infrastructure model.

Every kind of component has Ports and PortConnectors, which denote the concrete
interfaces the component provides and how they are connected. Ports and port con-
nectors are connected with port types and port connector types, in that they provide a
realization of the respective type for the concrete component.

A further important concept is the VariantPropertyBinding. This concept allows
to bind concrete values to the properties of the component type of the concrete com-
ponent. That is, variant property bindings realize the assignment of values to static
instance properties of a variant, compute the value of calculated properties and initiate
the measurement of runtime properties.
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Figure 4.3.: Concepts and their Relations in the Variant Package of the CCM.

Finally, components are connected to a Behavior, which connects the respective com-
ponent with behavior models. Links are used to connect the behavior model with the
ports of the component. As will be shown in the next subsection, behavior models in-
clude parameterizable templates (CostParameters). These are defined for component
types, whereas concrete components have concrete values for these parameters, which is
expressed by CostParameterBindings.

An interesting characteristic of the CCM is the relation between structural and variant
models. Namely, elements of structural models are types for elements in variant models.
For example, a component in a variant models refers to a component type of a structural
model as its type. The component type defines properties, which are bound to concrete
values for components of this component type by variant property bindings. Thus, the
CCM realizes 2D meta-modeling, as described by Atkinson and Kühne [7]. Elements
of a variant model have two types: one given by the variant meta-model and another
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Variant model:
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Figure 4.4.: Example of Structure and Variant Model.

one given by instances of the structural meta-model forming an orthogonal instance-of
relationship. The benefit of 2D meta-modeling for the CCM is extensibility, even at
runtime. That is new types of resources, software components or users can be added (or
existing types can be removed) at runtime, because the connection between variant and
structural models is interpreted at runtime. This feature is likely to prove beneficial in
practice, as the self-optimizing system under construction is not bound to a fixed set of
resource or software types, but can be extended in unanticipated ways.

Figure 4.4 depicts in its upper part an exemplary structure model specifying the types
of a typical server landscape and, in its lower part, a variant model covering a specific
hardware infrastructure comprised of two servers.

4.1.3. Behavior Models: Quality-specific Operational Semantics

As stated by requirement /R2/, besides a representation of the currently running system
and its architecture, knowledge about its behavior is required to reason about actions
(alternatives) of the system. Thus, behavior models have been introduced to the CCM,
which serve exactly this purpose. By now the behavior package offers concepts for
the prediction of energy-related aspects of the system. Namely, the energy state chart
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Figure 4.5.: Exemplary Energy State Chart for CPUs.

(ESC) [14] concept as introduced by Benini et al. [14] is supported. But, the package is
designed in an extensible way as depicted in Figure 4.6 and described in the following
paragraphs.

The root of behavior models form BehaviorTemplates. This abstract concept allows
to specify a set of CostParamaters for a behavior. These parameters are bound for
concrete components as described in the last subsection. Notably, cost parameters are
not necessarily fixed values, but can be complex expressions as offered by the expression
package. Additionally, behaviors can be composed from other behaviors (Composed-
Behavior). The interface between behaviors is defined by Pins and PinConnectors. Pins
are characterized by their visibility (private versus public) and direction (provided versus
required). This seemingly redundant interface description enables to specify influencing
factors between behaviors of different components, which are not related to the functional
connection by ports and port connectors.

The Occurrence and Workload concepts belong to the workload language, which will
be described in more detail at the end of this section. The concepts are depicted, to
show their connection to the Pins of behaviors.

The remaining concepts describe the structure of ESCs. They are a extension of clas-
sical state charts [65] in that states and transitions have a power consumption rate and
transitions have a specified delay. An exemplary ESC for a CPU is depicted in Figure 4.5.
It comprises three states: idle, busy and sleep. These three states reflect roughly the
principle of current CPUs behavior. In a real case, this ESC would contain a variety
of C and P states defined by Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI). For
clarity, the example is reduced to the presented three states. The transitions between
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4.1. The Cool Component Model

the states are annotated with Events, Guards and Actions. In addition, variables can
be defined for the ESC. In the example, the variable t has been defined, which is incre-
mented as long as the CPU is in idle mode. If more than 10 time units have passed, the
transition to the sleep state triggers. The transitions from idle and sleep to busy wait
for the event work, which is the Occurrence of a Pin depicted as a grey circle.

Each state and transition has a cost parameter for the power consumption rate. Tran-
sitions additionally have a cost parameter for the implied delay. This allows to reuse the
behavior model (template) for other CPUs, which only differ in the rates and delays.
Due to standardization efforts in the hardware community (ACPI) this is the common
case. At runtime, a workload against the ESCs is derived and a discrete event simulator
(DES) [9] derives the implied total energy consumption for this workload. To enable
the analysis of individual steps in the simulation, the concepts StepInfo and VarConfig
exist. Each simulation step is stored in a StepInfo entry, covering the accumulated
energy consumption and elapsed time units as well as the current variable assignments
(VarConfig). This data can, for example, be visualized to guide the developer.

ESCs are regular automata without stack. This expressiveness suffices to model the
induced energy consumption by hardware resources. To simulate non-functional proper-
ties of software components more complex behavior models are required. Such additional
types of behavior models can be easily added to the CCM, which offers the Behavior-
Template concept as central point for such extensions.

4.1.4. Shared Platform Concepts

As mentioned, the three main constituents of the CCM (and QCL) share a set of common
concepts. These are expressions, datatypes and units. In the following these packages
will be explained in more detail.

The Expression Language

Expressions are omnipresent in the CCM and QCL. For example, the ESCs in the be-
havior package of the CCM use expressions for guards and actions. The cost parameter
bindings of behavior templates are expressions, too. The same holds for variant property
bindings in variant models. Also the QCL uses expressions in several types of clauses.
Figure 4.7 depicts the concepts, which allow for the specification of expressions. For
clarity, only the main concepts are shown.

The reason for an expression language, instead of reusing existing languages like the
OCL, is better performance (in evaluating expressions) due to the tailored set of features
required by CCM and QCL. Standard expression languages could be used, too.

There are six different types of expressions supported by the CCM. First, Parenthe-
sizedExpressions, which allow to embrace expressions with parenthesis to influence
the evaluation order. Second, LiteralExpressions, which denote literals (i.e., val-
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Statement

getResultType() : CcmType
checkWFRs()

Expression

ParenthesisedExpression

BlockVariable
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name : EString
type : TypeLiteral

getResultType() : CcmType
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(from variables)

VariableCallExpression
(from variables)

VariableAssignment
(from variables)

LiteralExpression
(from literals)

BooleanLiteralExpression
(from literals)

value : EBoolean

IntegerLiteralExpression
(from literals)

value : ELong

RealLiteralExpression
(from literals)

value : EDouble

StringLiteralExpression
(from literals)

value : EString

OperationCallExpression
(from operators)

operationName : EString

FunctionExpression
(from operators)

IncrementOperatorExpression
(from operators)

sourceExp

1
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1..*
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sourceExp1

argumentExps0..*

Figure 4.7.: Concepts and their Relations in the Expressions Package of the CCM.

ues) of a certain data type (including strings, integers, reals and booleans). Third,
OperationCallExpressions, which can be unary or binary. Unary operation call ex-
pression only have one source expression to which an operation is applied. For example,
the IncrementOperatorExpression increments the value of the source expression. Bi-
nary operation call expressions apply an argument expression to a source expression.
A typical example is addition, where the value of the target expression is added to the
value of the source expression. A special kind of operation call expression are Function-
Expressions. They are characterized by having at least one variable in the target ex-
pression, which is to be set for the evaluation of this expression. For example, f(x) =
x++ is a function expression whose target expression is an increment operator expression,
which in turn has a variable call expression as its source expression. For clarity, only two
types of operation call expressions are shown in Figure 4.7. The remaining three types of
expressions concern Variables. There are expressions to declare variables (Variable-
Declaration), to assign values to variables (VariableAssignment) and to call (i.e., use)
variables (VariableCallExpression).

To relate a set of expressions to each other, the Block concept is provided. Both,
blocks and single expressions are denoted Statements, which can be evaluated w.r.t.
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CcmType

name : EString

conformsTo(CcmType) : EBoolean

TypeLibrary

CcmValue
(from stdlib)

ascending : EBoolean

equals(CcmValue) : CcmBoolean
notEquals(CcmValue) : CcmBoolean

CcmVoid
(from stdlib)

CcmComparable
(from stdlib)

greaterThan(CcmValue) : CcmBoolean
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superType0..1
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0..*

Figure 4.8.: Concepts and their Relations in the Datatypes Package of the CCM.

well-formedness rules (operation checkWFRs()) and w.r.t. their concrete value.

Datatypes

The CCM is meant to be platform, especially programming language, agnostic. Hence,
an abstraction layer for data types is part of the CCM. Figure 4.8 depicts the related
concepts provided by the CCM. The concept CcmType allows to specify a hierarchy
of types by its supertype relation. Conformance between types can be discovered for
concrete types using the conformsTo() operation.
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UnitLibrary Part

name : EString

Unit

SimpleUnit ComplexUnit

Factor

parts

0..*

parts

1..*

perParts

0..*

Figure 4.9.: Concepts and their Relations in the Units Package of the CCM.

All types are contained in a TypeLibrary. Besides types, also values adhering to
these types need to be expressed in the models of a M@RT-based system. Therefore,
the CcmValue concept is defined, which characterizes a value order as ascending or not.
An ascending value order implies that higher values are better than lower values. This
is in line with the specification of NFPs in the structural models. The CCM currently
supports five data types: void, real, integer, string and boolean. Integers and reals are
comparable in that propositions like greater than can be made about values of this type.
Moreover, each type of value supports a set of operations to be performed. For example,
it is possible to compute the cosine of a real value or to concatenate two strings. This
functionality is used by the expression package when evaluating the expressions. For
each platform to be supported by the CCM the operations shown in Figure 4.8 need to
be implemented accordingly.

Units

The modeling and interpretation of NFPs requires to specify the unit of measurement
in addition to the data type of the value. For example, the response time could be
measured in milliseconds or nanoseconds (unit) and is stored as an integer (data type).
If there is no unit specified for an NFP, either all NFPs need to be measured using the
same unit or they cannot be put into relationship to each other. If, for example, the
response time of some process is measured in milliseconds, but the cpu time required by
the same process is measured in nanoseconds (because another profiler is used for this
NFP) the knowledge about the units is a prerequisite to compute the ratio of cpu time
to response time. This also motivates the need to support the conversion of units. That
is a conversion relationship between units is required (e.g., 1s = 1000ms). For complex
units, consequently, complex conversions are required. For example, the throughput of a
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1 library {
2 simple unit second : Integer;
3 simple unit Watt : Real;
4 simple unit MB : Integer;
5 simple unit Mb : Integer;
6 simple unit mips : Integer;
7

8 complex unit Mb_s = Mb per second;
9 }

Listing 4.1: Example Unit Specification.

hard disk drive could be measured in megabyte per second (MB/s), but the throughput
of a (slow) network device in kilobyte per second (KB/s).

Figure 4.9 shows the concepts related to units of the CCM. A SimpleUnit denotes
an atomic unit, which only has a name and no relationships to other units by itself.
A ComplexUnit, in contrast, comprises several Parts, which can be units or Factors.
Factors denote numbers used to specify a conversion in terms of multiples (e.g., 1s =
1000ms). To realize complex units, which have a per relationship between its parts, the
perParts reference is provided. For example, the definition of the complex unit Hertz
(1Hz = 1/s) has two parts a factor (1) and the unit second as a perPart (i.e., 1 per
second). This allows to compose units and their conversion logic. For example, the unit
megabyte can be defined as a complex unit with two parts: a factor of 1024 and the unit
kilobyte. The complex unit megabyte per second only relates the units megabyte and
second to each other. For easy accessibility, all units are contained in a UnitLibrary,
which allows to specify new, custom units, too. Listing 4.1 depicts an example.

4.1.5. Special Purpose Packages

On top of the CCM there are several special purpose packages required for for self-
optimizing systems. The currently provided concepts are requests, reconfigurations and
workloads. In the following these packages will be explained in more detail.

Requests

The plain invocation of a software system’s functionality does not necessarily lead to
satisfied users. If, for example, the overall efficiency is the optimization objective, the
system could decide for a configuration, which implies very low costs, but provides very
low QoS (and, thus, utility) to the user, too. Thus, the user’s minimum requirements (as
well as objectives) need to be covered in addition. For this purpose, the request language
has been added to the CCM. Using this language, the (minimal) QoS requirements of
the user for a specific call and the user’s objectives can be specified. Figure 4.10 depicts
the concepts of the request language.
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Request

Import Platform MetaParamValue
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import1 hardware1 metaParamValues0..*
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metaparameter

0..*

target 1reqs 0..*

Figure 4.10.: Concepts and their Relations of the Request Language of the CCM.

1 import ccm [./sort.structure]
2 target platform [./current.variant]
3

4 call ListUtil.sort expecting {
5 list_size = 200000
6 response_time max: 500.0 [ms]
7 response_time minimize
8 encryption_key_size maximize
9 }

Listing 4.2: Example Request to Sort a List.

Each request refers to a current hardware infrastructure (variant model, Platform)
and imports a structure model representing the available software (Import). To specify
the functionality to be invoked, the request refers to a PortType. This port type has
a set of meta-parameters, which provide additional information for existing parameters.
For example, a parameter list can have a meta-parameter size_of_list. This in-
formation is required, to abstract from concrete user requests. Such concrete requests
define values for all parameters and meta-parameters (MetaParamValue). Finally, a re-
quest can contain multiple property requirement clauses. Such clauses specify minimum
or maximum values of NFPs. They are reused from QCL and will be explained in more
detail in the next section. In addition, they are used to specify user objectives by omit-
ting a minimum or maximum value. Listing 4.2 depicts a sample request, where a user
wants to sort a list of 200.000 elements, which are confidential and, hence, need to be
encrypted. The user is expecting a maximum response time of 500 milliseconds and
has the contradicting objectives to get the list sorted as fast as possible and to use the
biggest encryption key possible.
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ReconfigurationPlan

ReconfigurationStep
sourceComponent : EString
sourceContainer : EString

LocalReplacement
targetComponent : EString

Migration
targetContainer : EString
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componentType : EString

DistributedReplacement
targetContainer : EString

Deployment
targetContainer : EString

UnDeployment

activities

0..*

subStep0..*
steps1..*

Figure 4.11.: Concepts and their Relations of the Reconfiguration Language of the CCM.

1 reconfigurationPlan {
2 reconfiguration for SWComponentType Sort {
3 migrate SWComponent HeapSort from 192_168_0_5 to 192_168_0_10
4 }
5 reconfiguration for SWComponentType Encrypter {
6 replace SWComponent SHA2-512 on 192_168_0_5 with SHA2-1024 on 192_168_0_10
7 }
8 }

Listing 4.3: Example Reconfiguration Script.

Reconfigurations

The aim of self-optimizing software is to reconfigure itself continuously to stay in an
optimal configuration. Thus, means to describe how to reach a target configuration from
a current configuration are required. The reconfiguration language of the CCM serves
this purpose. It allows to specify scripts of reconfiguration operations to be applied to
the current configuration in order to reach the target configuration. Figure 4.11 depicts
the concepts of this language.

The main (root) element of the language is the ReconfigurationPlan. It comprises a
set of ReconfigurationActivitys, which are bound to a component type. Such activi-
ties encapsulate a set of ReconfigurationSteps to be applied to instances of the respec-
tive component type. Reconfiguration steps are hierarchical (i.e., can be nested), which is
not necessary for a reconfiguration language, but improves the structure of large reconfig-
uration plans. All steps refer to at least one component (sourceComponent) and one con-
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Figure 4.12.: Concepts and their Relations of the Workload Language of the CCM.

tainer (sourceContainer). The steps supported by the language are UnDeployment (to
remove a component from a container), Deployment to a targetContainer, Migration
of a component from a source to a target container, LocalReplacement of a source com-
ponent with a target component (both of the same component type) and Distributed-
Replacement of components including the migration to a new target container. The
presented set of reconfiguration steps allows for the specification of all possible reconfig-
urations.

Listing 4.3 shows an exemplary reconfiguration script. It prescribes the migration of a
HeapSort implementation from one server to another, the deployment of an SHA2-1024
implementation on the server where the HeapSort implementation was targeted at and
the undeployment of the SHA2-512 implementation from the other server (i.e., a dis-
tributed replacement).

Workloads

Finally, the CCM offers a workload language, which allows for the specification of work-
loads on resources. This feature is required for behavior prediction by simulating behav-
ior models. In this thesis, an example is the simulation of ESCs. The respective concepts
of the workload language are shown in Figure 4.12.

A Workload comprises a set of Occurrences, which denote events at a specified point
in simulation time with a given load. The load is to be interpreted in the context of the
Resource referred by the workload. For example, for a CPU the load can be interpreted
as time units or as number of instructions to be performed. Each occurrence refers to a
Pin of a behavior model. Notably, the workload concept as described does not support
the specification of workloads against multiple resources. However, this does not pose a
problem, due to the hierarchical structure of the CCM. The workload refers to a resource,
which comprises all relevant resources (and, thus, references to their behavior models)
for the intended simulation. Details on the simulator can be found in 6.2.
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4.2. The Quality Contract Language

As mentioned above, the CCM allows for the definition of NFPs for soft- and hardware
component types. For each instance of a component, the values of the NFPs are either
fixed, computed or measured at runtime. However, as stated by requirement /R5/, to
configure and optimize an application at runtime, the dependencies between component
types and especially the dependencies between NFPs have to be declared. For example,
it has to be declared what minimum bitrate a Decoder component has to provide in
order for a VideoPlayer implementation to provide a certain frame rate. That is NFPs
cannot be interpreted in isolation, but their relationship among each other needs to
be considered. To express such dependencies we developed the QCL, which allows for
the definition of contracts for components specifying (probably) multiple quality modes
providing and requiring different NFPs (i.e., qualities).

The concept of contracts denotes an assumption/guarantee relationship. More gen-
eral, if a precondition holds, the associated postcondition will hold, too. This also fits
the interpretation of contracts in economics, where a set of partners make a binding
agreement on a service (precondition) with a corresponding return service (postcondi-
tion). We use the concept of contracts to express the dependencies between components
and NFPs. For example, if a certain bitrate is provided (precondition) by a Decoder, a
certain framerate will be provided (postcondition) by a VideoPlayer.

The use of contracts in software development has been thoroughly investigated by
Bertrand Meyer [89]. In a more recent article, Beugnard et al. recapitulate on the ap-
plication of contracts in software development and discuss different types of contracts:
syntactic, behavioral, synchronization and QoS contracts [17]. Syntactic contracts are
used to specify the compatibility of components in terms of their interfaces. Behavioral
contracts additionally allow to consider the state of the components by pre- and post-
conditions. Synchronization contracts are even more advanced in that they allow for
constraining the order of operation invocations and, thus, allow for coordinating the in-
teraction between components. Finally, QoS contracts extend all prior types of contracts
by their ability to consider the non-functional properties of the components.

We extend the QoS contract concept with quality modes, because of the inaccurate
predictability of NFPs and the concept of utility as will be explained in the following.
It is hardly possible to determine an exact value for a certain NFP. For example, the
response time of an algorithm for a given input has an error due to measurement and
due to the execution platform, which, usually, are too complex to provide predictable
timing behavior. Furthermore, often a specific value is not of interest, but the range
of the value. The frame rate of a video, for example, should be between 20-30 frames
per second for the user to perceive a fluent video playback. This example shows the
influence of utility on the management of NFPs in self-adaptive systems. The users’
limited perception tailors the utility gained by an offered quality. It would not improve
the utility for a user, if the video playback offers 60 frames per second, because the user is
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Figure 4.13.: Layering of NFPs. From Quality to User Utility.

incapable of perceiving this improvement. The same can be shown for the response time
of an algorithm. The user is incapable of perceiving the difference between 2 milliseconds
and 1 milliseconds despite the 50% improvement. Moreover, the user’s utility splits the
offered quality into ranges. A response time of less than 20 milliseconds is perceived
as immediate response. If the response time is above 1 seconds, the user notices the
disturbance. If the response time further raises, the user will rate the algorithm as slow.
Thus, the utility for the user denotes quality ranges. We call these ranges quality modes
in the context of QCL. Quality improvements or degradations within these modes do
not affect the utility of user.

In addition, different types of NFPs can be identified w.r.t. their level of abstrac-
tion. There are low-level NFPs, which directly relate to a physical phenomenon (e.g.,
cpu time) and are not affected by any other NFPs. In contrast, high-level NFPs are
either affected by other NFPs or are fully composed of other NFPs. The frame rate,
for example, is affected by a variety of NFPs (e.g., bitrate, cpu frequency, etc.). The
abstraction levels are aligned with the layers of the system as depicted in Figure 4.13.
To model the relationship between NFPs and utility, it is important to consider the
embedding of the virtual system into the physical world. The hardware used to execute
software is physical as well as the users of the software. Thus, the origin of NFPs is
in physical phenomena, which translate into higher-level NFPs. First, the system man-
aged mode of the hardware, which periodically performs system safety tasks, affects the
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1 import ccm [../Presenter.structure]
2 import ccm [../Server.structure]
3

4 contract ImageViewer implements software Presenter.show {
5

6 mode lowQuality {
7 requires component Analyzer {
8 accuracy min: 0.5 [%]
9 refreshRate min: 300 [ms]

10 }
11

12 requires resource CPU {
13 frequency min: 400 [MHz]
14 }
15

16 provides accuracy min: 0.5 [%]
17 provides refreshRate min: 300 [ms]
18 provides imageWidth min: 800 [px]
19 provides imageHeight min: 600 [px]
20 }
21

22 mode highQuality {
23 requires component Analyzer {
24 accuracy min: 0.9 [%]
25 refreshRate min: 60 [ms]
26 }
27 /* More requirements and provisions here ... */
28 }
29 }

Listing 4.4: Example Contract for an “ImageViewer” Implementation of Presenter
Component.

overall behavior of the system. Next, the Operating System (OS) introduces additional
system behavior. Optionally, middleware is utilized by the software and imposes further
behavior. Finally, the application and its user interface (UI) form two further layers of
abstraction. Notably, the application itself can be regarded as a separate layer from the
UI, because there are different NFPs regarding the application logic and the interaction
part of the application. Finally, the users perceive the complete system (usually via
peripheral devices). This final step includes the translation of qualities offered by the
system and utility experienced by the users. To keep the system manageable, we merge
the application and user interface layer to the software layer as well as all lower layers to
the resource layer. Thus, the middleware, operating system and the system management
mode are considered as virtual resources, with characteristic behavior.

Thus, a concept used to specify NFPs and their dependencies has to support (1)
the distinction between quality and utility, (2) the distinction between software and
resources, (3) the definition of ranges (to enable the specification of quality-utility map-
pings), (4) references to other components and (5) the specification of how an NFP
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is connected with other NFPs. Our concept of QoS contracts supports all these re-
quirements. Listing 4.4 shows a sample contract for an ImageViewer implementation of
a Presenter component, which takes data from an analyzing component as input and
provides a visualization of this data to the user. The contract specifies two modes: low-
Quality and highQuality. These modes reflect the user’s utility function on the quality
of the implementation. The user will not perceive quality improvements, which do not
fall into these two modes. The highQuality mode, for example, provides an accuracy of
0.9 (i.e, 90%) to the user. A higher accuracy cannot be perceived by the user and, thus,
does not improve the user’s utility. Each mode contains requirements and provisions
of NFPs. The provisions are guarantees of a certain NFP to be greater or less than a
specified value. For example, the refresh rate of the ImageViewer implementation will
be at least 300 milliseconds in lowQuality mode. The requirements divide into software
and resource requirements1. In both cases (software and resource requirement), an as-
sumption is made about the NFPs provided by the referenced component. Thus, in the
exampe of Listing 4.4, an accuracy of 50% is guaranteed, if there is a CPU providing a
frequency of at least 400 MHz and an analyzer component providing the same minimum
accuracy as well as a refresh rate of at least 300ms.

Please note that the components referenced by requirement clauses are not concrete
components, but types (component types in CCM). Thus, all possible component in-
stances, which fit to the respective type, are to be investigated to determine the validity
of the contract. Moreover, the cost and utility implied by the quality modes can be
determined, which allows to search for the optimal system configuration. The process of
determining valid system configurations using the presented contract concept is called
contract checking, whereas the search for an optimal configuration is called contract
negotiation. Both approaches will be explained in more detail in Chapter 6.

In the following chapters, approaches based on QCL contracts will be discussed. To
ease the understanding, the concepts and their relationships of QCL will be discussed
in the following. Listing 4.4 on page 75 shows an example contract. QCL contracts are
models (with a concrete textual syntax), which adhere to the meta-model depicted in
Figure 4.14. The root element of these models is the QCLFile, which forms a container
for all contracts referring to a single CCM component type. To resolve the references
to component types, port types, properties and parameters a QCL file has to import
references to the respective structural models (CcmImport). As there are also references
to other contracts, these can be imported, too (QCLImport). Each QCL file comprises a
set of named QclContracts. For software components, the name represents the descrip-
tor of the implementation variant, whereas for resources the name is a unique identifier
of the respective resource (e.g., a serial number). Contracts refer to a port type of a
component type (e.g., in Listing 4.4 the component type Presenter and its port type

1There is no need to divide the provisions into software and resource provisions, because provisions are
specified for a certain component which either is a software artificat or a resource.
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Figure 4.14.: Concepts and their Relationships of the QCL.

show are referenced). The meta-parameters of the port type, defined in the structural
model of the respective component type, are resolvable due to this reference. Depend-
ing on the kind of component type the contract refers to, it is either a SWComponent-
Contract or a HWComponentContract. This distinction allows to handle contracts for
software and resources in different ways and prohibits the accidental use of concepts,
which are meant for the other kind of component type. Each contract comprises a
set of ContractModes—the quality modes reflecting the mapping from quality to user
utility. Finally, the modes comprise clauses, which are either *RequirementClauses
or ProvisionClauses. There are four kinds of requirement clauses: self-, software-,
resource- and property-requirement clauses. Self, software and resource requirement
clauses all comprise property requirement clauses and differ in the kind of component
type they refer to (to the current component itself, to a software component or a re-
source). Property requirement clauses refer to the properties specified for the component
type the enclosing requirement clause refers to. In the example of Listing 4.4 lines 9–1, a
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1 import ccm [./audio.structure]
2 target platform [./current.variant]
3

4 call AudioUtil.improve expecting {
5 reduction_amount = 12 [dB]
6 loudness_target = -16 [LUFS]
7 response_time minimize
8 file_size minimize
9 }

Listing 4.5: Example Request with Multiple Objectives.

HWComponentRequirementClause referring to the component type CPU is shown, which
comprises a single PropertyRequirementClause referring to the property frequency of
the CPU component type.

Finally, Provision- and PropertyRequirementClauses both define ranges of allowed
values for the respective NFP. The boundaries can be defined using fixed values, math-
ematical expressions (using the expression language) or FormulaTemplates. The need
for more than fixed boundaries will be explained in more detail in Chapter 5, where the
derivation of contracts from a given implementation will be discussed.

4.3. Architectural Aspects of Multi-Objective Optimization

The Cool Component Model along with the Quality Contract Language enable the de-
veloper to specify the system subject to self-optimization. To do so, multiple variants
and their interrelation can be described using quality contracts. Notably, no concept spe-
cific to multi-objective optimization is part of the CCM or QCL, except for the request
language.

Specifying a user request against the system includes the specification of the user’s
objectives and constraints. That is, as already outlined in Section 4.1.5, each request
comprises a function to be invoked along with a set of constraints and objectives. List-
ing 4.5 depicts an invocation of an audio application, which shall normalize the loudness
of an audio file to -16 LUFS (suitable for mobile devices) and reduce the noise up to 12
dB. The user has two objectives: the response time should be minimized, i.e., he wants
to get the result as soon as possible. On the other hand side, the user wants the resulting
audio file to be as small as possible. This is a common objective if many of the processed
audio files are to be hosted online where storage space is costly. But, both objectives are
conflicting, because a smaller file size either requires to use lower bitrates resulting in
worse quality or to apply compression methods which consume time and, hence, conflict
with the objective to minimize the response time.

Thus, CCM and QCL only cover the specification of requests with multiple objectives
against the software system, but do not include any further special concepts for MOO.
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Figure 4.15.: General Architecture for Multi-Objective Optimization in MQuAT.

An architectural style for MOO, as introduced by Arjan de Roo [43], is not part of CCM
and QCL. Nevertheless, in Chapters 7, 8 and 9 approaches to MOO based on CCM and
QCL are presented. The general architecture is depicted in Figure 4.15.

In summary, the system is modeled by the developer, where the variant models of
the CCM are kept in synch with the actual running system. These models are used to
generate MOO problems in the respective language (i.e., ILP, PBO, ACO or MOILP).
To process these problems standard solvers are used. Their result is used to derive a
target configuration, which denotes the best configuration according to the user request
and current state of the system. By comparing the current and target configuration a
reconfiguration script is derived and executed against the system.

In comparison to Arjan de Roo’s MO2 style, MQuAT denotes a fixed MOO architec-
ture, which can be modelled using the MO2 style. The models on the left hand side are
adaptable components. The optimizer is a MOO component and the target configura-
tion and reconfiguration script steps are transformation components. The application of
de Roo’s MO2 style leads to a very abstract architecture of four components only.
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4.4. Summary

In this chapter the architecture of MQuAT and its main constituents–the cool compo-
nent model (CCM) and the quality contract language (QCL)–have been presented. The
key demarcating features of CCM compared to other component models for self-adaptive
software are the strict distinction between hard- and software, the use of runtime models
(i.e., models reflecting the runtime state of the system) and the application of QoS con-
tracts to cover the non-functional behavior of component implementations. In addition,
the CCM comprises behavioral models to capture complex, non-functional behavior,
which is to be simulated.

The models and contracts described in this chapter form the basis for all approaches
to contract negotiation as shown in Figure 4.15 and discussed in Chapter 6.
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5
Refinement of Platform-Specific Quality

Contracts

This chapter is based on the following publication:

Sebastian Götz, Claas Wilke, Sebastian Richly and Uwe Aßmann: Approximating
Quality Contracts for Energy Auto-Tuning Software. In Proceedings of First Inter-
national Workshop on Green and Sustainable Software, IEEE (2012) 8–14.

QoS Contracts, as presented in Sect. 4.2, are software artifacts, which have to be
provided by the developers of self-optimizing software systems. That is a developer is
not just in charge of realizing software component implementations, but has to provide
a characterization of how his implementation will behave at runtime by means of QoS
contracts. But, this task is in the general case impossible, due to two problems:

(1) Execution platform not known at design time. The values of NFPs for a particular
software component implementation depend on the properties of the utilized hardware
resources. For example, a purely CPU-bound implementation (i.e., an implementation
which does almost no input/output operations, except at its start and end, but performs
a lot of computation) will execute faster on a CPU with high frequency than on a
CPU with low frequency resulting in different values for the NFP processing time. In
consequence, QoS contracts declaring NFPs of implementations are hardware- and thus,
often server-specific (except for homogeneous server farms).
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(2) User input not known at design time. NFPs often depend on client input, which is
either not known at design time or too many possible user inputs exist. For example, the
time required by a sort algorithm depends on the number of elements subject to sorting,
which is given (or at least selected) by the client. Further examples are the size of a
video to be played, the resolution of an image to be processed and the length of an audio
file to be converted. To manage the variety of possible client inputs w.r.t. their effect on
the non-functional behavior of the implementation at hand, they are typically classified.
But, such a classification is usually resource-specific and—as the available resources are
not known at design time—can neither be provided by the developer. Instead, only an
abstract classification, which refers to the properties of the available resources can be
given. For example, two typical classes of client input result from whether the input
fits into memory or not, which obviously depends on the size of the available memory.
Thus, contracts are bound in a resource-specific manner to the input parameters of their
implementations. Typically not the parameters themselves, but their meta-data (e.g.,
the size, length or resolution) is what influences the concrete values of NFPs.

Under these conditions, the declaration of QCL contracts cannot be fully performed
by the developer. Instead, we identified three phases of contract concretization: First, at
development time contracts can be expressed as templates that need to abstract from the
utilized resources and client input. These templates can be provided by the developer.
Second, at deployment time the concrete resources on which components are deployed
as well as their configuration are known and thus, resource influences on NFPs can be
approximated resulting in resource-specific contracts. Finally, at runtime, when a client
actually requests a service provided by a component, the concrete NFPs related to the
requested service and utilized resources can be computed by instantiating the contract.

In the first phase, the developer creates a contract template. In the second phase, this
template is expanded with resource-specific mathematical functions, which take infor-
mation about future user interaction (e.g., size of a list to be sorted) as input. Finally,
in the third phase, these functions are evaluated against the concrete user request.

The contributions given in this chapter are the following:

• A process to specify QoS contracts at design time and to approximate their
concrete instantiations at runtime.

This chapter shows how a combination of micro-benchmarking and multiple linear re-
gression can be used to derive non-functional contracts at deployment time from micro-
benchmarks developed at design time. The resulting contracts are meant to be instan-
tiated at runtime to predict the resource requirements (i.e., related NFPs in general)
for specific service requests and thus, can be used as a basis to optimize the system
w.r.t. the trade-off between multiple qualities. Throughout this chapter a simple sort
component is used as a running example for illustration and to discuss the limitations
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Figure 5.1.: Process of Contract Creation.

and threats to validity of the approach. Finally, an approach to assess the accuracy of
QCL contracts is presented.

5.1. The Process of Contract Generation

In this section, we discuss the process of contract creation, consisting of three ma-
jor phases related to the application’s design time, deployment time and runtime (cf.
Fig. 5.1). The first phase is at design time, consisting of the activities application de-
velopment—where the component implementation (code) is created—and benchmark
development. By benchmarking (i.e., application of profiling techniques) the developer
investigates the non-functional behavior of his code to determine possible quality modes
and their demarcating features. In principle, the developer should be able to deter-
mine the quality modes of his code without benchmarking, because quality modes cover
different levels of the user’s satisfaction. Nevertheless, to identify the major influences
(NFPs of resources or utilized software components) implying the quality modes, the
developer needs to investigate his code more closely by profiling techniques. Using the
gained knowledge, the developer is able to create a benchmark, which will characterize
the non-functional behavior of the code on each server the code shall be deployed on
in the second phase: deployment time. In addition, in the first phase, it is important
to explicitly express the relevant meta-data of the component’s service parameters (e.g.,
for a sort algorithm, the size of the list to be sorted).

At deployment time, the execution of the benchmark (profiling activity) leads to
measurement results which are correlated with the service parameter meta-data of each
benchmark run in the form of mathematical functions mapping the meta-data to the
measurement results (approximation activity).
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1 contract HeapSort implements Sort {
2 /* Quality mode for fast CPUs. */
3 mode fast {
4 requires resource CPU {
5 min frequency:1*cpu.frequency.max[GHz];
6 min time:<f_cpu_time>(size_of_list)[ms];
7 }
8 provides min response_time:
9 <f_response_time>(size_of_list) [ms];

10 }
11 /* Quality mode for slower CPUs. */
12 mode slow {
13 requires resource CPU {
14 min frequency:
15 0.4 * cpu.frequency.max [GHz];
16 min time:
17 <f_cpu_time>(size_of_list) [ms];
18 }
19 provides min response_time:
20 <f_response_time>(size_of_list) [ms];
21 }
22 }

Listing 5.1: QCL Contract Template for a Sort Component.

Finally, at the runtime phase—when a client requests a service—the request’s meta-
data is known and, thus, the approximated NFP functions can be evaluated (instantiation
activity). The resulting information (e.g., the request- and resource-specific approxi-
mated CPU time) is used in later steps of the control loop to optimally configure the
system for clients’ service requests.

Design Time: Application and Benchmark Design

During design time of self-optimizing software, application developers do not just need
to design and implement, but are required to explore the non-functional behavior of
their implementations. The measurement of selected NFPs, which enable to negotiate
between multiple implementation variants at runtime (e.g., heapsort versus quicksort),
is essential. For example, with regard to the servers’ energy consumption, the focus
should be on the identification of the required CPU time and the amount of data read
and written to hard disk drives and network devices.

To gain the values of NFPs at runtime, the developer cannot simply measure these
NFPs on his own machine. The NFPs depend on the utilized resources and the actual
user requests. Hence, the developer needs to write a benchmark suite for his implemen-
tation, which—in the best case—covers its complete non-functional behavior (i.e., all
possible behaviors). This suite is run at deployment time when the available resources
are known.

Notably, already at design time, developers are able to identify quality modes. These
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cpu time(size of list) =

11.608, 259 size of list2 − 841, 968 size of list− 1.032, 142

Figure 5.2.: Approximated Function for Data from Table 5.1.

are setups leading to different levels of user satisfaction in which the code requires dif-
ferent amounts of resources and provides different NFPs in return. For the introduced
sorting example, which is a purely CPU-bound algorithm, different frequencies of the
CPU lead to valuable differences in the CPU time, which are perceived as immediate
(fast) or delayed (slow) response. A developer would, thus, identify two quality modes,
which he specifies in a contract template for his code as shown in Listing 5.1. For each
mode a fixture is specified, which—in the example—represents the CPU frequency. For
the fast mode, 100% of the maximum available CPU frequency is specified. For the
slow mode, only 40% are specified. The fixture describes values for NFPs that can vary
depending on the service request’s input data at runtime. E.g., the NFP response_time
of the sort example is derived from the function template f_response_time time which
depends on size_of_list of the input data (c.f. Listing 5.1 line 9). In this context,
<f_response_time> represents a function which is meant to be approximated during
profiling and will be replaced by the approximated function during the contract creation
process (activity approximation).

Quality modes can be seen as modes of operation leading to levels of user satisfaction in
a specified system setup (e.g., fixed CPU frequency). In general, two types of setups need
to be considered: (1) NFPs can be influenced by the control loop to reach a certain system
configuration (e.g., setting the CPU frequency) and (2) the NFPs cannot be influenced
(e.g., if the mode is defined to apply for a certain minimum amount of remaining main
memory capacity). For optimization (determining the best configuration), this difference
is important, because in the first case each mode can be reached and, hence, has to be
considered, whereas in the second case only the currently applicable mode needs to be
considered, because the other mode cannot (or is not meant to) be reached (setting
CPU frequency versus main memory capacity). From an optimization point of view, the
rational behind quality modes is to enable executions with lower quality, which in turn
lead to lower costs.

In the next subsection, we show how the expressions of function templates can be
determined at deployment time.

Deployment Time: Profiling and Approximation

To profile the resource usage of an application, a variety of benchmarking and perfor-
mance measurement tools is available. Common tools support the measurement of total
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Table 5.1.: CPU data (mean (cpu time), standard deviation (σcpu time) and standard
error of the mean (SEcpu time)) for HeapSort example.

size of list cpu time [µs] σcpu time [µs] SEcpu time [%]

500.000 1.388,7 749,4 7,6

1.000.000 9.616,3 1.549,4 2,3

1.500.000 23.956,8 2.508,3 1,5

2.000.000 43.951,7 3.210,4 1,0

2.500.000 69.491,5 4.088,5 0,8

3.000.000 100.901,7 4.909,4 0,7

3.500.000 137.647,4 5.674,7 0,6

4.000.000 181.522,2 6.639,0 0,5

4.500.000 230.407,3 7.343,5 0,5

5.000.000 284.935,8 8.449,4 0,4

execution time (e.g., response time, wall time), CPU time, network as well as disk I/O
and memory utilization. Developers manually invoke these tools and interpret the results
to deduce knowledge about the application’s non-functional behavior.

However, the profiling process should be automated where possible to ease the time-
consuming process of profiling, approximation and contract instantiation. Thus, at
deployment time, the designed benchmarks are used to profile the NFPs of designed
software components deployed on a certain server w.r.t. to varying input data (e.g., lists
of different sizes). Afterwards, these measurements are used to approximate a function
reflecting the correlation between input data and the profiled NFP (cf. Equation 5.2 for
an example). In consequence, the prediction of NFPs depending on the service requests’
input data is enabled.

For that purpose, we developed a profiling infrastructure that performs the com-
plete deployment time phase automatically. It executes the benchmarks and profiles
the server’s hardware as well as specific NFPs of software components, resulting in data
correlating the software component’s input data and its NFPs. Table 5.1 shows example
data collected for a heapsort algorithm on a HP Envy 15 laptop1). Afterwards, a sta-
tistical tool—R [31] or Eureqa [115] in the developed prototype—is used to derive the
function from the collected data using multiple linear regression. The resulting functions
(cf. Fig. 5.2) replace the function templates in the contract template. The resulting QCL
contract is shown in Listing 5.2.

Eureqa [115] is based on an evolutionary algorithm that continuously searches for
functions, which approximate the data collected by the benchmark suite. Each function

1CPU: Intel Core i7 720QM quad core 1.6 GHz, 8 GB RAM, SATA2 HDD, running Fedora 16 with
Linux Kernel Version 3.2.2
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1 contract HeapSort implements Sort {
2 /* Quality mode for fast CPUs. */
3 mode fast {
4 requires resource CPU {
5 min frequency: 2.0 [GHz];
6 min time: 1.147*10^(-6)
7 * size_of_list^2-1922 [ms];
8 }
9 provides min response_time: 2.152

10 *10^(-6) * size_of_list^2-1917 [ms];
11 }
12 /* Quality mode for slower CPUs. */
13 mode slow {
14 requires resource CPU {
15 min frequency: 0.8 [GHz];
16 min time: 1.552 * 10^(-6)
17 * size_of_list^2-1821 [ms];
18 }
19 provides min response_time: 3.552 *
20 10^(-6) * size_of_list^2-1901 [ms];
21 }
22 }

Listing 5.2: Example QCL Contract for a Sort Component.

has a fitness value, which expresses the variance relative to the measured data. To ensure
termination, the approximation activity uses a target fitness value to be reached as well
as a timeout to terminate the approximation algorithm (the example function shown
in Fig. 5.2 has an R2 of 1.0 (i.e., exactly represents the data of Table 5.1). Figure 5.3
depicts this correlation graphically. The dots represent measurements, whereas the line
represents the approximated equation.

Alternatively, as Eureqa is likely to become a commercial tool, the free tool R [31] for
statistical analysis allows to perform multiple linear regression to derive a mathemat-
ical function approximating the correlation between the parameter meta-data and the
measured NFPs. Using R, a deeper understanding of how parameter meta-data and mea-
sured NFPs correlate with each other is required (i.e., the type of function). Some NFPs
have a linear correlation (i.e., the NFPs in- or decreases linearly with the parameters).
Others have a quadratic, exponential or rooted correlation. The application of regression
analysis (cf. [66] for an introduction to the field of statistics) allows to determine the
coefficients of these functions. If these coefficients are not correlated with each other
techniques of linear regression can be applied. For example, in the quadratic function
response time(list size) = β0 + β1 · list size + β2list size

2 the coefficients (β0, β1, β2)
are not correlated with each other. Hence, the approximation of these coefficients can
be done by linear regression analysis. The accuracy of the approximated functions can
be characterized by the coefficient of determination (R2), which expresses the deviance
of measured to predicted values (using the approximated function) on a scale between 0
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Figure 5.3.: Measurements (Dots) and Regression Function (Line) for HeapSort.

and 1. In Sect. 5.2, we further discuss the accuracy and quality of the profiled data as
well as the derived function.

Notably, the benchmark suite needs to be executed for each mode of the quality
contract. This is because each mode defines fixed requirements, which have to be fulfilled
for the mode to be applicable. These requirements, hence, specify a setup, which is to
be performed before the benchmark suite is executed. In our example, the benchmark
suite collects CPU and response time once for the CPU running at 100% of its maximum
frequency and again at 40% of its frequency. Thus, for the first mode the CPU frequency
is to be set up to 100% and for the second mode the CPU frequency is to be set up to 40%.
To set the frequency of a CPU various tools exists (e.g., acpi-cpufreq for Linux [25]).
This setup is part of the benchmark suite. Depending on the resource properties being
part of the setup (e.g., remaining main memory, CPU frequency, CPU load or the type
of network device), sophisticated setup code results.

Runtime: Contract Instantiation

The third and last phase of quality contract creation in self-optimizing software systems
is the instantiation of contracts at runtime, when a client requests functionality of the
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1 //size_of_list = 500.000
2 contract HeapSort implements Sort {
3 /* Quality mode for fast CPUs. */
4 mode fast {
5 requires resource CPU {
6 min frequency: 2.0 [GHz];
7 min time: 47 [ms];
8 }
9 provides min response_time: 104 [ms];

10 }
11 /* Quality mode for slower CPUs. */
12 mode slow {
13 requires resource CPU {
14 min frequency: 0.8 [GHz];
15 min time: 140.2 [ms];
16 }
17 provides min response_time: 244 [ms];
18 }
19 }

Listing 5.3: User Request-Specific QCL Contract.

component implementation characterized by the contract. At this point in time, the
functions derived during the deployment phase can be evaluated for the actual user
input. In our example, the client could request to sort a list of 500.000 elements, which
results in a contract instance as shown in Listing 5.3.

These concrete values can now be used for optimization, i.e., to determine the best
system configuration (selection of implementations and their mapping to servers) in
terms of energy efficiency as we showed in [60].

5.2. Threats to Validity

In this section, we show threats to the validity of our approach and discuss its limitations.
For that purpose we focus on three central issues: (1) limitations, due to the resolution of
measured NFPs, (2) the accuracy of functions comprised by contracts, and (3) limitations
due to correlations of service input data and the profiled NFPs.

Measurement Resolution Limitations

It is important to note that NFPs on the level of an application cannot be measured
without an error value. This is, because the application runs on top of an OS, which in
turn runs on top of hardware. Both, the operating system and the hardware influence the
NFPs of software: on hardware level the system management mode preempts even the
operating system and the operating system itself is responsible to assign resources to the
application process. In consequence, a minimum resolution w.r.t. a targeted minimum
error for the measurement of NFPs exists, which depends on the actual hardware and
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OS. On a standard Linux, for example, the minimum resolution of timing information
is determined by the frequency of the process scheduler. By default the scheduler runs
every 10 milliseconds (ms). In consequence, it is impractical to measure the time required
by a method call, which runs in less than 10ms. Though it is possible to use timing
information provided by the real-time clock, which is implemented in hardware and
usually provides a resolution in nanoseconds, but the scheduler will not delegate the
control to another process until the 10ms time slice passed by. More sophisticated
schedulers, especially those of real-time operating systems, allow for finer grained time
measurements (due to more sophisticated scheduling approaches). Notably, the same
minimum resolution can be shown for other NFPs like the amount of data read or
written. For data transfers (to a disk or network device) the device driver and file
system determines the minimum size of a data block to be read or written.

For the measured sort example depicted in Sect. 5.1, we measured a standard error
of 7.6% for lists of 50.000 elements which questions the usability of the approximated
resource usage function for lists of this size. Besides, statistical outliers are up to 80%
higher and lower than the mean. However, for lists consisting of 200.000 elements the
error decreases to 1% and below for even bigger lists whereby outliers decrease to ±12%
and to ±5% for 500.000 elements. This matches the assumption that our approach
is limited due to minimum measurement resolutions of the hardware infrastructure.
Another reason is that during short execution times, unpredictable events like garbage
collection or the hardware’s system management mode can influence the results more
intensely. Only methods, whose NFPs are higher than the minimum resolution can be
considered. If the NFPs have lower values, the characterized implementation cannot be
compared with other implementations. For the sort example, the parameter list_size
plays an important role. For lists of less than approximately 150.000 elements, the
algorithm runs in less than 10ms and hence, cannot be practically characterized in terms
of time. Prolonging the runtime by multiple executions to compute average values for the
NFPs does not solve this problem, because the error of such average values are multiples
of 100%.

Accuracy of Derived Functions

As every measurement of NFPs introduces an error, the accuracy of the derived functions
can never reach 100%. Nevertheless, the error (and deviation) of an approximated
function can be estimated. The minimum error is determined by the minimum resolution
of the NFP as pointed out in the last subsection. In principle, it is not possible to measure
a maximum error in general. For example, the time required for a method to execute
can theoretically be delayed forever. Practically, the delay is bound to some external
entity, which imposes the delay (e.g., waiting for user input, waiting for crashed servers
to reboot). Nevertheless, for implementations which are not affected by such external
influences, it is possible to get a practical error estimation by computing the average
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error of multiple benchmark executions. Knowing the average error of a particular NFP
directly leads to the average error of a derived function on this NFP. For our example
function shown in Fig. 5.2, the average error equals the error of the NFP cpu time.

Parameter–NFP Correlation

A third limitation of our approach lies in the fact that services’ NFPs are not always
related to their input parameters and the parameters’ meta-data. Three different types
of parameter–NFP correlations (as identified by Seo et al. for the correlation between
parameters and computational cost [116]) can be identified:

1. Services always behaving the same, independent of their input data,

2. Services behaving in a predictable manner w.r.t. their parameters,

3. Services behaving unpredictable (e.g., database queries or randomized data).

An example for a service of the first category is the playback of a predefined e-Learning
video, where the service’s parameters only cover information about the user requesting
the video. The sort algorithm is an example for a service of the second class. The
third class covers services, which refer to external information, which is not covered (or
coverable) in measurements. For example, services using information from unmanaged
information sources in the World Wide Web. Their behavior is hardly predictable, as
changes to such external information sources cannot/can hardly be predicted.

Whereas NFP approximation for the first two categories is supported, the third kind
of services cannot be supported, as approximated functions cannot be based on the input
data and, thus, only coarse-grained statistical approximations are possible. To support
such services, the external information source has to be included in the approximation
approach.

Applicability of the Approach

The approach to quality contracts presented in this chapter is applicable to all types of
applications, which fulfill one basic requirement:

The application’s behavior has to be measurable at a resolution, which allows to
neglect the measurement error.

In consequence, if the application is to be optimized for response time, the approach
is limited to applications, which have a minimum execution time exceeding the mea-
surement resolution of the utilized resources by at least 10 times (to limit the maximum
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possible measurement error to 10%). It is important to note that current computer sys-
tems provide a very coarse time measurement resolution. Although high precision timers
exist, which allow to measure at a granularity of nanoseconds, the effective resolution for
measurements at application level is much lower due to disturbances and uncertainties in-
troduced by the operating system, virtual machines and middleware. For example, time
measurements in a Java virtual machine are able to retrieve timestamps in nanoseconds,
but on a current PC2 provide an effective resolution of at most 10 milliseconds. Thus,
the presented approach is impractical for online transaction processing applications (e.g.,
an online shop), whose methods are usually processed in less than a millisecond.

The approach is feasible for data-intensive applications, which have execution times of
at least a few seconds. For example, audio processing as performed by auphonic3, video
transcoding, image processing and scientific computations.

5.3. Summary

In this chapter we presented a process capable of handling the server and user depen-
dencies of NFPs. The process of contract creation, divided into three phases, has been
presented in Sect. 5.1. Furthermore, we discussed threats to validity in Sect. 5.2. The
three phases of contract creation comprise design time, deployment time and runtime.
At design time, the developer is in charge of writing a benchmark suite for his imple-
mentation and to specify a contract template, which contains information about possible
quality modes. Each of these modes is specified in terms of a fixture, which denotes cer-
tain settings of resource properties (e.g., CPU frequency). In addition, the provided and
required NFPs are abstracted by function templates. The developer only specifies the
relevant parameter meta-data, like the length of a music file to be played. At deployment
time, the benchmark suite is executed and the server-specific expressions for the func-
tion templates are computed. Finally, at runtime, the user input is used to compute the
parameter meta-data, which allows evaluating the functions. The resulting NFP values
are then used to optimize the software system.

2Alienware X51, Intel i7-2600, 8 GB RAM, 64bit Windows 7, Oracle HotSpot JVM 7u21
3http://www.auphonic.com
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6
From Contract Checking to Economic

Multi-QoS Contract Negotiation

The notion of QoS contracts allows to cover the non-functional behavior of as well as the
interaction between components of a complex hardware/software system. QoS contracts
can be leveraged in multiple stages as show in Figure 6.1. The most basic functional-
ity enabled is contract checking : an evaluation of a system against its contracts. Such
an evaluation reveals whether the system is running correctly, or that it deviates from
it’s expected behavior. Moreover, contract checking does not necessarily need to be
applied to the currently running system. Instead all possible system configurations can
be evaluated by this approach. In consequence, valid system configurations in terms of
contractually specified expected behavior can be determined. If the system configuration
takes uncontrollable, continuously changing external parameters into account, then con-
tract checking suffices to build a self-healing software system. The system continuously
performs contract checking to determine, whether the current configuration behaves as
intended and, if this is not the case, determines the next valid system configuration to
reconfigure to.

For self-optimizing software systems contract checking does not suffice, because for
such systems the aim is not just to run an arbitrarily valid system configuration, but
the currently best possible one at all times. Thus, a mechanism to determine the best
system configuration of all possible ones is required: contract negotiation.

Contract negotiation denotes a global optimization problem of a system of com-
ponents, which are known and controllable by central coordinators as known from
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Figure 6.1.: From Contract Checking to Economic Multi-QoS Contract Negotiation.

the self-adaptive system’s community. Please note that in this thesis contract nego-
tiation does not denote the process of biding between autonomous components as
known from the self-organizing system’s community.

As shown in Figure 6.1, contract negotiation can be divided into three stages. The first
stage covers the optimization of a single objective (e.g., performance). More advanced
is the optimization for multiple objectives, which demands for techniques from multi-
objective optimization. Even further advanced are approaches to contract negotiation,
which consider the efficiency (i.e., economics) of the system whilst searching for an opti-
mal solution in the presence of multiple objectives. In this context, efficiency is a special
additional objective, which is to be optimized in combination with all other objectives.
Such approaches seek for an optimal trade-off between the objectives. As pointed out in
Section 2.1, a key challenge for self-optimizing systems is this consideration of multiple
qualities in combination. Notably, the negotiation of multiple qualities faces the prob-
lem of incomparable NFPs. For example, read/write throughput and persistent energy
(battery) can hardly be put into relationship to each other. Indeed, most relationships
can only be identified within a certain usage context. If, for example, the persistent
energy is used to power an additional network device, the throughput increases. In this
example, one NFP has been traded for the other. The counterexample is to save energy
for the sacrifice of less throughput. Depending on the characteristics of NFPs (e.g., per-
ishability and fungibility; see Section 2.1) such alternatives can be negotiated. In order
to do so, these relationships need to be reflected in QoS contracts. The final requirement
for multi-QoS contract negotiation is to aim for a balanced system in terms of economic
resource utilization. That is the trade-off between NFPs has to be negotiated in terms
of efficiency: achieving the best possible quality for the least possible cost.

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce and show the advancement of economic
multi-QoS contract negotiation in comparison to contract checking and general ap-
proaches to self-adaptive systems, which do not utilize QoS contracts. Therefore, in
the following, first an approach for dynamic contract checking based on the CCM and
QCL is presented, which is intended to show how the concepts introduced in Chapter 4
can be utilized. Finally, a short, high-level introduction to economic multi-QoS contract
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negotiation is given and an approach to handle the general issue of merging objective
functions is shown. The concrete approaches to contract negotiation will be presented
in the Chapters 7 and 8.

The contributions given in this chapter are the following:

• An argumentation on how contract negotiation using QoS contracts advances
over state of the art. (Section 6.2).

• A new approach to merge multiple incomparable objectives by discrete event
simulation. (Section 6.2).

6.1. Contract Checking

The evaluation of QoS contracts against a set of system configurations bases on the
variability provided by the system’s meta-model. In the case of CCM this variability
is threefold: (1) component types have multiple implementations, (2) software compo-
nents are deployable on multiple containers and (3) software components can operate in
different quality modes (which denote the utility perceived by their user).

Contract checking allows for the determination of valid system configurations for a
given user request–i.e., the determination which component implementations, deployed
on which resources, are able to fulfill a specific user request including his QoS demands
whilst adhering to the system’s constraints.

Listing 6.1 depicts a user request to sort a list of 200.000 elements, which are con-
fidential and, hence, need to be encrypted. The user specifies that he requires the list
to be sorted in at most 500 milliseconds. Additionally, he specifies two contradicting
objectives: the list should be sorted as fast as possible, but the size of the encryption

Listing 6.1: Request to Sort a List.

1 import ccm [./sort.structure]
2 target platform [./current.variant]
3

4 call ListUtil.sort expecting {
5 list_size = 200000
6 response_time max: 500.0 [ms]
7 response_time minimize
8 encryption_key_size maximize
9 }

(a) Textual Representation of Request

ListUtil

sort

list : Object[]

list_size : int

response_time : int : [ms]

<runtime> <decreasing>

sort.structure

(b) Referenced Structure Model

Figure 6.2.: Example Request to Sort a List.
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key should be as big as possible, too. The referenced CCM structure model (cf. line 1 in
Listing 6.1 and Fig. 6.2(b)) comprises the ListUtil component type and its sort port
type, which has a parameter list (meant to contain a list of elements to be sorted) and
its corresponding meta-parameter1 list_size. In addition, the NFP response_time is
defined for the ListUtil component type as a decreasing NFP (the lower the value, the
better), which is measured in milliseconds. The imported CCM variant model (cf. line 2
in Listing 6.1) links the request to the current system configuration as a starting point,
because only if this system configuration is not able to fulfill the user’s request, another
valid configuration will be searched.

In general terms, the process of contract checking is always initiated by such a request
and can be summarized in the following five steps:

1. Quality Mode Selection: Iterate over all contracts of the requested software
component type and select those quality modes, whose provide clauses fulfill the
user demands.

2. Resolve Quality Paths: For each determined valid quality mode, follow recur-
sively all software component dependencies, which always define a demand onto
the component they depend on, and perform step 1 (i.e., find all valid modes).

3. Collect Resource Requirements: For each determined quality path (i.e., set
of connected quality modes) collect all resource requirements as defined in the
respective contracts.

4. Derive Possible Mappings: Derive all mappings between implementations and
resources, adhering to the constraints of the structural model.

5. Derive Valid Mappings: For each quality path, eliminate all mappings, which
do not fulfill the resource requirements.

Interestingly, if there are no cyclic dependencies between software components, con-
tract checking can be expressed as an attribution as known from attribute grammars [77].
This is because all concepts are expressed using meta-models, for which Karol et al. have
shown the general applicability of attributions [28]. Whether the application of attribute
grammars is beneficial for contract checking is subject to future work.

In the following, we will elaborate on the five steps of contract checking based on a
simplification of the Non-intrusive Alzheimer disease detection example from the medical
domain [67]. The goal of non-intrusive Alzheimer disease detection is to use magnetic
resonance tomography (MRT) pictures of a human’s brain to detect so-called voids (i.e.,
missing data), to classify these voids into sediments (indicating Alzheimer) or obstacles
and to defer whether the patient has Alzheimer disease or not, based on the number

1cf. Sect. 4.1 for a discussion of meta-parameters
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Figure 6.3.: Architecture of Non-intrusive Alzheimer Disease Detection Application.

of identified sediments. Prior approaches to detect Alzheimer disease were based on
histological analytics, requiring the extraction of probes from the human’s brain. This
extraction cannot be performed without harming (indeed killing) the patient and, hence,
prior approaches have only been applied posthumous.

The architecture of the software application to detect Alzheimer disease based on
MRT pictures is shown in Figure 6.3. It comprises three component types: a Pre-
Processor, Detection and a PostProcessor. During preprocessing, the MRT pictures
(which contain noise due to the nature of measurements) can be adjusted using a constant
correction algorithm (ConstCorrection) or a sophisticated Segmentation approach. In
addition, the raw data from the MRT files is transformed into a 3D mesh data struc-
ture. The detection of voids being sediments is supported by three implementations:
RegionAverageVoidFinder, RegionMaxVoidFinder and HagenVoidFinder. Each algo-
rithm performs a quick search across all points in the 3D mesh, initiating an in-depth
search for each point fulfilling certain requirements (called candidate). The in-depth
search examines all surrounding points of the candidate according to a set of criteria
which are different per algorithm. If the in-depth search evaluates true, the candidate
is marked as void. Finally, the postprocessing step transforms the enriched 3D meshes
(each representing a set of annotated MRT slices) into a visual format. In the example,
the data is transformed to PNG image files. Of course, other formats (especially 3D
formats) would be suitable, too. Figure 6.4 depicts an input slice and it’s corresponding
output, where sediments are marked by white points.

As Figure 6.3 illustrates, the three components form a filter pipeline. To read and
write the dataset of medical images, the application uses the Insight Segmentation and
Registration Toolkit (ITK). The getDataset port type of the PreProcessing component
type uses the digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) libraries of ITK
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(a) Raw Image of Brain Slice from MRT (b) Processed and Annotated Slice

Figure 6.4.: Annotation of Sediments in Brain Slices Indicating Alzheimer’s Disease.

1 import ccm [./Alzheimer.structure]
2 target platform [./current.variant]
3

4 call PostProcessing.visualize expecting {
5 nrSlices = 238
6 sliceSize = 512
7 total_time max: 15 [min]
8 total_time minimize
9 file_size minimize

10 }

Listing 6.2: Example Request to Alzheimer Detection Application.

to load the image files. The provided getMesh port type transforms the image into a 3D
mesh suitable for the detection and annotation of sediments. The getAnnotatedMesh
port type passes the mesh to the PostProcessing component type, which transforms
the mesh to a set of PNG files (one per slice).

A typical user request for this application is the invocation of the visualize port
type, with demands on the total processing time and the accuracy of void detection.
Listing 6.2 shows a sample request, which denotes the investigation of a dataset covering
238 slices, which each have a size of 512× 512 points, with the demand to get the result
(i.e., the annotated PNG files) in at most 15 minutes. Additionally, the users objectives
are to get the results as soon as possible (minimize total time) and to save as much disk
space as possible (minimize file size). The contract of the PNG Output implementation
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1 contract PNG implements software PostProcessing.visualize {
2 mode full_size {
3 requires component Detection {
4 sliceSize = this.sliceSize
5 }
6 requires resource CPU {
7 frequency min: 2.0 [GHz]
8 cpu_time <f_cpu(nrSlices,sliceSize)>
9 }

10 provides proc_time <f_proc(nrSlices,sliceSize)>
11 provides total_time = proc_time + Detection.proc_time
12 }
13 }

Listing 6.3: QCL Contract of PNG Output Postprocessor.

of the PostProcessing component type is shown in Listing 6.3. Based on this example,
we will now discuss the individual steps of contract checking:

(1) Quality Mode Selection. To handle the request shown in Listing 6.2, the con-
tracts of the PostProcessing component type are evaluated. In the example shown in
Figure 6.3 there is only one contract: PNG Output. For this contract all modes are
traversed, whereby the provides statements are evaluated against the user demand.
For each mode, the concrete values of each function template are computed using the
meta-parameter values provided by the request. Assume, for the full_size mode of
PNG as shown in Listing 6.3 that the processing time evaluates to 4 minutes. It, hence,
potentially fulfills the user demand, because the total_time demand of less than 15
minutes is not necessarily violated (depending on the processing time of the detection
component). The value order of the NFPs under investigation plays an important role
during quality mode selection, because the decision whether a user demand is violated
or not depends on the guarantee given by the contract (minimum or maximum value)
and the value order. If, for example, a contract ensures a minimum response time tmin,
and a user demands for a maximum response time tmax, the user’s demand cannot be
guaranteed to be fulfilled, because even if tmin < tmax, it is possible that the concrete
response time is greater than the maximum response time demanded by the user (it is
only ensured to be greater than tmin).

(2) Resolve Quality Paths. The determination of PostProcessing.full_size quality
mode is only the starting point for contract checking. For each determined quality mode
the software component dependencies are resolved. That is, for each requires com-
ponent entry the same process as for the user request is executed. In our example,
the PostProcessing component type defines a dependency to the Detection component
type along with a demand: the detector’s slice size needs to be the same as for the
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Figure 6.5.: Valid Contract Paths for a Sample User Request. Depicted as Flow of De-
mands (Left) and as Directed Graph (Right).

post processor. The evaluation of this requirement is indeed performed exactly like the
user request to the PostProcessing component type. That is, each contract for the
software component type Detection is evaluated with regard to the demand of a slice
size of 512 × 512. Hence, the evaluation of a single user request leads to a set of valid
contract modes, as depicted in Figure 6.5. The resulting structure is a directed graph
of connected modes. Cyclic dependencies are detected by keeping a history of visited
quality modes. Each path through the resulting graph denotes a possible quality path.
For our example six such variants exist: two for each implementation of the Detection
component type.

(3) Collect Resource Requirements. Now that we know which sets of quality modes
are valid (i.e., the valid quality paths), we can collect the requirements onto hardware
resources defined by these quality modes. The PNG.full_size mode puts three require-
ments onto resources as defined in Listing 6.3: (1) a CPU is required, which (2) needs to
have at least a frequency of 2 GHz and (3) will be utilized for a certain cpu_time.

(4) Derive Possible Mappings. Assume a hardware infrastructure comprising two
servers with the following properties: Server 1 has a CPU with 3 GHz and 512 MB of RAM,
Server 2 has a CPU with 1.5 GHz and 2048MB of RAM. To determine valid mappings be-
tween implementations and servers (or more specific: component containers) w.r.t. the
quality paths, the offered properties need to be compared with the required ones. With
no requirements specified, one implementation of each component type can be deployed
on any server. In our example this leads for the quality path PNG.full_size-Hagen-
VoidFinder.full_size-ConstCorrection.fast to eight possible mappings as denoted
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Table 6.1.: All Possible Mappings for Quality Path (PNG.full size, Hagen.full size, Con-
stCorrection.fast) onto Two Servers. Invalid Mappings are Shadowed.

Server 1 Server 2

lightgray (1) PNG, Hagen, ConstCorrection
(2) PNG, Hagen ConstCorrection
(3) PNG, ConstCorrection Hagen
(4) Hagen, ConstCorrection PNG
(5) ConstCorrection PNG, Hagen
(6) Hagen PNG, ConstCorrection
(7) PNG ConstCorrection, Hagen
(8) PNG, ConstCorrection, Hagen

in Table 6.1. Each component implementation is deployed exactly once. In the example,
the different implementations do not support parallel execution. To ensure that only
one implementation of each component shall be deployed, the upper and lower bound of
each component type can be configured in the structural model.

(5) Derive Valid Mappings. The derived eight possible mappings are checked w.r.t.
which resources they require (as defined in the contracts) and the resources provided by
the top-level resources (servers) they shall be mapped to. Remember that Server 2 has a
slower CPU (1.5 GHz) in comparison to Server 1 (3 GHz). According to its contract, the
PNG implementation can only be mapped onto servers having a CPU with a frequency
of at least 2 GHz. In consequence, all mappings, which map the PNG implementation
onto Server 2 are invalid. Thus, in our example, only the mappings (1), (2), (3) and
(7) remain valid. Now assume that the contract for the Hagen detector states that for
the full_size mode at least 1GB of RAM is required and remind that Server 1 has only
512 MB of RAM, whereas Server 2 has 2 GB. Hence, each mapping, where the Hagen
detector is mapped onto Server 1, is invalid. Namely these are the mappings (1) and (2)
of the remaining mappings. For the last check, only the mappings (3) and (7) have to
be considered. Let’s assume that the contract for ConstCorrection preprocessor does
not state any resource requirements exceeding the limits of both servers. This leads to
a final set of two valid mappings: (3) and (7) as depicted in Table 6.1.

As shown in the last five paragraphs, contract checking derives all valid system variants
by evaluating CCM models and QCL contracts against a user request. The complexity of
this algorithm is exponential to the depth of dependencies between software components.
In particular, it depends on the number of implementations per component type, the
number of resources of the infrastructure and the number of quality modes per contract.
The dependency depth affects contract checking most, because each dependency leads
to a duplication of quality paths by the number of quality modes of the referenced
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implementations. Each identified quality path has to be checked against the resources
provided by the infrastructure.

The contract checking approach described above has been implemented as an algo-
rithm traversing the CCM models and QCL contracts.

6.2. Economic Multi-Quality Contract Negotiation

In this thesis, contract negotiation is about solving a configuration problem constrained
by QoS contracts. It covers the identification of component implementations and their
mapping onto resources to serve a given user request with least possible cost whilst
still satisfying the user. The selection of appropriate component implementations, their
mapping to resources and the determination of component parameters is a configuration
problem as formally described by Klein, Buchheit and Nutt in [76].

Configuration mainly comprises the selection (and instantiation), parametrization,
and composition of components out of a pre-defined set of types in such a way that
a given goal specification as well as a set of constraints characterizing the domain in
general will be fulfilled. [76][p.1].

Contract negotiation as the search for the best system configuration demarcates from
dispatching approaches in its scope. By contract negotiation the globally optimal system
configuration is searched, whereas dispatching approaches seek locally for the next best
choice. It is important to note that such a local search cannot guarantee a globally
optimal system configuration. This is because the influence of all choices on each other
is not considered in a local search. Nevertheless, local dispatching is less complex (and,
hence, less compute-intensive) than contract negotiation. Thus, a promising approach
is an extended dispatching approach, which performs contract negotiation for the next
N decisions to be made (instead of only one in the local dispatch case or all in the case
of contract negotiation). The investigation of such an approach and the determination
of an optimal value for N is subject to future work.

In the following, a discussion is given on how the presented contract negotiation ap-
proaches advance over state of the art and an approach to merge multiple objectives
into a single objective is presented, whereby single-objective optimization approaches
get applicable for multi-objective scenarios.

Advances Over State of the Art

In this thesis, the first type of configuration (selection and instantiation) is addressed
by the contract negotation approaches presented in the following two chapters. The
advancement over state of the art in self-optimizing software system is twofold: (1) the
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use of QoS contracts, which renders the search for an optimal system configuration
tractable (i.e., drastically reduces the search time in comparison to a holistic search) and
(2) the generation of the optimization problems at runtime using models of the
system’s structure and runtime state.

The use of QoS contracts reduces the complexity of the system description. This
is because they explicitly describe the relation between the NFPs of different system
components. In the current literature these dependencies are implicit knowledge, which
has to be derived on demand, often leading to less specific dependencies allowing for
more variants. But, the more variants have to be investigated, the more time is required
to determine the optimal variant.

In existing work on self-optimizing software systems, the optimization problems are
parametrized by the current system’s state. Current approaches provide the developer
a methodology to develop the optimization problem besides the software system meant
to be optimized at runtime. The presented contract negotiation approaches instead do
not require the developer to build the optimization problem for their software system,
but to follow Model-Driven Software Development (MDSD) [121] and to provide quality
contract templates in order to generate the optimization problems at runtime. Thus, the
developer does not have to have knowledge about the respective optimization techniques.
Instead common knowledge on MDSD and a general understanding of the non-functional
behavior of the software system under development is required. As MDSD is part of
general education for software engineers and each engineer should have a “feeling” for his
code, this shift considerably lowers the burden to build self-optimizing software systems.

Merging Objective Functions by Behavior Simulation

A key challenge in QoS optimization is the comparability of NFPs, whenever optimiza-
tion problems cover multiple objectives, each concerning another NFP. The question is
how to compare the objective functions to each other? A well-known solution is the ap-
plication of utility theory. That is, each objective function represents the utility gained
by the respective NFP. Utility itself is expressed as a floating point number between
zero and one and, hence, can be interpreted as 0 to 100% utility. The problem of this
approach is founded in the notion of utility. In fact, different types of utility are inter-
mingled. For example, the objectives to minimize energy consumption and to maximize
performance cannot directly be compared to each other, because energy consumption
and performance are incomparable NFPs. Wrapping both objective functions with util-
ity functions requires in-depth knowledge by the developer. First, an explicit mapping
of the energy consumption to a utility between 0 and 1 has to be defined. To do so, a
deep understanding of the energy characteristics of the software system are required. A
possible utility function would linearly map utilities from the minimum possible energy
consumption (as 100% utility) to the maximum possible energy consumption (as 0% util-
ity). The same has to be done for performance. But, what is the best or worst possible
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performance? And, finally, how to compare user utility due to better performance with
utility gained by lower costs? The only way is to directly ask the user for his priorities.

Instead of asking the user for priorities, another approach to achieve comparability
between objective functions is behavior simulation as will be explained in the following.
The principle idea is to translate between NFPs. For example, the NFP cpu time can
be translated into energy consumed by using the CPU for the respective amount of time.
The same can be done for memory usage by examining the consumed energy implied by
the respective memory reads and writes.

To merge objective functions concerning incomparable NFPs, the implied effect of
these NFPs on a common NFP can be simulated by a DES.

Thus, a simulator able to translate a set of NFPs into a common NFP is required.
Such a simulator needs detailed information about the input NFPs More concretely, the
simulator can be realized as a DES and, hence, requires a timed sequence of annotated
events as input. To simulate the effect of NFPs on a systems energy consumption, the
behavioral models of the CCM are used (cf. Section 4.1.3). Namely, energy state charts
(ESC) are used, which specify how energy is consumed. For the above example, an
ESC of the CPU and an additional ESC of the memory are required. To translate cpu
time into energy consumption, the CPU ESC is simulated for the respective amount of
time. For memory usage, the memory ESC is used and the correlated timed sequence of
memory read and write events is simulated.

Thus, in conclusion, the proposed approach to handle incomparable objectives is to
translate them to a common objective function by translating each concerned NFP to a
common NFP (e.g., their effect on energy consumption or response time) using a DES
and behavioral models covering the common NFP.

6.3. Summary

In this chapter, a bridge between design principles (as shown in Chapter 4) and op-
eration principles part of the following chapters is build. First, an approach to derive
all valid system configurations using the models and artifacts from the development
method has been shown to illustrate the connection between development artifacts and
runtime system configurations. Next, the advancement from contract checking to eco-
momic, multi-QoS contract negotiation systems has been outlined. The optimization
approaches subject of the succeeding chapters all belong to the final class of systems.
Additionally, a method to merge objectives covering different NFPs by simulation was
presented as it is a prerequisite for the a priori MOO approaches2.

2A priori approaches to MOO merge all objective functions to make use of single-objective optimization
techniques (cf. Sect. 2.3.3).
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7
Exact Approaches for Multi-Quality Auto

Tuning

This chapter is based on the following publications:

– Sebastian Götz, Claas Wilke, Sebastian Cech and Uwe Aßmann: Runtime Vari-
ability Management for Energy-efficient Software by Contract Negotiation. In:
Proceedings of 6th International Workshop on Models@run.time, ACM/IEEE
(2011) 61–72

– Sebastian Götz, Claas Wilke, Sebastian Richly, Georg Püschel and Uwe Aß-
mann: Model-driven Self-Optimization using Integer Linear Programming and
Pseudo-Boolean Optimization. To be published in Proceedings of Fifth Inter-
national Conference on Adaptive and Self-Adaptive Systems and Applications
(ADAPTIVE’13), IARIA XPS Press (2013).

Exact approaches to contract negotiation give a single, exact answer to the question,
which system configuration is the best for a given user request. To do so, they base
on optimization techniques, which guarantee an exact solution in comparison to ap-
proximate, near-optimal solutions. The need for exact contract negotiation is posed by
critical systems, which do not allow for non-optimal solutions. For example, the field of
embedded software often correlates with strict safety requirements. A typical example
is given by software for airplanes or cars where a minimal remaining energy capacity
has to be ensured for safe landing or deceleration. If a contract negotiation approach
suggests non-optimal solutions these safety requirements are easily violated.
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In this chapter, two approaches for exact contract negotiation will be presented: an
ILP-based solution in Section 7.1 and a PBO-based solution in Section 7.2. Both ap-
proaches are compared with each other and evaluated in Section 7.3.

The contributions given in this chapter are the following:

• An exact runtime optimization approach using ILP. (Section 7.1)

• An exact runtime optimization approach using PBO. (Section 7.2)

• An analysis and comparison of both approaches. (Section 7.3)

7.1. Contract Negotiation by Integer Linear Programming

The aim of this section is to answer the question how to determine optimal system
configurations of MQuAT systems using an exact optimization technique called integer
linear programming. As described in detail in Chapter 6, a system configuration denotes
a set of software component implementations deployed on component-containers, which
run on servers (or, more general, computing entities). Thus, the question is, which
implementations of which component types need to be mapped onto which containers in
order to reach the optimal trade off between user satisfaction and execution costs.

To answer this question a variety of information is required, which is covered by the
CCM models and QCL contracts as introduced in Chapter 4. Namely, variant models of
hard- and software representing the currently running system, structure models of hard-
and software representing the architecture of the system, QCL contracts characterizing
the non-functional behavior of the software and a user request including the user’s QoS
demands.

Hardware Variant Models. The current hardware landscape needs to be considered:
which containers are available, which resources do they provide, what are the values of
their properties (e.g., the current frequency of a CPU), which state do the resources
currently have (e.g., the resource’s ACPI mode) and which control capabilities do these
resources provide (e.g., switching off a core of a CPU or setting the operation mode of
a wireless local area network (WLAN) router from “ad-hoc” to “access point”).

Hard- and Software Structure Models. The structure (i.e., types) of the application
and the infrastructure’s resources need to be considered: which component types exist,
which port types do they have, which possible compositions of component types (via
their port types) exist and which NFPs are defined for the component types.
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QoS Contracts The non-functional behavior of component implementations, which is
encapsulated by QCL contracts, needs to be considered: which quality modes (utility
levels) do the implementations provide, which effect do the implementations have w.r.t.
the NFPs defined for the corresponding component types, which effect do the imple-
mentations imply on other components (non-functional dependencies), which resource
requirements result from choosing a quality mode of the implementation and which
transitions between quality modes are supported.

Software Variant Models. A variant model representing the current software landscape
needs to be considered: which implementations are mapped onto which container, which
quality mode do they currently operate in, which composition of component types has
been chosen and what are the values of the component’s NFPs.

User Requests. Finally, the user request including QoS demands needs to be consid-
ered: which functionality does the user intend to use, which data will be processed by the
software, which minimum guarantees need to be assured to satisfy the user and which
objectives are of importance to the user.

All this information needs to be processed in a structured way to derive the targeted
optimal configuration. In this section, one structured approach is presented: solving
an ILP, which comprises the aforementioned information. As ILP is a mathematical
formalism with its own language, a transformation from the structure and variant models
as well as the contracts and the request to ILP is required. Figure 7.1 depicts the
general approach of this ILP generation, which can be characterized as a model-to-text
transformation in terms of Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [69].

On the left upper side of Fig. 7.1, the structure of the optimization problem formulated
as an ILP is shown. An ILP comprises a set of objective functions, a set of decision
variables and a set of constraints. The objective functions depend on the user request
— which objectives are important for the user — and on the variant (i.e., runtime)
model. Decision variables depend on QoS contracts and variant models, too. Finally,
the constraints of the ILP depend on all available input information. In the following,
the generation of decision variables, objective functions and constraints is discussed in
more detail.

7.1.1. The Rational of Decision Variables

The choice of which information to encapsulate as decision variables of the ILP is af-
fected by the effort required to translate an assignment to these variables into a system
configuration to be realized by the control loop. In this work, the decision variables
directly follow the characterization of system configurations: they denote which imple-
mentation is to be run in which quality mode on which container. This information is
comprised by the name of the variable, whereas the type of the decision variables is of
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Figure 7.1.: Overview of ILP Generation.

boolean nature. Equation 7.1 shows the general form of decision variables as used in the
presented approach. The symbol # in the name of the variables is used to concatenate
identifiers.

b#implementation#mode#container ∈ B (7.1)

In addition to these decision variables, additional variables are used in the ILP, which
express the resource utilization and resulting NFP values implied by a certain mode
(as specified in QCL contracts). These variables have a real value (i.e., are in R).
Equation 7.2 and 7.3 denote the general forms of these variables.

usage#container#resource#subresource#...#NFP ∈ R (7.2)

implementation#NFP ∈ R (7.3)

Solving an ILP, which works on these variables, leads to an assignment of values
to these variables, which represent the optimal system configuration. Thus, the ILP
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solution does not just provide information about the optimal selection of implementations
and modes as well as their mapping to containers, but additionally information on the
resulting NFPs of the participating components. The variables are used in objective
functions as well as in the constraints as will be shown in the following subsections.

7.1.2. Generation of Objective Functions

All objective functions in the context of this work base on assessment functions of system
configurations. That is, an objective function assesses system configurations in terms
of the respective objective (e.g., energy, performance or reliability) and aims to deter-
mine that configuration, which is assessed to be minimal or maximal w.r.t. the current
objective. Users specify the objectives (i.e., maximization or minimization of NFPs),
which are of relevance to them. For each specified NFP, a respective objective function
is derived.

A straightforward objective function based on the variables explained in the previous
subsection is resource minimization as shown in Equation 7.4. To avoid the näıve solution
to not use any resources, the constraints of the ILP are used. But, still it is obvious
that this objective function does not lead to the intended result (i.e., minimum resource
consumption), because the units and, in general, the semantics of each resource usage
variable are not considered. For example, the formula does not differentiate between
utilizing 10 MB of main memory in contrast to utilizing 10 MB of hard disk drive (HDD)
space. The information how these two properties differ from each other is contained in
the CCM structure model, but is lost by this translation to an objective function.

min :
∑

usage#container#resource#subresource#...#NFP (7.4)

Thus, more sophisticated objective functions are required. A typical approach is
the application of utility theory to map each variable to a utility expressed as a real
value between zero and one. In the case of resource usage the utility functions can
reflect the difference between using space of main memory and an HDD by putting the
requested amount of space in relation to the totally available space. Nevertheless, further
characteristics of NFPs as discussed in Section 2.1.3 like perishability (i.e., volatility)
cannot be considered by utility functions. For example, the difference between a volatile
NFP like bandwidth and a non-volatile NFP like remaining battery capacity cannot be
reflected by a utility function applied to both NFPs, because there is no common meaning
of utility for both NFPs. That is the meaning of utility needs to include the opportunity
to save the resource for later use (i.e., permanence), which is meaningful for battery
capacity or main memory space, but not for NFPs like bandwidth or throughput. To
address this problem, the different classes of NFPs, according to their characteristics as
described in Sect. 2.1.3, have to be handled by separate objective functions, which poses
the need for a posteriori multi-objective optimization approaches (cf. Sect. 2.3.3). The
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general form of objective functions according to utility theory is shown in Equation 7.5.
The objective is to maximize the overall utility.

max :
∑

utility(decisionvariable) (7.5)

An even more sophisticated objective is the combination of the previous two types of
objectives (i.e., cost minimization and utility maximization): efficiency maximization.
The general form of this type of objective is depicted in Equation 7.6. Here η denotes
efficiency. Again the problem of comparability of utilities and, in addition, of costs im-
plied by decisions arises. Notably, a common meaning for all costs and another common
meaning for all utilities suffices for a meaningful objective. This can be achieved by
focusing on selected qualities like performance, energy or reliability.

max : η(decisionvariable) =
utility(decisionvariable)

cost(decisionvariable)
(7.6)

For example, the focus on energy allows to express all costs in terms of implied energy
consumption. There is no problem of incomparability, because every decision is investi-
gated only by its effect on energy consumption. A possible objective function, aiming to
maximize the energy efficiency of the overall system is depicted in Equation 7.7.

max : ηenergy(decisionvariable) =
utility(decisionvariable)

energy(decisionvariable)
(7.7)

Objectives of the same kind can be retrieved for other qualities like reliability or per-
formance. To do so, these qualities need to be interpreted as costs. Energy consumption
is a cost by nature, but performance and reliability are not. Nevertheless, reduction
of performance or reliability (i.e., negating positive qualities) models costs and, hence,
allows to optimize the efficiency of the system instead of solely maximizing the utility.
It is easy to see that utility and cost can be modeled inversely, i.e., cost can be modeled
as utility and vice versa. The only requirement is to achieve comparability for costs and
utilities. In other words, it is possible to combine as many qualities as can be mapped
to two common meanings for comparability (one for costs and one for utilities). But,
usually, there is no common meaning between different qualities. Reliability and per-
formance are both positive qualities, but a gain in reliability is incomparable to a gain
in performance. To compare reliability and performance, only the end user is able to
provide the required information: the relative importance of reliability over performance
and vice versa.

Thus, a single objective function usually allows for the optimization of either one
quality or the trade off between two qualities. Notably, comparable qualities
can be combined and, hence, be handled as a single quality. In addition, instead of
qualities, their utilities can be used to formulate the objective function.
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Unfortunately, as described in Section 2.3.1, the ILP formalism only allows for a single
objective function. Using the ILP solution, hence, only allows for the optimization
of, e.g., performance relative to energy consumption or reliability relative to energy
consumption, but does not allow to optimize the trade off between all three qualities. In
Chapter 8 approaches supporting multiple objectives will be presented.

The Effect of Reconfiguration and Decision Making. Finally, an important aspect of
objective functions in the context of reconfigurable systems is the need to consider the
reconfiguration and decision making itself. This is, because both processes require
time and resources and, thus, affect the objective functions. In consequence, it does not
suffice to assess a system configuration in terms of how it processes a request, but the
effect of decision making and the reconfiguration from the current system configuration
need to be considered, too. A general objective function should, hence, look as depicted
in Equation 7.8, which aims for maximum efficiency. Notably, the costs implied by
reconfiguration and decision making need to be assessed w.r.t. the quality of interest
for the respective objective function. Thus, an exemplary incarnation of Equation 7.8,
which focuses on performance relative to energy consumption, requires the assessment
of reconfiguration and decision making costs in terms of required energy as well as the
negative utility of implied performance losses.

max :

n∑
i=1

utilityi
costi

∗
utilityreconfiguration + utilitydecisionmaking

costreconfiguration + costdecisionmaking
(7.8)

The assessment of costreconfiguration as well as costdecisionmaking (and the negative util-
ities) is a non-trivial task. For reconfiguration, the question is how long does it take to
reconfigure the system from its current configuration to another given configuration (or
how much energy will be consumed by reconfiguration, etc.). The same question arises
for decision making. The problem is that both reconfiguration as well as decision making
are usually hard to predict. For example, the time required to migrate a component from
one server to another can vary depending on the currently available network bandwidth
between the servers. Nevertheless, it is possible to assess reconfiguration operations in
terms of their context-dependent non-functional behavior in the same way as implemen-
tations of component types are assessed. Indeed, in MQuAT, reconfiguration operations
are handled like usual software component implementations. The same holds for the
decision making, which is a component with an ILP implementation, a PBO implemen-
tation, an approximate implementation (cf. Chapter 8) or a MOO implementation (cf.
Chapter 9).
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7.1.3. Constraint Generation

To narrow the search space, a set of constraints can be generated based on the knowledge
about the software structure, the available hardware, the resource requirements and the
interdependencies between NFPs. In general, three classes of constraints are generated
in the presented ILP approach: constraints negotiating software NFPs, constraints nego-
tiating resource requirements and architectural constraints. In the following, each class
will be explained in more detail.

Software NFP Negotiation

The negotiation of software NFPs covers the interdependencies between NFPs of different
software components expressed by their provisions and requirements as stated in QCL
contracts. The selection of an implementation of a software component type in a certain
quality mode induces a set of NFP provisions (by the implementation) and requirements
(to other components). To determine an optimal selection includes to find a balance
between provided NFPs and required NFPs across all required components to fulfill the
user’s request. In consequence, this part of the optimization problem can be seen as a
dynamic Knapsack problem in the sense that the Knapsack is growing for each additional
NFP provision. The goal is to find a selection of implementations, which does not violate
any NFP requirements.

This problem is reflected in the ILP by two types of constraint clauses, which are
generated for each NFP. First, NFP provisions are expressed as an equality constraint
as depicted in Equation 7.9. Depending on the assignment of the decision variables, the
available amount of the respective NFP results. The variables a,b,c and i enumerate all
implementations (a), quality modes (b), containers (c) and NFPs (i). They will be used
with the same semantics for the remainder of this section.

NFPi =

c∑
provba ∗ b#implementationa#modeb#containerc (7.9)

a, b, c, i ∈ Z

Second, the NFP requirements implied by selecting a certain implementation in a
quality mode are expressed as inequality constraint as depicted in Equation 7.10. No-
tably, the relation between NFPi and the aggregated NFP requirements is only “less
or equal”, if the respective NFP is of ascending order. For example, the NFP memory
is of ascending order (greater values are better), whereas the NFP response_time is of
descending order. Thus, for response_time, the inequality is of “greater or equal than”
type.
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NFPi <=
c∑
reqba ∗ b#implementationa#modeb#containerc (7.10)

a, b, c, i ∈ Z

Resource Negotiation

Besides provisions and requirements of NFPs, the selection of implementations implies
resource requirements, too. In contrast to software NFPs, the provision of resources is
fixed by the available hardware1. Thus, resource negotiation can be seen as a classical
Knapsack problem, where the provision of resources denotes the size of the Knapsack
and the selection of implementations the packing of it.

Similar to software NFP negotiation, two types of constraints are generated for re-
source negotiation. First, Equation 7.11 depicts the provision of resources.

ResourcePropertyi >= 0 (7.11)

ResourcePropertyi <= maximumi

ResourcePropertyi = granularityi ∗ x
x ∈ B
i ∈ Z

The provided property naturally needs to be greater or equal than zero and less or
equal than the maximum offered by the resource. In addition, the granularity of the
resource can be restricted. For example, the amount of disk space can only be utilized
in blocks of a certain size (e.g., 4KB). In the constraints of Equation 7.11, the terms
maximum and granularity are replaced by the respective concrete values. The term x
remains a free variable, which is to be found by the solver of the optimization problem.
The restriction of x to be binary (i.e., ∈ B) enforces the restriction of the resource
property to be a multiple of granularity.

The second type of constraint covers the resource requirements by selecting an imple-
mentation. The resulting constraint is depicted in the following equation.

ResourcePropertyi <=

c∑
reqba ∗ b#implementationa#modeb#containerc(7.12)

a, b, c, i ∈ Z

For each resource property constraints of these types are generated, whereby the search
for valid assignments to the decision variables is further restricted.

1We do not consider adaptive hardware here.
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Architectural Constraints

Finally, constraints based on the knowledge about the software’s architecture and the
requested software component are translated into constraints of the ILP. The simplest
possible constraint of this type is the necessity to select exactly one implementation of
a component type whose port is requested by the user. The corresponding constraint is
depicted in the following equation.

∑
b#implementationa#modeb#containerc = 1 (7.13)

∀a ∈ T ∧ b ∈ modes of(a)

a, b, c ∈ Z

For all modes b of all implementations available for the component type T the sum of
the corresponding decision variables needs to be exactly one. This constraint suffices, if
no other component types exist or the requested component type does not use any other
component type. If another component type is used, the need to select an implementation
of this type needs to be expressed, too. In the general case, constraints have to be
generated, which express that the selection of an implementation of component type T1
implies the need to select an implementation of type T2. The following equation depicts
this kind of constraint.

∑
b#impl.a#modeb#containerc =

∑
b#impl.d#modee#containerf (7.14)

∀a ∈ T1 ∧ b ∈ modes of(a) ∧ d ∈ T2 ∧ e ∈ modes of(d) ∧ depends(T1, T2)
a, b, c, d, e, f ∈ Z

7.1.4. ILP Generation by Example

In the following, a small example is used to depict the generation of an ILP according
to the abstract description given above. The example comprises three component types:
a list generator (ListGen), a sorter (Sort) and a filter (Filter). The component types
are interrelated as depicted in Figure 7.2.

The ListGen component offers a provided port getList, which takes the size of the list
as a parameter. Its non-functional behavior is fully determined by this parameter. For
the sake of simplicity only one implementation exists: a random generator (RandomGen),
which generates list values using a random number generator. The Sort component has
a required port to retrieve an input list (called setList; not shown in Figure 7.2 for
clarity) and a provided port getSortedList. The non-functional behavior of this port
is determined by the size of the list held by the Sort component (which has to be set
previously using setList). Two implementations of Sort exist: a QuickSort and a
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Figure 7.2.: List Generation, Sorting and Filter Example.

HeapSort implementation. Finally, the Filter component has a required port setList
(again not shown for clarity) and a provided port filter, which takes an Object as
argument, which is to be refined by the Filter implementations. The non-functional
behavior depends on this argument and the size of the list, which is held by the Filter
component. Only a single implementation of Filter exists: a BoundedFilter, which
specifies an upper and lower bound for the integer values of the list. This implementation
will delete all values which are above or below the given threshold. The port connectors
in Figure 7.2 show that both, Filter and Sort can use the provided getList port of
ListGen to retrieve a list of a certain size. In addition, Filter can use the getSorted-
List port provided by the Sort component.

In the following, the contracts for each of the four implementations, computed on a
single server, will be shown. Listing 7.2 depicts the contract for the RandomGen imple-
mentation. The contracts for the QuickSort and HeapSort implementation are shown
in Listing 7.3. Finally, the contract for the BoundedFilter implementation is shown in

1 import ccm [./sortfilter.structure]
2 target platform [./current.variant]
3

4 call Filter.filter expecting {
5 list_size = 200000
6 energy_consumption minimize
7 }

Listing 7.1: User Request on Filter Component.
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1 contract Random implements software ListGen.getList {
2 mode fast {
3 requires resource CPU {
4 frequency min: 300
5 cpu_time max: f( list_size ) = 6.84444433222476 + 2.19333334170516E-4 * ( list_size )
6 }
7 provides response_time min: f( list_size ) = 5.33921568506459E-4 * ( list_size )
8 }
9 mode slow {

10 requires resource CPU {
11 frequency min: 100
12 cpu_time max: f( list_size ) = 3.46666683611941 + 2.41999998870316E-4 * ( list_size )
13 }
14 provides response_time min: f( list_size ) = 5.38039215642729E-4 * ( list_size )
15 }
16 }

Listing 7.2: Contract for “Random” Implementation of List Generator Component.

Listing 7.4. Please note that the sort and filter implementations include requirements to
the ListGen and Sort component, respectively. QuickSort.immediate and Bounded-
Filter.slow do not define any NFP requirement whereas all other modes require a
response time of at most 200 milliseconds.

For the user request shown in Listing 7.1 on Filter.filter, with a list size of 200.000
elements and no upper and lower bounds against a single server2, the ILP depicted in
Listing 7.5 results.

The objective function is of particular interest as it only uses weighted decision vari-
ables. The weights represent the effect on CPU energy consumption by taking the deci-
sion embodied by the decision variable. The values are computed based on the cpu_time
as defined in the contracts. For example, the weight of b#Quicksort#delayed#R1 is com-
puted by evaluating the cpu_time expressed in the Quicksort contract for container R1
in the delayed mode w.r.t. the user request leading to a value of approx. 191.57 ms.
This time is used by the simulator, which simulates the energy consumption of a CPU
over time, resulting in a value of 5.700,0 mJ. In contrast, the immediate mode leads to
almost twice this consumption (10.285,0 mJ).

The architectural constraints express the requirement to choose exactly one implemen-
tation per component type. For resource negotiation only the constraints for the CPU
frequency are generated, because in the contracts there are only requirements specified
against this resource. Software NFP negotiation is realized by six constraints: three
expressing the upper limit of the NFPs, two expressing the NFP requirements and one
expressing the users requirement against an NFP. Finally, the decision variables are
restricted to be of boolean nature.

2CPU: Intel Core i7 720QM quad core 1.6 GHz, 8 GB RAM, SATA2 HDD
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1 contract Quicksort implements software Sort.sort {
2 mode immediate {
3 requires component ListGen { }
4 requires resource CPU {
5 frequency min: 300
6 cpu_time max: f( list_size ) = 4.08333333923283 + 9.2333333335106E-4 * ( list_size )
7 }
8 provides response_time min: f( list_size ) = 0.00188657142854989 * ( list_size )
9 }

10 mode delayed {
11 requires component ListGen {
12 response_time max: 50
13 }
14 requires resource CPU {
15 frequency min: 100
16 cpu_time max: f( list_size ) = 3.00000011731915 + 9.42857142122537E-4 * ( list_size )
17 }
18 provides response_time min: f( list_size ) = 0.00191028571412205 * ( list_size )
19 }
20 }
21

22 contract HeapSort implements software Sort.sort {
23 mode immediate {
24 requires component ListGen {
25 response_time max: 50
26 }
27 requires resource CPU {
28 frequency min: 300
29 cpu_time max: f( list_size ) = 4.35134128299379E-25 * ( list_size ^ 4 )
30 + 113.591832484444 * ( list_size ^ 5 )
31 }
32 provides response_time min: f( list_size ) = 0.00199885714285247 * ( list_size )
33 }
34 mode delayed {
35 requires component ListGen {
36 response_time max: 50
37 }
38 requires resource CPU {
39 frequency min: 100
40 cpu_time max: f( list_size ) = 9.99142857072614E-4 * ( list_size )
41 }
42 provides response_time min: f( list_size ) = 0.00208171428594746 * ( list_size )
43 }
44 }

Listing 7.3: Contract for “QuickSort” and “HeapSort” Implementation of Sort
Component.

7.2. Contract Negotiation by Pseudo-Boolean Optimization

The key aspect of the configuration problem to be solved by the generated optimization
problem is denoted by boolean decision variables, which encompass the decision to select
certain implementations and the decision to map these implementations to a certain re-
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1 contract BoundedFilter implements software Filter.filter {
2 mode fast {
3 requires component Sort {
4 response_time max: 50
5 }
6 requires resource CPU {
7 frequency min: 300
8 cpu_time max: f( list_size ) = 4.3590927186085E-5
9 + 5.30301025333666E-12 * ( list_size )

10 + 8.87272483899978 * ( list_size ^ 5 )
11 }
12 provides response_time min: f( list_size ) = 0.0 + 1.42035087763293E-4 * ( list_size )
13 }
14 mode slow {
15 requires component Sort { }
16 requires resource CPU {
17 frequency min: 100
18 cpu_time max: f( list_size ) = 0.945455021501056 + 5.74545446684514E-5 * ( list_size )
19 }
20 provides response_time min: f( list_size ) = 0.418188728480244
21 + 1.1751514069185E-4 * ( list_size )
22 }
23 }

Listing 7.4: Contract for “BoundedFilter” Implementation of Filter Component.

source. The remaining variable types used in the ILP solution presented in the previous
chapter comprise resource usage and resulting NFP values. In this section the possibility
to omit non-boolean variables will be shown. The intended goal is to apply more effi-
cient solving techniques to the generated optimization problems, which leverage on the
restriction to use boolean variables only. Namely, 0-1 ILPs result, which can be handled
by PBO allowing for the application of polynomial complexity algorithms known from
solving satisfiability problems in propositional logics (e.g., Davis-Putnam approach [42]
or DPLL [41]).

7.2.1. Reformulation of the Configuration Problem in PBO

To apply techniques of PBO to the configuration problem to be generated, all non-
boolean variables need to be expressed in a different way in the PBO to be generated.
Namely, a new way to express resource negotiation, NFP negotiation including user re-
quirements and the objective function is required. Notably, the architectural constraints
defined for the ILP solution can remain unchanged, because they only refer to decision
variables. In the following, a solution for each of the constraints subject to adjustment
is given.
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1 /* objective function: minimize energy consumption (based on cpu\_time) */
2 min: 5700.0 b#Quicksort#delayed#R1 + 495.0 b#UnsortedFilter#slow#R1
3 + 10285.0 b#Quicksort#immediate#R1 + 6160.0 b#Javasort#immediate#R1
4 + 385.0 b#UnsortedFilter#fast#R1 + 2250.0 b#Random#slow#R1
5 + 5940.0 b#Javasort#delayed#R1 + 2695.0 b#Random#fast#R1;
6

7 /* architectural constraints */
8 b#Random#fast#R1 + b#Random#slow#R1 = b#Quicksort#delayed#R1 + b#Quicksort#immediate#R1
9 + b#Javasort#immediate#R1 + b#Javasort#delayed#R1;

10 b#UnsortedFilter#fast#R1 + b#UnsortedFilter#slow#R1 = 1;
11 b#Quicksort#immediate#R1 + b#Quicksort#delayed#R1
12 + b#Javasort#immediate#R1 + b#Javasort#delayed#R1 = b#UnsortedFilter#slow#R1
13 + b#UnsortedFilter#fast#R1;
14

15 /* resource negotiation */
16 usage#R1#Core[TM]_i7_CPU_Q_720_@_1.60GHz#frequency <= 1596.0;
17 usage#R1#Core[TM]_i7_CPU_Q_720_@_1.60GHz#frequency >= 0;
18 usage#R1#Core[TM]_i7_CPU_Q_720_@_1.60GHz#frequency =
19 100 b#Javasort#delayed#R1 + 100 b#UnsortedFilter#slow#R1 + 100 b#Quicksort#delayed#R1
20 + 300 b#Random#fast#R1 + 300 b#Quicksort#immediate#R1 + 100 b#Random#slow#R1
21 + 300 b#Javasort#immediate#R1 + 300 b#UnsortedFilter#fast#R1;
22

23 /* software NFP negotiation */
24 Sort#response_time = 382.05714282441 b#Quicksort#delayed#R1
25 + 377.31428570997804 b#Quicksort#immediate#R1
26 + 399.771428570494 b#Javasort#immediate#R1
27 + 416.34285718949195 b#Javasort#delayed#R1;
28 Filter#response_time = 23.921216866850248 b#UnsortedFilter#slow#R1
29 + 28.407017552658598 b#UnsortedFilter#fast#R1;
30 ListGen#response_time = 107.6078431285458 b#Random#slow#R1
31 + 106.7843137012918 b#Random#fast#R1;
32 Sort#response_time >= 50 b#UnsortedFilter#fast#R1;
33 ListGen#response_time >= 50 b#Quicksort#delayed#R1 + 50 b#Javasort#immediate#R1
34 + 50 b#Javasort#delayed#R1;
35 /* user request */
36 Filter#response_time <= 200.0;
37

38 /* boolean restriction */
39 binary b#Quicksort#delayed#R1, b#UnsortedFilter#slow#R1, b#Quicksort#immediate#R1,
40 b#Javasort#immediate#R1, b#UnsortedFilter#fast#R1, b#Random#slow#R1,
41 b#Javasort#delayed#R1, b#Random#fast#R1;

Listing 7.5: Generated ILP for List Generator/Sort/Filter Example.

Resource Negotiation without Usage Variables

The expression of resource negotiation with usage variables has been shown in the pre-
vious section. For better readability find a repetition of the generation rule here:
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ResourcePropertyi >= 0 (7.15)

ResourcePropertyi <= maximum

ResourcePropertyi = granularity ∗ x
ResourcePropertyi <=

∑
creqba ∗ b#implementationa#modeb#container

x ∈ B

The variables a, b and c enumerate all implementations (a), quality modes (b) and
containers (c). These variables will be used with the same semantics for the remained of
this section. The constraints shown above, except for the granularity restriction, can be
expressed by a single PBO constraint, which implicitly represents the respective resource
property (i.e., ResourcePropertyi) as shown in the following equation.

0 +
∑

creqba ∗ b#implementationa#modeb#container ≤ maximum (7.16)

The omission of the explicit resource usage variable consequently prohibits its usage in
other constraints. But, fortunately, there are no other constraints which rely on resource
usage.

NFP negotiation

Alongside with the restriction of resource usage, the dependencies between offered and
required NFPs has to be expressed by constraints. In the ILP solution, explicit variables
for each NFP have been used to connect separate constraints for their provisions and
requirements. The same principle, as for resource usage negotiation can be applied for
NFP negotiation, too: the implicit expression of each NFP variable. The following
equations repeat the expression of NFP provision and requirement constraints in the
ILP solution to ease the comparison to the implicit NFP constraints for PBO.

NFPi =
∑

cprovba ∗ b#implementationa#modeb#containerc (7.17)

NFPi <=
∑

creqba ∗ b#implementationa#modeb#containerc

The first constraint specifies the upper limit of the respective NFP, which, in com-
parison to resource usage negotiation, is the maximum constant. The second constraint
denotes the usage of the respective NFP, which is analogously to the resource usage
constraint.

For PBO, both constraints are merged into a single constraint which implicitly repre-
sents the possible expressions of the NFP. It is shown below:
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∑
creqba ∗ b#implementationa#modeb#containerc (7.18)

≤
∑

cprovba ∗ b#implementationa#modeb#containerc

For the generation of these constraints the user request needs to be considered, too.
This can be accomplished straightforward by incorporating the respective NFP require-
ments expressed by the user in his request as minimum value of the respective NFP. As
for each NFP there is a constraint as shown above, the PBO constraint for an NFP with
associated user requirement requser is denoted as follows:

∑
requser +c reqba ∗ b#implementationa#modeb#containerc (7.19)

≤
∑

cprovba ∗ b#implementationa#modeb#containerc

Thus, NFP negotiation is basically the more general form of resource usage negotiation
as it allows for a variable upper bound instead of a fixed maximum value.

Reformulation of Objective Function

The objective function in PBO can only rely on the decision variables, because only these
variables exist. In contrast, the ILP solution allowed for the application of resource usage
and NFP variables. In other words, the minimization or maximization of resource usage
and NFPs can be directly expressed in an ILP but not in PBO.

The general form of the objective function in PBO is shown below:

min :
∑

weight ∗ b#implementationa#modeb#containerc (7.20)

Thus, the major issue to generate meaningful objective functions in PBO is the com-
putation of the weight constants for each decision variable. This weight has to express
the impact the decision represented by the decision variable on the overall objective. For
example, if the objective is to minimize the response time of a feature invocation, the
weights have to reflect the impact of using a certain implementation in a given mode
on a container w.r.t. to the response time resulting from this decision in comparison to
alternative decisions. Notably, there might be decisions which do not affect the response
time. The respective variables can be weighted zero or, in other terms, these variables
can be excluded from the objective function. For all remaining variables the relative im-
pact has to be computed. The example objective function presented in the last Section
(cf. Listing 7.5) shows how CPU energy consumption can be used as weight for decision
variables.
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7.2.2. PBO Generation by Example

To showcase the PBO generation approach, the same example as for the ILP approach
as depicted in Figure 7.2 is used. By this, a direct comparison of the resulting generated
optimization problems is possible.

The example comprised three components: a Filter, a Sort and a ListGen com-
ponent. There was one Filter implementation, two Sort implementations and one
ListGen implementation. The respective contracts have been shown in Listings 7.2, 7.3
and 7.4.

The resulting PBO problem is shown in Listing 7.6. The objective function stays
unchanged, as it relies on decision variables only. As mentioned before, there is no need
to adjust the architectural constraints from the ILP solution, too. Hence, also these
constraints stay unchanged. The resource usage negotiation constraints are merged into
implicit resource usage constraints. Thus, for each pair of three constraints in the ILP
solution only one constraint results in the PBO solution. For software NFP negotiation
pairs of provision and requirement constraints are merged into implicit NFP constraints.
In addition, the user requirement constraint is merged into the corresponding NFP ne-
gotiation constraint.

In comparison to the ILP solution, only 7 instead of 12 constraints are generated. As
all non-boolean variables are omitted in the PBO solution, less variables are generated,
too (8 instead of 12). Thus, the PBO is smaller than the ILP and, hence, is likely to be
solved faster than the ILP. In the next section the performance of the ILP solution is
compared to the performance of the PBO solution.

7.3. Scalability Evaluation

The above described approach to generate and solve an ILP or PBO based on runtime
models of the system subject to optimization is not likely to scale. This is, because solving
an ILP or PBO is known to be an NP-hard problem, where the processing time required
by the solver grows exponentially with number of decision variables of the ILP/PBO. In
the following, I will show how ILP/PBO generation and solving performs and show that
both approaches are feasible for a certain class of applications (although it is obviously
not feasible in general). I will compare the performance of both approaches, showing
that the ILP solution outperforms the PBO solution.

7.3.1. Generation of Test Systems for Empirical Evaluation

To empirically evaluate the performance of the exact contract negotiation approaches
a set of systems—subject to optimization—needs to be generated. As the ILP/PBO
generation only relies on the models of the system (and not the system itself), it is
possible to evaluate the approaches against a variety of system types without the need
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1 /* objective function: minimize energy consumption (based on cpu\_time) */
2 min: 5700.0 b#Quicksort#delayed#R1 + 495.0 b#UnsortedFilter#slow#R1
3 + 10285.0 b#Quicksort#immediate#R1 + 6160.0 b#Javasort#immediate#R1
4 + 385.0 b#UnsortedFilter#fast#R1 + 2250.0 b#Random#slow#R1
5 + 5940.0 b#Javasort#delayed#R1 + 2695.0 b#Random#fast#R1;
6

7 /* architectural constraints */
8 b#Random#fast#R1 + b#Random#slow#R1 = b#Quicksort#delayed#R1 + b#Quicksort#immediate#R1
9 + b#Javasort#immediate#R1 + b#Javasort#delayed#R1;

10

11 b#UnsortedFilter#fast#R1 + b#UnsortedFilter#slow#R1 = 1;
12

13 b#Quicksort#immediate#R1 + b#Quicksort#delayed#R1
14 + b#Javasort#immediate#R1 + b#Javasort#delayed#R1 = b#UnsortedFilter#slow#R1
15 + b#UnsortedFilter#fast#R1;
16

17 /* resource negotiation cpu_frequency */
18 100 b#Javasort#delayed#R1 + 100 b#UnsortedFilter#slow#R1 + 100 b#Quicksort#delayed#R1
19 + 300 b#Random#fast#R1 + 300 b#Quicksort#immediate#R1 + 100 b#Random#slow#R1
20 + 300 b#Javasort#immediate#R1 + 300 b#UnsortedFilter#fast#R1 <= 1596.0;
21

22 /* software NFP negotiation */
23 /* Sort#response_time */
24 50 b#UnsortedFilter#fast#R1 <= 382.05714282441 b#Quicksort#delayed#R1
25 + 377.31428570997804 b#Quicksort#immediate#R1
26 + 399.771428570494 b#Javasort#immediate#R1
27 + 416.34285718949195 b#Javasort#delayed#R1;
28

29 /* Filter#response_time */
30 200.0 >= 23.921216866850248 b#UnsortedFilter#slow#R1
31 + 28.407017552658598 b#UnsortedFilter#fast#R1;
32

33 /* ListGen#response_time */
34 50 b#Quicksort#delayed#R1 + 50 b#Javasort#immediate#R1
35 + 50 b#Javasort#delayed#R1
36 <= 107.6078431285458 b#Random#slow#R1
37 + 106.7843137012918 b#Random#fast#R1;

Listing 7.6: Generated PBO for List Generator/Sort/Filter Example.

for their physical presence. Thus, a parametrizable system generator is required, which
is capable of generating models as usually derived by the runtime environment. This
includes hard- and software structure models, hardware and software variant models and
QoS contracts.

The following parameters are exposed by the system generator and will be explained
in more detail in the following paragraphs.

Hardware Variant Model.

• amount of servers S,
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• the number of resources per server Nres,

• the number of properties per resource NresProp.

Software Structure Model.

• number of component types, C

• the average number of required and provided port types per component type,

• the maximum length of a chain of components and

• the number of NFPs defined per component type Nnfp.

QCL Contracts.

• number of implementations per component type Nimpl,

• number of modes per implementation Nmode,

• number of hardware requirements per mode,

• number of NFPs required per software dependency per mode and

• number of provided NFPs per mode.

Hardware Variant Model. For the scalability analysis all generated hardware models
represent a server landscape, which adheres to a fixed hardware structure model as
depicted in Figure 7.3. In general, other types of hardware are supported by the approach
(e.g., humanoid robots or mobile phones). This model specifies a hardware infrastructure
to comprise interconnected servers, which in turn consist of at least one CPU, a random
access memory (RAM) module, an HDD and a network device. A CPU is characterized
by its current load in percent, its frequency and number of cores. A RAM module is
characterized by its total size, the amount of free and used memory and the read and
write throughput. The same holds for the HDD. A distinction between RAM and HDD,
although they expose the same NFPs, is required because software implementations need
to explicitly use an HDD and implicitly use RAM. The generation of hardware variant
models, hence, allows to vary the amount of servers and the number and properties of
CPUs, RAM modules, HDD and network devices.

Software Structure Model. Software structure models describe a set of component
types, port types, and relations in terms of port connector types. Hence, any form of
directed multigraph (i.e., with multiple links between the same nodes) can be expressed.
The question is, in consequence, which types of software structure models potentially
lead to different (non-functional) behavior of the ILP/PBO approach and, hence, are
worth to generate for investigation. To answer the first question, the consequences of
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Figure 7.3.: Structural Model Specifying Types of a Server Landscape.

a certain structure need to be investigated. The number of decision variables is not
affected by the structure, but only by the number of component types (and servers).
However, the number of constraints depends on the structure. This includes software
NFP negotiation constraints as well as architectural constraints. The more outgoing links
(number of provided ports) a component type has, the more architectural constraints are
required: one for each provided port type. The amount of constraints for software NFP
negotiation depends on the number of NFP dependencies defined in the QoS contracts
of the participating component types and, hence, is implicitly affected by the number
of interconnections between component types. If, for example, a certain functionality
can be provided to a component type A by two component types, B and C, and A
requires a certain NFP for this functionality, the number of software NFP negotiation
constraints doubles, because the constraints have to be specified for A using B and A
using C. The number of constraints grows even further if B or C have dependencies to
further component types themselves. That is the depth of dependency chains influences
the number of constraints, too. For the system generator, the valuable parameters for
generation are the number of component types C, the average number of required and
provided port types per component type, the maximum depth of dependency chains δ
and the number of NFPs defined per component type Nnfp.

QCL Contracts. The implementations of software component types are covered by
QCL contracts, which expose the non-functional behavior of the implementation they
represent. An obvious parameter is of course the average number of implementations
(and, hence, contracts) per component type. As QCL contracts allow to express multiple
quality modes (reflecting levels of user utility as explained in Section 4.2), the average
number of modes per contract is another important parameter for the system generator.
In addition, the amount of clauses expressing NFP provisions and requirements, as well
as resource requirements directly influences the amount of constraints to be generated.
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Feasibility of Generated Systems. For proper evaluation results using generated sys-
tems an important characteristic of these systems has to be ensured: feasibility. At least
one valid configuration for a given request has to exist, because both–ILP and PBO–
solvers are fast in determining the nonexistence of a solution and, thereby, hide their
actual behavior, which is subject to evaluation. Randomly generating NFP provisions
and requirements obviously lead to infeasible systems in most cases. Thus, a mechanism
for constrained random generation of NFP provisions and requirements is needed. To
ensure the existence of at least one feasible system configuration, a random request is
generated, which serves as reference request for which a feasible system configuration is
to be ensured. The process of system generation keeps track of how the random request
transforms3 between dependent software component types. For the directly requested
component type at least one (randomly chosen) quality mode Q1 is selected to fulfill the
request. Then, for all dependent component types at least one quality mode is chosen
to fulfill the requirements of Q1. The same process is performed for all dependent types
of the dependent types and so on. The generated user request to ensure feasibility is
reused later as test request for evaluation.

7.3.2. Measurements for Selected Types of Generated Systems

A typical architectural style are pipe-and-filter architectures. This style is characterized
by a data flow among component types. The most common type of pipe-and-filter
architectures is a chain of components. In other words, there are n component types,
where the first component type requires the second, which in turn requires the third
component type and so on. For this architectural style the parameter n, denoting the
number of component types or the depth of the chain is of interest. In addition, the
number of containers c is to be considered, because the number of possible configurations
grows exponentially with the number of available containers. Thus, a test system in
pipe-and-filter style is characterized as an n× c system having n component types and c
containers. Please note that the approach is not limited to chains of component types,
but is able to handle any system, which can be modeled as acyclic data flow diagram.

For the server landscape we assume each server (i.e., container) to have one CPU,
one RAM module, one HDD and a network device. Each software component type has
one provided and one required port type, except the last component type in the chain,
which only has a provided port type. Moreover, each software component type has two
NFPs and two implementations, having two modes, which each have four requirements
against hardware component types, two requirements against the succeeding software
component type and two provisions. Figure 7.4 shows these parameters graphically.

For each generated system two measurements are taken: the time required to generate
the respective ILP or PBO problem and the time required to solve the problem using

3A dependency between two component types as specified in a QCL contract can be interpreted as a
request (cf. Sect. 6.1 for an example).
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Figure 7.4.: Parameters of Generated Pipe-and-Filter Architectures.

a standard solver. For the ILP solution the solver LP Solve [54] has been used in
Version 5.5.20. For PBO the OBPDB [10] solver has been used in version 1.1.3. All
measurements were taken on a DELL Alienware X51 desktop PC running Windows 7
64bit and containing a solid state disk, 8 GB DDR1600 RAM and an Intel Core i7-2600
CPU running at 3.4 GHz having 4 physical cores and 8 virtual cores by hyperthreading.

Analysis of the ILP Solution

For the ILP solution to pipe-and-filter architectures, the number of variables and con-
straints can be derived from the system generator parameters. The total number of
variables is the sum of decision, resource negotiation and software NFP negotiation vari-
ables. The number of decision variables varsd correlates to the number of component
types, implementations per type, modes per implementation and the number of servers.
The number of resource negotiation variables varsres correlates to the number of servers,
resources per server and properties per resource. Finally, the number of software NFP
negotiation varsnfp variables correlates to the number of component types and the num-
ber of NFPs per component type. If all system generator parameters are set to x, except
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for C and S, var(x) denotes the simplified formula to compute the number of variables
in this setting.

varsd = C ·Nimpl ·Nmode · S
varsres = S ·Nres ·NresProp

varsnfp = C ·Nnfp

vars = varsd + varsres + varsnfp

vars(1) = C · S + C + S

vars(n) = n2 · CS + n · C + n2 · S

Thus, if all generator parameters are set to 1, except for the number of component
types and servers, the variables can be computed by vars(1) = C ·S+C+S. For example,
for 100 component types to be mapped on 100 servers, with all other parameters set to
1, a total of 10.000 + 100 + 100 = 10.200 variables results. For 15 component types on
20 servers 335 variables result.

The number of constraints (ctr) can be computed, too, as shown below. For the

examples above ctr
(1)
C=15,S=20 = 105 and ctr

(1)
C=100,S=100 = 600 .

ctrarch = C

ctrres = 3 · varsres = 3 · S ·Nres ·NresProp

ctrnfp = 2 · varsnfp = 2 · C ·Nnfp

ctr = ctrarch + ctrres + ctrnfp

ctr(1) = 3C + 3S

ctr(n) = (2n+ 1) · C + (3n2) · S

To assess the scalability of the ILP and PBO solution, a set of pipe-and-filter systems
has been generated and measured. These are all variants of C × S systems for C =
[2..100] and S = [2..100]. That is for a total of 99 · 99 = 9801 systems, the generation
and solving of ILPs and PBOs has been measured.

Figure 7.5(a) shows a boxplot of the generation time required to generate the ILPs.
The median generation time is 156 ms and 75% of all ILPs were generated in at most 260
ms. The longest generation took 2028 ms. Notably, the 99%-quantile is 437 ms, meaning
that in 99% of all cases the maximum generation time is less or equal to 468 ms. A natural
hypothesis is that the number of components and servers correlates to the generation
time. This correlation indeed exists4: Tgen = f(C) = 0.0291C2 + 1.4429C + 5.3851 with
an adjusted R2 of 0.8956.

4Derived using the statistical tool R [31].
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Figure 7.5.: Boxplots of Generation and Solving Time for the ILP Solution.

Figure 7.5(b) depicts a boxplot of the solving time of ILPs. This boxplot reveals
the random nature of worst and best case runtime of ILP solving, depicted by the vast
amount of outliers. Only for 121 out of 9801 generated ILPs the solver could not return
any solution in two minutes for all measurements taken (i.e., in 1.2% of all cases). The
solving time had an upper limit at 2 minutes, because the solving time of an ILP can
increase to multiple hours or even days5. Surprisingly, the median solving time is only

5This is the worst case, where the complete problem space has to be explored.
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at 478.5 ms. Thus, half of the ILPs could be solved in less than a second. The third
quantile (i.e., 75%-quantile) is at 26.58 s. 79.1754165% of all ILPs were solved in less
than a minute. Notably, if the timeout of two minutes is reached, the ILP solver returns
the best solution found so far.

In the following, a closer investigation of the solving time will be presented. The aim
is to investigate if and how the system parameters correlate with the solving time of
the generated ILP. The hypothesis is that there is a correlation between the number of
component types and the solving time, i.e., the solving time depends on the number of
component types. Figure 7.6 depicts this correlation. On each axis a boxplot of the
corresponding variable is shown to highlight the high density of solutions in low solving
times. An interesting conclusion from this figure is that the predictability of solving time
decreases starting at approximately 25 component types. In general the figure illustrates
that most ILPs are solved in a few seconds, though the more component types, the more
likely are longer solving times.

The correlation between the number of component types and the solving time for
scenarios is statistically poor. The linear regression has an adjusted R2 of only 0.4286.
Exponential regression (i.e., Tsolve = f(Components) = a·ex) reveals a residual standard
error of 1.911 · 1013. Thus, there is no statistically significant correlation between the
number of components and the solving time. The reason is the random nature of ILP
solving, i.e., solving random ILPs can randomly lead to worst and best case situations.

The same measurements on a slower machine with a standard hard disk drive (not a
solid state disk) show, as to expect, slightly poorer results. On an HP Envy 15 Laptop,
with an Intel i7 Q720 quad core CPU running at 1,6 GHz, 8 GB of RAM running
Windows 7 Home Premium 64bit the following numbers result: the median generation
time for ILPs is 535 ms (cmp. to 156 ms), the median solving time for ILPs is at 2,4 s
(cmp. to 468 ms). The predictability of ILP solving time starts to decrease already at 20
component types (cmp. to 25). Nevertheless, until 20 component types the solving time
is below 3 seconds. Hence, even on the slower machine, the ILP approach to contract
negotiation shows up to be feasible.

Analysis of the PBO Solution in Comparison to the ILP Solution

In the following, the same investigations are shown for the PBO solution. First, Fig-
ure 7.7 depicts the boxplots of the PBO generation and solving times. Please note that
for the PBO solution only systems with up to 30 component types have been measured,
because the approach does not scale beyond this number of component types.

In comparison to the ILP solution, the generation of PBOs looks comparably perfor-
mant at a first glance. Notably, the generation process includes the simulation required
to construct the objective function. ILPs for systems of up to 100 component types are
generated in up to 2 seconds. PBOs for systems of only up to 30 component types re-
quire up to 2 seconds, too. But, whilst the median for ILP generation was at 156 ms, for
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Figure 7.6.: ILP Solving Time in Relation to Number of Components.

PBO generation it is at 31 ms. Also for the 99%-quantile, the ILP solution looks worse
than the PBO solution, as for ILP the 99%-quantile is at 468 ms, whereas for PBO it is
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Figure 7.7.: Boxplots of Generation and Solving Time for the PBO Solution.

at 94 ms. But, because for the PBO solution only systems of up to 30 component types
have been used, the ILP generation times for up to 100 components cannot be used as a
reference. An investigation of ILP generation for systems of up to 30 component types
reveals a median of 32 ms and a 99%-quantile of 78 ms. Thus, PBO generation is even
slower than ILP generation, although less constraints and less variables have to be gener-
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ated. The reason for the better performance of ILP generation is the format required by
the solvers. The ILP solution can use long variables names to encode information (i.e.,
the decision variables encode their meaning in their name), whereas the PBO solution
has to use enumerated variables (i.e., xn). In consequence, the PBO generation has to
handle the mapping of decision variables to their short versions, which consumes time
and, hence, leads to the measured performance loss.

For PBO the number of variables and constraints can be computed as follows.

vars = C ·Nimpl ·Nmode · S
vars(1) = CS

vars(n) = n2 · CS

ctrarch = C

ctrres = S ·Nres ·NresProp

ctrnfp = C ·Nnfp

ctr = ctrarch + ctrres + ctrnfp

ctr(1) = 2C + S

ctr(n) = (n+ 1) · C + n2 · S

In comparison to the ILP solution, vars(n) = n2 · CS instead of vars(n) = n2 · CS +
n ·C+n2 ·S. That is, the PBO solution generates Cn+Sn2 less variables. The number
of constraints is ctr(n) = (n+ 1) · C + n2 · S instead of ctr(n) = (2n+ 1) · C + (3n2) · S,
which leads to Cn+ 2Sn2 less constraints.

An investigation of the solving time of the PBO solution reveals surprising results. The
rational for using PBO instead of ILP was the hypothesis that PBO performs better in
many cases. For contract negotiation it does not, as Figure 7.8 depicts. The solving
time has been limited to two minutes, too. But, in contrast to the ILP solution, the
PBO solver does not deliver a suboptimal solution if the timeout is reached. Starting
at 15 component types (compared to 25 in the ILP solution), the predictability of the
solving time drastically decreases. Most interesting is the lack of fast solutions starting
at 25 component types. In comparison, the ILP solution was able to deliver solutions
in a few milliseconds even for systems with more than 80 component types. Moreover,
the number of determined solutions in a time frame of less than 2 minutes significantly
reduces starting already at 20 component types. For example, the measurements taken
for 28 component types and 2 to 100 servers (i.e., 99 measurements) only lead to 4
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solutions. For the remaining 95 systems the PBO solution could not find a configuration.
For this reason, only measurements for up to 30 component types have been collected.

Although the PBO solver is incapable of providing a sub-optimal solution if the timeout
is reached and, hence, is hardly practically applicable, it has a special use: it forms the
basis for the a posteriori approach to contract negotiation presented in Chapter 9.

The measurements of the solving time indeed benchmark the used solver. Unfor-
tunately, for PBO only one solver could be investigated, because all other solvers do
not support the specification of equalities with variables on both sides of the equation.
OPBDP in Version 1.1.3 was the only publicly available, working solver which could be
investigated.

Thus, in conclusion, the PBO solution performs much worse than the ILP solution
to contract negotiation. Whereas the ILP solution is feasible for systems of up to 100
component types, the PBO solution can handle at most 25 component types. The
generation of ILPs is below 437 ms for up to 100 component types and PBO generation
takes less than 100 ms in 99% of all cases for systems of up to 30 component types.
Notice that the generation process realizes a technology bridge [100] from the applications
domain to the respective optimization domain. Solving of ILPs is below 500 ms in 50%
of all cases and below 27 seconds in 75% of all cases. PBO solving is below 2.6 s in 50% of
all cases, but reaches the timeout of 2 minutes already in 70% of all cases. Most notably,
the PBO solution is not able to find configurations starting already at 25 component
types in most of the cases, whereas the ILP solution is able to determine configurations
even for 100 component types. Figure 7.9 depicts the percentage of solutions found by
the ILP and PBO approach in correlation with the number of component types. The
execution time of the ILP solution is predictable up to 25 component types, whereas the
execution time of the PBO solution starts to decrease already at 15 component types.

7.4. Summary

In this chapter, two approaches to exact contract negotiation have been presented. First,
the application of integer linear programming (ILP) for contract negotation has been
described. Then, a transformation from ILP to pseudo-boolean optimization (PBO) has
been shown, which is a special type of ILP restricted to use boolean variables only. An
analysis of both approaches revealed the feasibility of both approaches, where the ILP
approach is feasible for systems of up to 100 component types and 100 servers and the
PBO approach for systems of up to 25 component types and 100 servers.

In conclusion, both approaches have been shown to be applicable. Their major draw-
back is the limitation to a single objective function, which restricts their applicability for
multi-objective optimization to a priori approaches. In the following chapters, first an
approximate approach to contract negotiation will be presented in Chapter 8, followed
by an approach supporting a posteriori multi-objective optimization in Chapter 9.
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Figure 7.8.: PBO Solving Time in Relation to Number of Components.
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Figure 7.9.: Percentage of Determined Solutions in 2 Minutes for ILP and PBO
Approach.
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8
An Approximate Approach for Multi-Quality

Auto-Tuning

The approaches to contract negotiation presented in the last chapter ensure an exact
solution to the optimization problem, i.e., ensure an optimal system configuration as a
result. In this chapter, an approximate approach will be presented, which cannot ensure
an optimal, but a near-optimal solution. The rational for investigating an approximate
approach is the hypothesis that there is a trade-off between accuracy and runtime. That
is possibly the approximate approach allows to trade the accuracy of the determined
solution (i.e., how near the configuration is to the optimal configuration) and the required
execution time.

In the following, first an approach to contract negotiation using the ant colony meta-
heuristic [50] will be presented. Then, the scalability of this approach is analyzed
and compared to the exact solutions presented in the previous chapter–showing that
ACO performs much worse than both exact solutions–and rejecting the hypothesis of a
runtime-accuracy trade-off.

The contributions given in this chapter are the following:

• An approximate runtime optimization approach using ACO. (Section 8.1)

• A scalability analysis of ACO for contract negotiation. (Section 8.2)
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8.1. Contract Negotiation by Ant Colony Optimization

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a well-known approximate optimization technique,
which has been applied in many domains like vehicle networks [58] and theoretical prob-
lems as the quadratic assignment problem [85] or subset problems [83]. Notably, an
approach to deploy software components on available resources using ACO has already
been investigated by Aleti et al. [4]. In contrast to the approach presented in this thesis,
the optimization problem is not generated, does not consider multiple implementations
per component and only supports a fixed set of NFPs: memory, bandwidth, reliabil-
ity and delay. In the following a realization of contract negotiation as ACO problem
is discussed. Then, an analysis of the performance and accuracy of ACO for contract
negotiation is shown.

8.1.1. Generating the Optimization Problem for Ant Colonies

The application of ACO to the shortest path problem as shown in Section 2.3.2 had the
piece of luck that the problem is already expressed in terms of a graph. For contract
negotiation this is not the case. Hence, in the following, first the translation of the
optimization problem into a graph representation is shown. Then, the concretizations of
the ants’ and colonies task is presented.

Contract Negotiation Expressed as Graph Problem

To express the problem of contract negotiation in terms of a graph, the intended solution
needs to be part of that graph. More concretely, a path through this graph should
represent a solution of contract negotiation, i.e., a system configuration. As a system
configuration denotes the selection of a set of implementations in a certain quality mode
for a set of required software component types and their mapping to hardware resources,
the graph has to comprise these concepts.

Figure 8.1 shows the basic structure of the problem graph for ACO for a single com-
ponent type (i.e., a request which can be served by a single implementation). Each
problem graph has a root node serving as a starting point for all ants. Then, for the
software component type a separate node is created. The same applies to each existing
implementation (represented by a QCL contract). Edges are created between the root
node and all software component types and between the software component types and
their implementations. For each quality mode, several nodes are created. This is be-
cause each mode has a different concretization for each server (cf. Chapter 5). Thus, for
each pair of existing server and quality mode a separate node is introduced. An edge
is created between the implementation node and all quality mode nodes. Finally, each
existing server and its comprised resources get a corresponding node in the graph, too.
Edges are introduced between the nodes representing a quality mode on a certain server
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Figure 8.1.: Contract Negotiation by Ant Colony Optimization for a Single Component
Type.

S and the node representing server S. The nodes of servers and their resources form a
chain. At the end of each chain an edge to the root node is introduced, which is required
for scenarios with multiple required software component types.

Each quality mode node is enriched with additional information, namely, the NFP and
resource requirements as well as NFP provisions expressed in this quality mode. This
information is required by the ants for proper path finding. In addition, each server
and resource node comprises its provisions for the decision making process of the ants.
Finally, the implied cost is annotated at each quality mode node.

Figure 8.2 depicts a scenario with two required software component types. In addition,
servers are represented as reducible nodes having an input and output node. The input
node maps to the server nodes in Figure 8.1, whereas the output node corresponds to the
last node in the resource chain of that server. As illustrated in Figure 8.2, the number
of quality mode nodes and edges to servers grows exponentially with the number of
software component types and servers. For each additional server, an additional quality
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mode node and edge is introduced for each quality mode.

In the following the path finding of ants through this graph and the tasks of the colony
for contract negotiation are explained.

Task Concretizations of Ants and Colony

To perform contract negotiation, the path finding of the ants has to consider the infor-
mation encoded in and annotated to the problem graph. Each ant starts its search at
the root node of the graph. To perform contract negotiation ants need a local memory
(i.e., metaphorically: a brain), which initially contains the information comprised by the
user request: a required software component type and a set of NFP requirements. This
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information is required for the first move of an ant–the move from the root node to a
software component type node. An ant randomly selects a software component type
node it currently requires.

The succeeding move is the decision for an implementation and made randomly tak-
ing the current pheromone distribution into account. This is done by interpreting the
pheromone distribution as probabilities. Equation 8.1 shows the decision formally. For
example, if two implementations exist, whereas the first has a pheromone value of 10 and
the second a pheromone value of 15, the probability to decide for the first implementation
is 10/(10 + 15) = 40%.

p(Impli) = pheromone(Impli)/

n∑
j=0

Implj (8.1)

The path finding as described by equation 8.1 is termed an elitist strategy [51]: elitist
ants, which found a solution, influence the path finding of all succeeding ants in an
iteration. Alternatively, in a non-elitist strategy all ants randomly seek a path. Whether
an elitist or non-elitist strategy performs better depends on the actual problem to be
solved. For example, White et al. [129] have shown a non-elitist being superior to an
elitist strategy for the traveling salesman problem. In the approach presented in this
thesis, the elitist strategy is applied as it showed a better solution accuracy than the
non-elitist strategy.

Once an implementation has been chosen, the ant has to decide for a server-specific
quality mode node. This decision is influenced by the annotated cost in the same way
as the pheromone influences the decision at other points in the graph. Furthermore,
this decision leverages the annotated NFP provisions. First, the ant randomly chooses
a server-specific quality mode considering the annotated cost. Then, the ant checks,
whether the selected mode satisfies the requirements, which are currently in the memory
of the ant. If they are met, the ant moves to the mode node. If not, the ant has failed
in finding a path through the graph and is reset. In contrast to backtracking as a well
known algorithmic approach, ants fail if the path they took is invalid and do not try an
alternative path.

For the next move an ant does not require to make a decision as there is only one
outgoing edge for each quality mode node by construction. But, leaving the quality
mode node the ant collects all software, NFP and resource requirements annotated to
this node. At the server node, the ant moves from resource to resource until all resource
requirements it has collected are fulfilled. If the ant reaches the end of the resource
chain and still has unmet resource requirements (because the server does not comprise
the required resource), the ant failed and is reset. Else, the ant moves to the root node.

If an ant is at the root node and has no requirements in its local memory, it finished
its search successfully and notifies the colony to mark the found path with pheromones.
Thus, in summary, ants start with initial requirements taken from the user request and
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circle the problem graph as long as all requirements are met. This way a successful path
through the graph encodes a valid system configuration.

For each valid path found by an ant the colony increases the pheromone of this path
by a certain percentage (e.g., 5%). Whenever an ant fails, the pheromone on the path
taken by the respective ant is reduced by a certain percentage (e.g., 5%), too.

The task of the colony is to manage this pheromone distribution and, additionally, it’s
evaporation. That is, the colony takes care of evaporating the pheromones after each
iteration to decrease the probability of the ants to get stuck in a local optimum. In
addition, the colony manages (i.e., coordinates) the activities of all ants comprised by
the colony and represents the optimization problem. The pheromone distribution used
in our approach resembles the standard approach from literature [51] and is shown in
Equation 8.2.

τij ← (1− ρ)× τij +

n∑
k=1

∆τkij (8.2)

Here, τij denotes the edge connecting nodes i and j, ρ denotes the evaporation rate,
n is the number of ants and ∆τkij denotes the amount of pheromone put by ant k on the
edge from node i to j. Each ant puts a fixed amount of pheromone on a path.

Ants with Multiple Objectives

Using ACO for contract negotiation has a central benefit in comparison to the presented
exact approaches: it allows for a posteriori approaches to MOO. Two well-known ap-
proaches to apply ACO for MOO in literature are m-ACO [2], and Pareto ACO [49].
Existing alternatives to realize MOO with ACO divide by:

1. the way pheromone structures are used–either separate structure for each objective
or a single, combined structure,

2. how the pheromone trails are rewarded–either only the best solution found during
an iteration or the whole Pareto front is rewarded and

3. how the heuristic factor of path finding is realized–either it combines all objectives
or separate factors are used for each objective.

In m-ACO for each objective a separate colony is created and an additional colony
aiming at optimizing all objectives in combination is added. This multi-objective colony
has multiple pheromone structures–one for each objective–and is used to represent the
set of solutions without merging the objective values.

In Pareto-ACO only one colony having multiple pheromone structures, one per ob-
jective, is used. The heuristic factor used for path finding is an aggregation of the
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satisfaction of all objectives. The trail rewards are computed using the best and second
best solution found in an iteration.

As will be shown in Section 8.2, ACO is too slow to be applicable at runtime even in
the presence of a single objective only.

8.1.2. ACO Generation by Example

To illustrate the generation and solving of the contract negotiation problem with ACO
the same example as used in the last chapter for the ILP and PBO solution is used (cf.
Figure 7.2 on page 117).

Figure 8.3 depicts the generated ACO graph. For each software component type
(ListGen, Sort and Filter) a node is generated. The same is performed for the Random
implementation of the ListGen component type, both implementations of Sort and the
implementation of Filter. Furthermore, each implementation was defined to have two
modes. For each mode, two nodes are introduced: one per server. In the example, two
servers are considered to have a CPU, RAM and an HDD each. Each resource and the
servers themselves are represented by a node.

The thickness of the directed edges shown in Figure 8.3 depicts the amount of pheromone
distributed by the colony after several runs. Thus, according to the figure the solution
proposed by ACO is to use the Random implementation of ListGen in its fast mode on
Server 2, the QuickSort implementation in its immediate mode on Server 1 and the
Bounded implementation of Filter in its fast mode on Server 2.

In comparison to the exact approaches presented in the last chapter, the accuracy of
this solution is hard to assess. In the general case it is unknown, whether this solution is
optimal, near-optimal or even worse. Therefore, in the following section, we will present
an approach to assess the accuracy of ACO and evaluate the performance and accuracy
of ACO for contract negotiation.

8.2. Scalability Evaluation

To assess the accuracy of the solutions found by ACO, the same generated test systems
already used to examine the scalability of the ILP and PBO solution are reused. As
the ILP solution is able to deliver an optimal solution, this corresponding value of the
objective function is taken as a reference obj+ (i.e., best possible value). Moreover, the
ILP solution can be used to determine the worst solution by changing the objective from
minimization to maximization or vice versa. The corresponding value of the objective
function is taken as a second reference obj− (i.e., worst possible value). The objective
value v found by ACO is necessarily between obj+ and obj−. This allows to compute the
accuracy α as a value between 0 and 1 of an ACO solution using its objective value v by

α(v) = 1− (v−obj+)
(obj−−obj+)

where obj+ 6= obj− 6= 0. The values for obj+ and obj− have been
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Figure 8.3.: Generated Ant Colony for List Generated/Sort/Filter Example.

collected for all generated systems from 2x2 to 100x100 component types per server.
To analyze the performance and accuracy of the presented ACO approach a set of

parameters applicable to ACO have to be considered. The parameters considered in this
thesis are the following:

1. Number of ants (n)

2. Number of iterations (it)

3. Evaporation rate (ρ)

All three parameters significantly influence the search. The number of ants increases
the time required for a single iteration. The number of iterations in turn increases the
total time required for the search. The evaporation rate decreases the probability to get
stuck in local optima.
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Figure 8.4.: Accuracy of ACO Solutions with an Evaporation Rate ρ = 0.1.

In the following, measurements for generated systems of 2x2 to 30x100 component
types per server (i.e., 2871 measurements) using 100 ants and 100 iterations and an
evaporation rate ρ = 0.1 are shown. Detailed results of other parameter settings are
omitted, but outlined instead.

Figure 8.4(a) depicts the accuracy reached for all systems from 2x2 to 30x30 component
types using 100 ants, 100 iterations and an evaporation rate ρ = 0.1. It shows a very
high accuracy with a mean value of 0.8667. Notably, even the first quantile is at 0.9514.
Thus, using 100 ants and 100 iterations leads to an applicable accuracy. In comparison,
Figure 8.4(b) depicts the accuracy reached using 10 ants and 10 iterations only. It shows
a significantly worse accuracy with the first quantile at 0.5 only.

The runtime of the ACO meta-heuristic applied to contract negotiation is depicted in
Figure 8.5 in correlation with the number of servers S and the number of component
types C. It shows the expected behavior: the more components and the more servers, the
longer the runtime. Indeed, this correlation can be statistically computed: tsolve(S,C) =
0.065 · C2S3 + 1043.7[ms] with an adjusted R2 of 0.9653.
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Figure 8.5.: Runtime of ACO Approach for 100 Ants, 100 Iterations and ρ = 0.1.

Another interesting finding is the correlation between accuracy and system size (i.e.,
number of servers and component types) as illustrated in Figure 8.6. Notably, solutions
with a low accuracy only occur for systems with few servers. The reason is the combi-
natorial explosion of quality mode nodes with the increasing number of servers and, in
consequence, the increasing probability of making bad decisions for the ants1.

Despite the high accuracy reached by the ACO approach the runtime exceeds the
boundary for practical applicability at runtime. Where the ILP and PBO approaches are
able to deliver a solution in a few hundreds of milliseconds, ACO requires a few minutes.
This runtime does not significantly decrease for fewer ants or iterations, because most
of the time is required to build the graph and not to process it. Of course, the time
required to build the graph grows with the numer of components and servers. Figure 8.7
depicts the boxplots of graph size (cf. Figure 8.7(a)), generation time (cf. Figure 8.7(b))
and graph processing time (cf. Figure 8.7(c)), showing that the graph generation takes
much longer than graph processing. In the mean 92,58% of the time required for contract
negotiation by ACO is required to generate the graph. Thus, tuning ACO by reducing
the number of ants or iterations does not improve the overall performance.

1With an increasing amount of possible paths and ant can take, the probability window for a certain
path (here the best) decreases.
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Figure 8.6.: Accuracy of ACO Approach in Correlation to System Size (for 100 Ants,
100 Iterations and ρ = 0.1).

8.3. Summary

In this chapter the application of ant colony optimization for contract negotiation has
been presented. In contrast to the ILP and PBO approach the contract negotiation
problem is transformed to a graph, which is processed by ants performing a shortest path
search. A drawback of ACO and approximate approaches in general is their inability
to assure the delivery of an optimal solution. Hence, in Section 8.2, the runtime and
accuracy of ACO for contract negotiation has been evaluated against generated pipe-and-
filter systems, where accuracy is measured as proximity to the optimal solution in relation
to the worst solution. It has been shown that ACO can deliver very good solutions (the
mean accuracy is at 0.8667), but requires much more time (several minutes) than the
ILP and PBO approach.

The approach is applicable to any type of system, which can be modeled as data
flow diagram using CCM and QCL. But, the conclusions drawn from investigating pipe-
and-filter systems intensify for more complex structures, because they imply even bigger
graphs to be build, which are the delimiting factor.

Hence, the hypothesis that ACO for contract negotiation allows to trade between
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Figure 8.7.: Boxplots of Graph Size and Generation as well as Processing Time.

accuracy and runtime with the ILP and PBO approaches is rejected, as both outperform
the ACO approach. Nevertheless, the general applicability of ACO has been shown and
the practical feasibility of ACO for contract negotiation has been refuted.
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9
An A Posteriori Multi-Objective

Optimization Approach for Multi-Quality
Auto-Tuning

The approaches to contract negotiation presented in Chapter 7 ensure an exact solution
to the optimization problem having a single objective function, i.e., do not separately
consider each objective function but optimize a combination of them. In this chapter,
exact approaches considering multiple objectives in parallel will be presented. The ben-
efit of these approaches over single-objective approaches is the ability to compute the
Pareto front [101] of the problem, which denotes a set of optimal solutions which are
better in at least one objective than all other solutions. The approaches to be presented
in this chapter, hence, realize a posteriori approaches to MOO.

In the following, an approach to multi-objective contract negotiation using the ap-
proach by Klein and Hannan [75] will be presented and analyzed.

The contributions given in this chapter are the following:

• An exact runtime multi-objective optimization approach using Klein and Han-
nan’s algorithm. (Section 9.1)

• A scalability analysis of this approach. (Section 9.2)
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9.1. Contract Negotiation by Multi-Objective Integer Linear
Programming

This section covers an approach to identify a set of Pareto-optimal system configurations
w.r.t. multiple objectives. This set of configurations is then presented to the user, who
can select his preferred alternative. Each configuration presented to the user is the
best in all but one objective. To determine this set a variety of approaches have been
developed. Section 2.3 provides an overview on these approaches.

As shown in Chapter 7, integer linear programming (ILP) is applicable and feasible
for contract negotiation, but limited to a single objective function. But, already in
the eighties, various approaches have been developed, which allow to solve ILPs with
multiple objectives. Bitran’s approaches [19, 20] belong to the first published methods to
solve 0-1 MOILPs (i.e., MOILPs with binary variables only) using implicit enumeration.
Deckro and Winkofsky [45] as well as Klein and Hannan [75] provide further approaches
using implicit enumeration. Finally, Kiziltan and Yucaoglu [74] provide a branch and
bound algorithm to solve 0-1 MOILPs. Unfortunately, all these approaches, except for
Klein and Hannan’s algorithm, do not scale [109]. A further special type of MOILPs has
been investigated by Burkhard, Krarup and Pruzan [80, 29]: 0-1 MOILPs whose first
objective function is a sum function and all other objectives are bottleneck functions.
0-1 MOILPs with only two objective functions have been investigated by Pasternak and
Passy [102]. Although these approaches perform much better than the more general
approaches mentioned previously, they cannot be used for contract negotiation.

The restriction of 0-1 ILPs to use binary decision variables only does not pose a
problem for contract negotiation as has been shown in Section 7.2. But, an appropriate
MOILP approach for contract negotiation has to scale and has to support multiple
objectives of free form. Hence, all previously mentioned approaches do not qualify,
except for the approach introduced by Klein and Hannan in 1982 [75], which will be
explained in more detail in the following.

9.1.1. Solving Multi-Objective Integer Linear Programs

Klein and Hannan developed an iterative approach to solve 0-1 MOILPs. First, an
initial ILP is solved. Then, this initial ILP is extended with additional constraints and
all resulting ILPs are solved, too. Each solution found by solving these single-objective
ILPs is part of the Pareto front. In the following first a general definition of 0-1 MOILPs
as known from literature is given as a basis for a succeeding in-depth explanation of
Klein and Hannan’s approach.

A 0-1 MOILP is defined as shown in Equation 9.1. C is a (p,n)-matrix covering p
objective functions over n decision variables denoted by the vector x (of size n). A is a
(m,n)-matrix covering the left hand side of m constraints over the n decision variables.
The vector b of size m denotes the right hand side of these constraints.
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min{Cx : Ax ≥ b, x ≥ 0, x ∈ Bn} (9.1)

For example, for C =

[
4 2
1 6

]
, A =

[
1 −3
2 5

]
, b =

[
3
1

]
, the following equations result.

min : 4x1 + 2x2

min : x1 + 6x2

1x1 − 3x2 ≥ 3

2x1 + 5x2 ≥ 1

As mentioned, Klein and Hannan’s approach is iterative. In each iteration an ILP is
to be solved. The ILP of iteration i is denoted by Pi.

As a starting point P0 is to be derived. Here one of the p objective functions is
randomly selected denoted by 0 ≤ s ≤ p. All other objective functions are omitted from
P0. This leads to a single-objective ILP, which can be handled by standard ILP solvers
as shown in Chapter 7. The solution of P0 is the first solution being part of the Pareto
front and used to compute the succeeding ILPs.

In general the construction of ILPs of Pi for i > 0 depends on the solutions found until
solving the last ILP (i.e., Pi−1). The variable r denotes the number of solutions found
until Pi−1. Klein and Hannan formalized the construction as shown in Equation 9.2.

min : zs = csx

subject to : Ax ≥ b, x ≥ 0, x ∈ Bn

and
r⋂

i=1

p⋃
k=1∧k 6=s

ckx ≤ ckyi − fk (9.2)

Thus, all ILPs to be solved have a single objective function, namely, the objective
function selected for P0. The additional constraint added to the ILP depend on the
number of solutions found until Pi−1, denoted by r, and the number of objective functions
excluding objective function s selected in P0. For each objective function except for s
a set of alternative constraints, i.e., or -connected constraints, is added. Additionally,
for each found solution these sets of alternative constraints are added to the ILP (i.e.,
and -connected). The constraint term ckx ≤ ckyi − fk describes that the kth objective
function has to have a value lower or equal to the value of the kth objective function
for solution yi minus a constant fk. If this constant is set to fk = 1 the approach is
guaranteed to provide the complete Pareto front [75][p. 380]. For bigger fk a subset of
the Pareto front is determined.
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A crucial detail of the approach is the use of the boolean operators ∪ and ∩. Standard
ILP solvers implicitly assume an and -connection between all constraints. The ∪-operator
is not supported, but leads to multiple alternative ILPs instead. That is an ILP with two
∪-connected constraints cannot be solved directly by an ILP solver, but two ILPs have to
be derived from the original ILP: one with the first constraint and another one with the
second constraint. This leads to a combinatorial explosion of ILPs to be solved by Klein
and Hannan’s approach. For example, an ILP with three and-connected blocks of two
or-connected constraints each (i.e., ((a, b), (c, d), (e, f))), leads to 8 ILPs to be solved:
(ace, acf, ade, adf, bce, bcf, bde, bdf). As in Klein and Hannan’s approach all or-blocks
have the same size (p − 1), the number of ILPs to be solved in Pi can be computed as
rp−1. Despite this problem, the analysis shown in Section 9.2 reveals the applicability
and feasibility of the approach for small systems.

Thus, the basic principle of Klein and Hannan’s approach is to successively exclude
solutions by enriching an initial ILP with more and more constraints. The original
objective functions are used to iteratively restrict the feasible area of an initially selected
single-objective ILP. In each iteration the solutions found are added to the Pareto front.
The algorithm terminates when Pi is infeasible, i.e., no additional solutions are found.

The application to contract negotiation is straight forward, as the 0-1 ILP generation
as described in Section 7.2 can be used without changes. The only difference is the
support for multiple objective functions. To evaluate the scalability and performance of
the approach the algorithm has been implemented, where the ILP solver from Chapter 7
has been reused.

9.1.2. Klein and Hannan by Example

To put the formal principle described in the last section into practice, in the following
a small example is investigated. For clarity, this example is not the sort example shown
in the previous chapters. The reason is that even for such a small system the generated
ILPs are too large to showcase the basic principle of Klein and Hannan. Instead the
smallest generated pipe-and-filter system–a 2x2 component types per server system–is
used to illustrate the approach. The next subsection provides a practical example.

The MOILP for the generated 2x2 system is shown in Listing 9.1 with three randomly
generated objective functions. Shortcut variables xi are used instead of the long variable
names as shown in the Chapter 7. The example comprises two servers and two component
types having one implementation each, which in turn have one mode each. The decision
variables xi denote if an implementation a of component b in mode c is to be mapped
to server d. In the example four variables result: x0 denotes that the implementation of
the first component is to be mapped to the first server. x1 denotes that it is mapped
to the second server. Analogously, x2 and x3 denote whether the implementation of the
second component is to be mapped to the first or second server.

The architectural constraints on lines 6 and 7 specify that for both components a
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1 /* Objective functions */
2 min: 15 x2 + 51 x3 + 17 x0 + 25 x1;
3 min: 28 x2 + 39 x3 + 19 x0 + 29 x1;
4 min: 24 x2 + 34 x3 + 76 x0 + 17 x1;
5 /* Architectural constraints */
6 x0 + x1 = 1;
7 x2 + x3 = 1;
8 /* Resource negotiation */
9 12 x3 + 22 x1 <= 84;

10 12 x2 + 22 x0 <= 48;
11 /* NFP negotiation */
12 97 x2 + 97 x3 >= 52 x0 + 52 x1;
13 /* Binary constraint */
14 bin x2, x3, x0, x1;

Listing 9.1: An Example MOILP for a Generated 2x2 System.

mapping decision is to be made. The resource negotiation constraints on lines 10 and 11
show that the first server offers a resource with 84 units, whereas the second server
only offers 48 units. The implementation of the first component requires 22 units of this
resource, whereas the implementation of the second component requires 22 units. Finally,
the NFP negotiation constraint on line 13 denotes that the implementation of the second
component offers a property with 97 units on both servers and the implementation of
the first component requires 52 units of this property on both servers.

The objective functions on lines 2 to 4 are randomly generated. In practice they reflect
NFPs of interest to the user like the response time, energy consumption or reliability.
The value before each decision variable denotes the influence of the respective decision on
the current objective. Imagine the first objective function (line 2) to represent response
time. In this case, the mapping of the first implementation to the second server (x1)
creates a delay of 25 time units. Mapping this implementation to the first server (x0)
only implies a delay of 17 time units. The second objective could represent the noise level
in an audio processing application. Minimizing the noise level conflicts with minimizing
the response time, as more complex algorithm with longer execution times might be
required to achieve a lower noise level.

Solving this MOILP results in a Parent front with two solutions:

• {x0=1, x1=0, x2=1, x3=0} and

• {x0=0, x1=1, x2=1, x3=0}

The first solution identifies the mapping of both implementations to the first server
as best, whereas the second solution identifies the usage of both servers as best. An
examination of the resulting objective values clarifies this result. For the first solution
the objective values are: 32, 47 and 100. These are the best possible values for the first
two objectives. The best value for the third objective function is 41, which is the case
for the second solution in the Pareto front.
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1 /* objective functions */
2 min: 15 x2 + 51 x3 + 17 x0 + 25 x1;
3 /* architectural constraints */
4 x0 + x1 = 1;
5 x2 + x3 = 1;
6 /* Resource negotiation */
7 12 x3 + 22 x1 <= 84;
8 12 x2 + 22 x0 <= 48;
9 /* NFP negotiation */

10 97 x2 + 97 x3 >= 52 x0 + 52 x1;
11 /* binary constraint */
12 bin x2, x3, x0, x1;
13 /* MOILP P_1 */
14 19 x0 + 29 x1 + 28 x2 + 39 x3 <= 46; //OR0
15 76 x0 + 17 x1 + 24 x2 + 34 x3 <= 99; //OR0

Listing 9.2: P1 from Example MOILP for a Generated 2x2 System.

The steps performed by the algorithm to derive this Pareto front are the following.
As a starting point, the first objective function has been selected for P0. Solving P0

returned the solution {x0=1, x1=0, x2=1, x3=0}. Now, P1 is built resulting in the ILP
shown in Listing 9.2. The added constraints are shown on lines 14 and 15. On the left
hand side they represent the second and third objective function. On the right hand
side the value of these objective functions for the solution derived in P0 minus fk = 1
is used (i.e., 47 − 1 = 46 and 100 − 1 = 99). Solving this ILP actually means solving
two ILPs: one with the first added constraint and another one with the second added
constraint. They return one solution: {x0=0, x1=1, x2=1, x3=0}, which is added to
the Pareto front.

Now, P2 is derived using the two solutions found until P1, which leads to the ILP
shown in Listing 9.3. Here, two further constraints are added, which again represent the
second and third objective function on the left hand side and the value of these functions
for the second found solution on the right hand side. This ILP does not provide a new
solution. Hence, the algorithm terminates.

9.1.3. The Confidential Sort Example

In the following, the approach presented in this chapter is applied to a confidential sort
example. A confidential sort is to be performed whenever the list subject to sorting
contains confidential data. This data, in consequence, has to be encrypted. A typical
approach to encryption is the use of a pair of public and private keys (e.g., SHA-2 [53]).
The bigger the keys used for encryption are, the more effort is required for an attacker
to decrypt the data. But, the bigger the keys, the more time is required to encrypt the
data. Typically, users intend to get their lists sorted as fast as possible, but encrypted as
much as possible. Listing 9.4 shows such a user request for a list with 200.000 elements.

The request is formulated against the structure model shown in Figure 9.1(b). The
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1 /* objective functions */
2 min: 15 x2 + 51 x3 + 17 x0 + 25 x1;
3 /* architectural constraints */
4 x0 + x1 = 1;
5 x2 + x3 = 1;
6 /* Resource negotiation */
7 12 x3 + 22 x1 <= 84;
8 12 x2 + 22 x0 <= 48;
9 /* NFP negotiation */

10 97 x2 + 97 x3 >= 52 x0 + 52 x1;
11 /* binary constraint */
12 bin x2, x3, x0, x1;
13 /* MOILP P_1 */
14 19 x0 + 29 x1 + 28 x2 + 39 x3 <= 46; //OR0
15 76 x0 + 17 x1 + 24 x2 + 34 x3 <= 99; //OR0
16 /* MOILP P_2 */
17 19 x0 + 29 x1 + 28 x2 + 39 x3 <= 56; //OR1
18 76 x0 + 17 x1 + 24 x2 + 34 x3 <= 40; //OR1

Listing 9.3: P2 from Example MOILP for a Generated 2x2 System.

list, subject to sorting, is encrypted prior to sorting. This way the sort algorithm can be
placed on any available machine, even if it is not considered safe (due to its encryption).

The resulting MOILP is shown in Listing 9.5. The actual values are part of the
quality contracts, which are not shown here to keep the example concise. Constraint and
variable generation do not differ from the standard ILP approach. The only difference
is the presence of two objective functions, which are derived from the two objectives
formulated in the user request. Both functions represent the effect of each decision on
the respective NFP (response time and size of encryption key used). The variables x0
and x1 represent the decision for the SHA-2 algorithm with a 1024 bit key or a 2048
bit key respectively. The variables x2 and x3 represent the decision for QuickSort or
HeapSort. To keep the number of variables low, the example comprises only one server.

Listing 9.4: Confidential Sort Request.

1 import ccm [./sort.structure]
2 target platform [./current.variant]
3

4 call ListUtil.sort expecting {
5 list_size = 200000
6 response_time minimize
7 encryption_key_size maximize
8 }

(a)

Cipher Sorter

SHA-2

1024

SHA-2

2048
QuickSort HeapSort

key_size: bit

time : ms

time: ms

ListUtil

(b) Referenced Structure Model

Figure 9.1.: Request and Model for the Confidential Sort Example.
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1 /* objective functions */
2 min: 25 x2 + 35 x3 + 180 x0 + 240 x1; //response time
3 min: -0 x2 - 0 x3 -1024 x0 -2048 x1; //encryption key size
4 /* architectural constraints */
5 x0 + x1 = 1;
6 x2 + x3 = 1;
7 /* Resource negotiation */
8 12 x3 + 22 x1 <= 84;
9 12 x2 + 22 x0 <= 48;

10 /* NFP negotiation */
11 97 x2 + 97 x3 >= 52 x0 + 52 x1;
12 /* binary constraint */
13 bin x2, x3, x0, x1;

Listing 9.5: Generated MOILP for Confidential Sort Example.

The first objective function describes the effect of each decision on the overall response
time (w.r.t. a known list, as the MOILP is generated for a specific request). It resamples
the fact that QuickSort is faster than HeapSort and encryption with a 1024 bit key is
faster than with a 2048 bit key. The second objective function shows, explicitly, the
effect of using a 1024 or a 2048 bit key and, by this, allows to consider the key size as
separate dimension of the Pareto front.

9.2. Scalability Evaluation

This section covers a scalability analysis of using Klein and Hannan’s approach to MOILP
for contract negotiation. As in the previous chapters, generated pipe-and-filter systems
of C × S component types on servers have been used as a basis for measurements. Due
to the combinatorial explosion of ILPs to be solved only 2x2 to 30x30 systems have
been measured for systems with more than 2 objectives. The bi-objective case has been
evaluated with the same 2x2 to 100x100 systems as used for the ILP approach.

Measurements were taken for these 841 systems with 3 and 4 objective functions to
analyze the impact of a growing number of objectives. As these objectives are NFPs of
interest to the user, 4 is a realistic number of objectives, although in special cases more
NFPs might be of interest to the user (e.g., for an expert in audio processing it is likely
that more than four NFPs regarding the desired audio file are of his interest). A notable
fact about the special case of two objective functions is the lack of or-constraint-blocks
in the generated ILPs of Pi where i > 0. This is because the number of constraints per
or-block equals the number of objective functions minus one, i.e., one in the case of two
objective functions. In consequence, there is no combinatorial explosion of ILPs to be
solved. Instead, as many ILPs are to be solved as solutions are found (and a final ILP,
which is infeasible).

The measurements taken for MOILPs were limited to 2 minutes (as for the ILP mea-
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surements in Chapter 7). Due to the combinatorial explosion of ILPs to be solved for
MOILPs with more than 2 objective functions, a second reason for failing is to be con-
sidered: the lack of memory. For all measurements 4 GB of main memory are reserved.
But, as will be shown in the following, this does not suffice for MOILPs having a big
Pareto front. Thus, a MOILP can fail by timeout (the 2 minute limit) or by running out
of memory.

The generation time of MOILPs is similar to the time required to generate single-
objective ILPs, because the generation process is exactly the same, except for the gener-
ation of multiple objective functions. Hence, we do not separately analyze the generation
time, but focus on the overall runtime of the approach.

Figure 9.2 shows the runtime for 2x2 to 100x100 systems with 2 objective functions. As
can be seen, the number of servers has a stronger impact than the number of components.
The runtime grows very fast per server (approximately 60 seconds already at 5 servers),
but slower per additional component (below 1 second until 10 components). Only 27,12%
of all MOILPs timed out (2658 of 9801). Notably, no MOILP run out of memory. The
mean runtime showed up to be at 36,54 s, the median runtime at 60,12 s only. The 3rd
quantile is at 62,92 s. Figure 9.7(a) depicts the runtime as boxplot.

Two further properties are of interest to interpret the behavior of the MOILP solver:
the number of ILPs generated for each MOILP and the size of their Pareto front. Fig-
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Figure 9.2.: Runtime of MOILP with 2 Objective Functions for 2x2 to 100x100 Systems.
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Figure 9.3.: Number of Solved ILPs and Size of Pareto Front for 2 Objective MOILPs
on 2x2 to 100x100 Systems.
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Figure 9.4.: Pareto Front Examples for 2 and 3 Objective MOILPs.

ure 9.3(a) depicts the correlation between the number of components and servers to the
number of ILPs to be solved. Figure 9.3(b) in turn depicts the correlation between the
number of components and servers to the size of the Pareto front. Obviously both are
almost equal, because each solved ILP results in an additional solution in the Pareto
front. Small differences occur, as not every ILP could be solved and for each MOILP
the last solved ILP was necessarily infeasible.

Another insight from Figure 9.3 is the high number of solutions in the Pareto front for
relatively small systems. For systems as small as 10x10 more than 50 solutions are part
of the Pareto front. This poses a challenge to user interaction. The question is how to
present this high amount of solutions to the user so he can make an educated decision.
For 2 objective functions a 2-dimensional representation can be used, which results in
a graph as presented in Figure 9.4(a). An example Pareto front for a MOILP with 3
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Figure 9.5.: Runtime of MOILP With 3 Objective Functions for 2x2 to 30x30 Systems.

objective functions is shown in Figure 9.4(b). For more than 3 dimensions this graphical
representation cannot be used anymore. Hence, another approach is required, but this
is out of this thesis’ scope.

An investigation of 3 objective MOILPs shows, as to expect, considerably worse per-
formance. In each iteration an additional or block of two constraints is added, leading
to a quadratic increase in ILPs to be solved. The boxplot of the runtime is shown in
Figure 9.7(b) at the end of this section. With a mean runtime of 79,391 s and its third
quantile at the timeout limit of 2 minutes its more than 4 times worse the bi-objective
measurements. In contrast to the bi-objective case many more MOILPs timed out and
ran out of memory. In total 305 MOILPs (36,27%) timed out and 195 MOILPs (23,19%)
ran out of memory, where both sets do not overlap. Hence, for 500 MOILPs (59.45%)
no solution could be found. Interestingly, these approx. 60% of failed MOILPs are not
concentrated on bigger systems, but range from small to big systems as can be seen in
Figure 9.5.

Moreover, Figure 9.5 shows that most MOILPs, which do not timeout or run out
of memory are solved very fast as there are more points on the bottom plane than
between the bottom and top plane. An investigation of the successful MOILPs shows a
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Figure 9.6.: Number of Solved ILPs and Pareto Front Size for MOILPs With 3 Objective
Functions on 2x2 to 30x30 Systems.

mean runtime of 19,55 s (compared to 20,49 s in the bi-objective scenario) and a third
quantile of just 8.3 s. Thus, if the MOILPs do not fail, they perform comparably good.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to predict whether a MOILP will fail without solving
it. Thus, the high probability of failure revealed in this analysis is a drawback of the
approach.

The reason for MOILPs running out of memory is the combinatorial explosion of ILPs
to be solved in the presence of more than 2 objective functions. Figure 9.6(a) shows
the number of ILPs to be solved for the successful 3-objective MOILPs. In comparison
to the bi-objective case, where up to 200 ILPs were to be solved per MOILP, in the
3-objective case up to 82.000 ILPs have to be solved. The mean number of ILPs is at
2.366, the third quantile at 305 ILPs. This drastic increase in ILPs to be solved swiftly
exceeds the available memory1.

Notably, the size of the Pareto fronts in the 3-objective case is very small as Fig-
ure 9.6(b) depicts. It comprises only up to 30 solutions. For example, the Pareto front
shown in Figure 9.4(b) for a generated 14x5 system comprised only 29 solutions. The
reason why the number of ILPs solved and the number of solutions in the Pareto front
do not correlate with each other in the 3-objective case are the or-blocks, which lead
to many infeasible ILPs per iteration Pi. In the 14x5 system example, the 29 solutions
resulted from 5 iterations, but in total 16.423 ILPs were solved to identify these 29 so-
lutions. Again, the size of the systems does not correspond to the number of solutions.
Small systems can have comparably large Pareto fronts (e.g., a generated 3x4 system

1It does not matter whether they are solved in parallel or not. Nevertheless, parallel execution obviously
shortens the total solving time.
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had a Pareto front with 16 solutions) and large systems can have small Pareto fronts
(e.g., a generated 29x24 system had a Pareto front with 4 solutions only). An inter-
esting contrast is the larger size of Pareto fronts in the 2-objective case (approx. 200)
compared to the 3-objective case (approx. 30). A possible explanation is that the more
objective functions exist, the constraint qualifying a solution as being non-dominated
(i.e., being part of the Pareto front) is stressed, as such a solution has to be best in all
but one objective. The maximum number of solutions in a Pareto front corresponds to
the largest objective function (i.e., the objective function comprising the most different
values).

Investigating 4-objective MOILPs reveals the expected further decline in performance.
Here 399 MOILPs (47,44%) run out of memory and 168 MOILPs (19,98%) timed out,
where both sets do not intersect. Thus, in total 567 MOILPs (67,42%) failed. The
runtime is depicted as boxplot in Figure 9.7(c). The mean runtime is at 85,174 s, which is
only slightly worse than for the 3-objective case (79,391 s). Investigating only successful
4-objective MOILPs shows a mean runtime of only 13,11 s and the third quantile of the
runtime is also just at 25,75 s. Nevertheless, as shown, 4-objective MOILPs are more
probable to fail than to succeed.

In conclusion, bi-objective MOILP are applicable and feasible for contract negotiation
up to 30x30 systems. Unfortunately, using MOILPs with more than two objective func-
tions is more likely to fail than to succeed (the probability of failing is approx. 60% for
3 objectives and approx. 70% for 4 objectives, but only approx. 2% for 2 objectives).
Thus, MOILPs with more than two objective functions are applicable, but not feasible
for contract negotiation. In consequence, as each objective function represents an NFP
of interest to the user, the presented approach allows to feasibly optimize two NFPs
concurrently. More NFPs are theoretically possible, but impractical.

9.3. Summary

In this chapter, an a posteriori approach to MOO for contract negotiation has been
presented. As the ILP approach presented in Chapter 7 showed good performance,
an approach to solve ILPs with multiple objectives was chosen for closer examination.
Various such approaches have been developed since the eighties, but only one approach–
Klein and Hannan’s approach [75] to MOILP–protruded as being promising [109]. The
application of Klein and Hannan’s approach to contract negotiation has been described
in Section 9.1 and was evaluated in Section 9.2. The evaluation showed the applicability
of MOILP to contract negotiation and revealed its feasibility for bi-objective MOILPs,
but also the infeasibility for MOILPs with more than two objectives. Notably, this
assessment is based on the used measurement environment. More powerful resources
could render 3- and 4-objective MOILPs feasible in the future.
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Figure 9.7.: Runtime Boxplot of 2 Objective MOILP for 2x2 to 100x100 Systems and of
3 and 4 Objective MOILPs for 2x2 to 30x30 Systems.
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10
Conclusion and Future Work

The aim of this thesis is to provide new design and operation principles, namely MQuAT,
to software developers for self-optimizing software systems. The central question such a
system is meant to answer is:

How to provide the best possible quality of experience to the user for the least
possible cost?

Thus, MQuAT enables software developers to build and run software systems, which
automatically adjust themselves to always provide the possible user utility for the least
possible cost. To do so, such systems are comprised of multiple variants differing in
their non-functional behavior, and are able to reason about the trade offs between the
respective NFPs. A key characteristic of MQuAT is the use of QoS contracts to cover
the interdependencies between NFPs, the distinction between hard- and software and
the use of behavioral models to simulate complex non-functional behavior like energy
consumption.

10.1. General Conclusion

In the following, each contribution of the thesis is summarized and pointers are given to
the sections covering the respective contribution.

The following three major contributions are comprised in this thesis:
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1. A novel taxonomy of self-optimizing software systems, highlighting current
challenges in this field of research. The taxonomy spans five categories: (1) time of
adaptation reasoning, (2) coverage of NFP dependencies, (3) whether an optimal,
near-optimal or valid configuration is intended, (4) the number of objectives and
(5) adaptivity of reasoning. A literature analysis covering 9 research projects
revealed two, yet unaddressed, central challenges. First, the need to cover NFP
dependencies using QoS contracts. Second, the need to consider multiple objectives
concurrently, i.e., to apply multi-objective optimization (MOO) at runtime.

2. A development methodology for self-optimizing software systems, which
addresses the first challenge. Using the quality contract language (QCL) and be-
havioral models, dependencies between NFPs are covered. Additionally, the sys-
tem’s structure is covered and a runtime model, which is kept in synch with the
running system, enables predictive reflection on the system.

3. Four evaluated multi-quality (multi-objective) runtime software optimiza-
tion approaches, which address the second challenge. Two a priori methods to
MOO are presented in Chapter 7: integer linear programming (ILP) and pseudo-
boolean optimization (PBO). Chapter 8 covers an approximate approach, which
allows for a priori as well as a posteriori MOO: ant colony optimization (ACO).
Finally, Chapter 9 covers an exact a posteriori approach to MOO: multi-objective
integer linear programming (MOILP) according to Klein and Hannan [75].

The second and third major contribution are subdivided into more specific minor
contributions. In the following, each minor contribution is elaborated and pointers to
the sections covering them are given.

The development methodology covers four minor contributions:

• In Section 4.1, the Cool Component Model (CCM) is introduced as a novel self- and
context-aware, component-based software architecture for self-optimizing software
systems. The CCM comprises structural models to cover the system’s architec-
ture, variant models to cover the systems runtime state and behavioral models to
cover complex non-functional behavior like energy consumption. The CCM exceeds
state of the art in its flexible extensibility, which is due to its 2D metamodelling
characteristic.

• In Section 4.2, the Quality Contract Language (QCL) is introduced as an extended
contract language covering the complex interdependencies between NFPs as well
as their relation to cost and utility. It exceeds state of the art by the novel concept
of quality modes, which represent levels of user utility.

• In Chapter 5, a process to specify QoS contracts at design time and to approximate
their concrete instantiations at deployment time using linear regression is intro-
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duced. To the best of my knowledge, no comparable approach for self-optimizing
software systems exist.

• Chapter 6 provides an argumentation on how contract negotiation using QoS con-
tracts advances over state of the art and discusses different levels of contract nego-
tiation from plain single-objective contract negotiation to multi-quality, economic
contract negotiation. Additionally, a new approach to merge multiple incompara-
ble objectives by discrete event simulation to be used by a priori MOO methods is
introduced.

The contributed runtime methods divide into three classes: exact a priori methods to
MOO, an approximate method to MOO and an exact a posteriori method to MOO (cf.
Section 2.3 for an overview on MOO methods).

• In Section 7.1, an exact runtime a priori MOO approach using integer linear pro-
gramming is presented.

• In Section 7.2, a second exact runtime a priori MOO approach using pseudo boolean
optimization is presented.

• In Section 7.3, both approaches are compared with each other and a scalability
analysis of both approaches is performed. The analysis revealed the applicability
of ILP for systems of up to 100 component types and servers. Additionally, PBO
was shown to be outperformed by ILP.

• In Section 8.1, an approximate runtime MOO approach using ant colony optimiza-
tion is presented.

• In Section 8.2, a scalability and accuracy analysis of this approach in relation
to the previous approaches is performed. The analysis revealed ACO to perform
much worse than ILP and PBO and showed the infeasibility of ACO for contract
negotiation. The problem of ACO was shown to be the time required to generate
the problem graph. Notably, the accuracy of ACO was shown to be very high
(mean accuracy of 86,67%).

• In Section 9.1 an exact runtime a posteriori MOO approach using multi-objective
ILP is presented.

• Finally, in Section 9.2 a scalability analysis of this approach is performed showing
that MOILP performs good for 2 objectives, where it is feasible for systems of up
to 80 components and servers. For more than 2 objectives only small systems (up
to 10x10) can be handled by MOILP in a feasible time.
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10.2. Limitations and Future Work

The thesis at hand provides a broad basis for future research. In the following a set of
follow up research questions, based on the limitations of the approaches presented in this
thesis, are elaborated.

First, the optimization problem considered in this thesis does only consider a single
user. That is, systems are meant to automatically adjust themselves to optimally serve
a single user for the least possible cost. For future work, multi-user scenarios have to
be investigated. The question is to be adjusted to “how to optimally serve all users over
time for the least possible cost”. To answer this new question, adjustments are required
at both, the design and operation principles, presented in this thesis. The reason is
resource contention. Multiple users could be served by the same component and, hence,
indirectly share resources. This effect has to be considered by the contract language, the
process to create contracts and all optimization approaches.

A further limitation of MQuAT is the need for measurable NFPs. Each NFP need to
be quantifiable and measurable. For some NFPs, these properties are hard to realize. For
example, usability is a very subjective NFP, which is hard to quantify. Future research
could investigate how to quantify such problematic NFPs and how their measurability
harmonizes with the MQuAT approach.

For each optimization approach shown in this thesis, a scalability analysis was per-
formed. All these analyses were performed on generated systems, which strictly follow
the pipe-and-filter architectural style, because such systems are most likely to benefit
from MQuAT. Nevertheless, in the future more complex systems can be treated, which
have a different architectural style. Hence, a research question for future work is, how
does MQuAT scale for other types of systems.

Yet another limitation of MQuAT is the restriction of the optimization problem to
a selection and mapping problem, i.e., which implementations to select and where to
map them. Fur future work, an extension to scheduling problems, is valuable. Please
note that the omission of scheduling from the optimization problem delivers a strong
benefit: the applicability of linear optimization approaches. This is, because a snapshot
of the system can be used as basis for the optimization. This snapshot is, consequently,
independent from time, whereas scheduling problems obviously are not. The property
of linearity is lost as soon as the development of the system of time is to be considered.
Nevertheless, the applicability of non-linear MOO approaches to contract negotiation is
yet another possible direction for future research.

Finally, further approximate MOO approaches, besides ACO, can be investigated. For
example, simulated annealing [73], genetic programming approaches like NSGA-II [44]
or evolutionary algorithms like SMEA [34]. A promising approach is to investigate the
realization of contract negotiation using a general framework for approximate optimiza-
tion like Opt4J [87]. Such a framework enables the application of various approximate
optimization approaches to a unified problem description.
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Appendix

A1. Concrete Syntax of the Quality Contract Language

1 SYNTAXDEF qcl
2 FOR <http://www.cool-software.org/qcl> <qcl.genmodel>
3 START QclFile
4

5 IMPORTS {
6 exp : <http://www.cool-software.org/dimm/expressions>
7 <org.coolsoftware.coolcomponents.expressions/metamodel/expressions.genmodel>
8 WITH SYNTAX exp <../../org.coolsoftware.coolcomponents.expressions/metamodel/

expressions.cs>
9 }

10

11 OPTIONS {
12 reloadGeneratorModel = "true";
13 //overrideManifest = "false";
14 disableDebugSupport = "true";
15 disableLaunchSupport = "true";
16 useClassicPrinter = "true";
17 }
18

19 RULES {
20

21 // Top level container
22 QclFile ::=
23 imports* !0 contracts* !0;
24

25

26 // Import Statements
27 CcmImport ::=
28 "import" #1 "ccm" #1 ccmStructuralModel[’[’, ’]’] !0;
29

30

31 // Contracts
32 SWComponentContract ::=
33 "contract" #1 name[TEXT] #1 "implements" #1 "software" #1 componentType[TEXT] "."

port[TEXT] "{" !1
34 ("metaparameter:" (metaparams #1)*)? !1
35 (modes !0)+
36 "}" !0;
37

38 HWComponentContract ::=
39 "contract" #1 name[TEXT] #1 "implements" #1 "hardware" #1 componentType[TEXT] #1 "{"

!1
40 ("metaparameter:" (metaparams #1)*)? !1
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41 (modes !0)+
42 "}";
43

44

45 // Contract Modes
46 SWContractMode ::=
47 "mode" #1 name[TEXT] #1 "{" !1
48 (clauses !0)+
49 "}";
50

51 HWContractMode ::=
52 "mode" #1 name[TEXT] #1 "{" !1
53 (clauses !0)+
54 "}";
55

56

57 // Provision Clauses
58 ProvisionClause ::=
59 "provides" #1 providedProperty[TEXT] #1
60 ("min:" #1 minValue:exp.Expression #1)? ("max:" #1 maxValue:exp.Expression

#1)? formula?;
61

62

63 // Requirement Clauses
64 SWComponentRequirementClause ::=
65 "requires" #1 "component" #1 requiredComponentType[TEXT] #1 (("{" !1 (

requiredProperties !0)* "}") | ";");
66

67 HWComponentRequirementClause ::=
68 "requires" #1 "resource" #1 requiredResourceType[TEXT] #1 "{" !1
69 (requiredProperties !0)+ !1
70 "energyRate: " energyRate[REAL_LITERAL] !1
71 "}";
72

73 SelfRequirementClause ::=
74 "requires" #1 requiredProperty;
75

76 PropertyRequirementClause ::=
77 requiredProperty[TEXT] #1
78 ("min:" #1 minValue:exp.Expression #1)? ("max:" #1 maxValue:exp.Expression

#1)? formula?;
79

80 FormulaTemplate ::= "<" name[TEXT] "(" (metaparameter[] #1)* ")>";
81

82 Metaparameter ::= name[TEXT];
83 }

Listing A1.1: Concrete Syntax of the Quality Contract Language.
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